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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to investigate the role of leadership and its
influence on innovation at a two-year college, paying particular attention to the network
structure, the influence of leadership (formal and informal), and environmental influence.
The goal was to learn about the nature of innovation at two-year colleges by studying the
environment and leadership at these institutions, relative to theory, specifically
complexity theory and dynamic network analysis, to gain an understanding of the
complex dynamics that makes up the two-year college. The study looked at these
influences and innovation as dynamic, changing processes between interconnected agents
within a network and, therefore, relied on dynamic network analysis as the methodology
to gain an understanding of the network within this two-year college. Within the analysis,
the inferential statistical procedures of MANCOVA and canonical correlation analysis
provided insight about relationships. Data was also analyzed using network measures,
near-term analysis simulation, belief propagation, and visualization tools available in the
Organization Risk Analyzer software.
Results show that leadership does play a role in attitudinal beliefs about
innovation, but that leadership does not have a significant effect on diffusing innovation
within the network. School administration was seen as much of an influence to the
network as national and field specific concerns. The results indicate that leaders within
education should focus on creating the dynamics for innovation and fostering positive
attitudes about innovation.
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CHAPTER ONE
NATURE OF THE PROBLEM
Two-year colleges are a dynamic and important part of higher education,
enrolling and serving the majority of postsecondary students in the U.S. Further, two-year
colleges employ more than 1/3 of all postsecondary faculty (Mitchell, Yildez, and Batie,
2011). These institutions are not unique in that they, like all institutions, are quite
dependent on their environment and must adapt as the environment changes; however,
their environments, in contrast to many other four-year colleges who compete nationally
and internationally for students, faculty, recognition, and business, are localized to the
immediate community – the national and international pressures are there, but they are
filtered through the specific needs of specific cultures and communities (Cohen &
Brawer, 2008, pg. 12). Thus, while the institution may respond to local pressures of the
community, the community itself responds to rapid changes in technology and
globalization. As communities change in response to changes in economic needs and
technological advances, community colleges must be innovative to meet those economic
needs and keep up with technology. Further, these institutions must innovate quickly, to
stay relevant to the communities and to compete with other institutions.
This research seeks to learn about the nature of innovation at two-year colleges by
studying the environment and leadership at these institutions, relative to theory,
specifically complexity theory and dynamic network analysis, to gain an understanding of
the complex dynamics that makes up the two-year college. In this research study, the
terms innovation and leadership, will be defined as follows: Innovation is the transition to
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a new way of doing things, even with small changes, by an institution in response to a
stimulus. Leadership is not defined as a structured, hierarchal position or as something
conducted by a particular individual or entity, but is instead the act of effecting a change
at the institution. Thus leadership could reside within an individual or within a group, or
could be a result of the processes within the institution itself (Fletcher, 2004; Surie &
Hazy, 2006; Uhl-Bien, 2006; Uhl-Bien, Marion, & McKelvey, 2007).

Statement of the Problem
While much attention inside and outside of academic research has been devoted to
understanding innovation, the adaptability and movement of innovative ideas within the
two-year college institution has not been well explored. Two-year colleges have fluidity
built into their very design. This fluidity derives from their mission of providing
education to any students who are able to attend college, and from attending to local
business needs, through programs designed for training personnel not just for a job but
for a specific business. This adaptability is enabled by legal mandate and institutional
mission, but is simultaneously constrained somewhat by barriers typical of organizational
hierarchy. We can better understand and deal with these conflicting dynamics by
studying how innovation spreads (and how it doesn’t) through a network of a two-year
college institution.
Specifically, this study is designed to understand more about the interactive
dynamics of networks within a two-year college institution. By using principles of
complexity theory and the methodology of dynamic network analysis, the interactions
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between formal and informal leadership at two-year colleges and the resultant effects on
the spread of innovation can be better understood.

Formal and Informal Leadership at Two-Year Colleges
In the initial stages of forming a system of governance and administration of twoyear colleges, the institutions were more closely linked to the high school system, even
being directed by the school boards in decision-making and often the local high school
principal would take over as the president of the local two-year college (Cohen &
Brawer, 2008). Currently, most two-year colleges are more closely linked to state
governance boards while still maintaining local governance ties. In fact, all 50 states now
have some level of state control of two-year colleges. The formal leaders at two-year
colleges often answer to state regulatory boards and to local institutional boards.
Within the institution itself, the structure of community college administration
follows traditional heirarchal patterns of control, placing the majority of major
institutional decisions in the hands of administrators such as deans, vice-presdients and
presidents (Alfred, 1994). And, like the four-year institutions, this administrative control
and power has increased while the power and administrative decisions of the faculty have
decreased within the institution. In part, though, this decrease in administrative duties
have left faculty with more time to focus on other duties – for four-year college and
university faculty, there is more time to focus on research and teaching. For two-year
college faculty, the emphasis is on teaching, curriculum development, and student
advisement, with little emphasis on producing research for the academy. This means that
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for the most part, the colleges are divided between administrators and faculty (Cohen &
Brawer, 2008, pg. 141). The faculty power comes from grouping into networks, most
often based on instructional content, called departments. These departments are led by
academic department chairs.
For department chairs and other formal leaders to be effective at creating a space
for innovation and for helping to institutionalize innovation, they must encourage
networks and interdependencies among faculty (Marion, 2002; Uhl-Bien & Marion,
2009). Department chairs serve as both administrators and faculty; they connect the
faculty to the administration and exist in a space in between the two (Craig, 2005).
Department chairs act as the go-between for the administrative leadership, the deans,
vice-presidents and presidents, and are the champion for faculty.
Faculty at two-year colleges are mostly influential at a local level. They are not as
subject to national labor market concerns as their four-year counterparts, for a variety of
reasons including work experience outside of academics prior to community college
work, salary determination based on salary scales (rather than market forces), and
preference for teaching expertise over higher degree attainment (Twombly & Townsend,
2008). Some two-year colleges are unionized, though unionized colleges may not have a
perceivable difference in control over institutional decisions (Linville et al, 2011). Some
faculty may feel disengaged from the formal decision making process at the institution
(Thaxter and Graham, 1999), while other have a great interest and participation (Miller et
al 1998). Even if not formally involved in institutional decisions, as the decision-makers
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in the classroom, the heart of these institutions, faculty play a great role in the direction of
the institutions where they teach.

Environment and Two-Year Colleges
The notion that environment plays such a big part in how institutions function is a
common one. This understanding of the importance of the outside environmental
influence on organizations, though, is in the grand scheme of things a relatively new
notion. It began to gain traction with the open systems theory movement in the 1960s.
Open system’s notion of external stimuli from the environment combined with
population ecologists’ ideas about how organizations change (or don’t) based on
environment alters the way that we understand the relationship between an organization
and its environment (Marion, 2002). Complexity theory, a relatively recent theory of
organization behaviors and the environment, looks at how specific environmental
pressures and stimuli affect network dynamics and network response. In complexity
theory, the emphasis is on how a dynamic organization responds in a complex
environment.
The environment within the institution of the two-year college is likewise
complex because of the multitude of goals for the college, some of which may be
contradictory (Dougherty, 2004), and because of the very different departments and
individuals who must come together to reach a common organizational goal. Outside of
the institution, the external environment is complicated and complex because of the
expectations of the many different groups who rely on these institutions to meet their
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(potentially contradictory) needs. This study looks at how innovative ideas flow within
this complex internal and external environment; through this study, we learn more not
only about innovation but about this type of environment as well.

Study Goals
The purpose of this study is to take a closer look at how innovation occurs within
a two-year college, by studying formal and informal leadership and the networks within
the college, while positing the effects from the volatility of the environment outside of
the college. I completed this study by looking at one South Carolina school that serves
approximately 4,000 students. This school and its appropriateness for my study will be
explained in more detail later; in brief, the school is experiencing a high state of change,
necessitated by changes in the economy and its high increase in enrollment. By
conducting this study, I will contribute to the knowledge base regarding leadership and
environment at two-year colleges, and, importantly, I will contribute to our understanding
of innovation and leadership and how the environment influences innovation.
Additionally, this study will add to our understanding of the use of the complexity
leadership theories in different settings and with different research goals.
This study will examine a multitude of issues: formal and informal leadership in
education, leadership in two-year colleges, the nature of innovation, the role of
innovation in two-year colleges, and what complexity theory can reveal about the nature
of innovation and leadership in a specific setting. Two-year colleges provide a
particularly apt setting for examining the nature of innovation, as the institution itself was
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designed to change and innovate. Finally, complexity theory provides an apt theoretical
framework for this study because it allows for learning about leadership in all levels of an
organization and is particularly suited for the study of innovation (Marion & Gonzalez,
2012).

Purpose of the Study
This study originated from an interest in the importance of innovation in higher
education, specifically in the two-year college setting. Two-year colleges are known for
being responsive to changes in the environment (Cohen & Brawer, 2009), yet little is
known about the mechanism of innovation within this setting. My research goal for this
project stems from my interest in the innovative properties of community colleges and
how leaders at these institutions play an integral role in this innovation. The project will
rely on a complexity theory as the theoretical framework.
The major purpose of this study is to explore how innovation spreads through an
institution, by studying leadership and environmental effects on innovation at one
particular institution. I will look at academic administrators, including the president and
vice-president, deans, department chairs and associated full-time faculty and staff and
will use complexity theory because of its core idea that organizations are formed by
complex networks that react in a dynamic manner to outside pressures and contexts
(Marion, 2011; Osborn, Hunt, & Jauch, 2002; Uhl-Bien, Marion and McKelvey, 2007).
Within the two-year college setting, networks are formed in various ways, as individuals
group themselves by teaching content, goals and interests. These networks, then, in turn
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influence each other and the individuals within the network. By studying the networks
and the interactions over time using dynamic network analysis, much can be revealed
about the nature of how innovation spreads through an institution, and the effect of
leadership and environment on innovation. This theoretical framework is linked to my
methodology, which is dynamic network analysis.

Definition of Terms


Agents: The smallest unit of analysis within a network, typically individuals



Complexity: Not synonymous with complicated. Complexity is the study of
how agents and networks interact and change in a dynamic space, with both
internal and external restraints governing the behavior. Emphasizes interaction
and interdependency. (Marion, 2012)



Complex Adaptive System: A collection of agents and networks interacting
within a larger space, such as an institution.



Innovation: While innovation is usually thought of as a new concept or
thought that dramatically changes a system, a more appropriate way to think
of innovation for this project is “defined as the successful implementation of
creative ideas within an organization” (Gumusluoğlu & Ilsev, 2009, p. 265).
These ideas do not necessarily have to completely overhaul an organization to
be creative or innovative, as a major part of this definition is about the
successful implementation of the idea.
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Leadership: According to complexity theory, leadership is not based on a
series of characteristics or positions within an organization, but instead is
process that involves three entangled leadership roles: managerial, enabling
and adaptive leadership styles (Schreiber & Carley, 2006). Additionally,
leadership can emerge from the relationships between agents and networks
(Feltcher, 2004; Uhl-Bien, 2006), and can be attributed to processes between
and within agents and networks (Surie & Hazy, 2006; Uhl-Bien, et al 2007)
- Formal leadership: This term applies to those who have been give
leadership positions within an institution, who are named by an
appropriate title (i.e. president or vice-president), and who fit into the
organization’s formal hierarchy of power



Network: A grouping of agents who interact in complex adaptive systems.



Two-year College: Any institution in the United States that can award up to an
associate’s degree. These schools can be called by any number of names,
including community college, technical college or junior college.

Research Questions
My dissertation research project will be an investigation of innovation at two-year
colleges and will look at the institution’s leadership and environment. I will conduct this
study at a single institution and attempt to answer these questions:


How quickly and effectively do innovative ideas spread throughout this
institution?
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- What network characteristics influence how quickly innovation
spreads throughout this institution?


How do faculty members and other informal leaders influence innovation?



How do administrators and formal leaders influence innovation flow?



How do department chairs influence innovation and the spread of innovation?



How does the environment influence innovative dynamics at the two-year
college?

Research Methods
Based on a collectivist and constructivist epistemology, it was imperative that a
methodology be chosen that allowed me to study interactive and dynamic processes that
occur in a group dynamic and that looks at this process as it occurs over time. This led to
the choice of dynamic network analysis. The study examines dynamic interactions among
environments, institutions, formal leaders, and employees. The initial stage of this
Dynamic Network Analysis (DNA) method is to seek information through interviews.
This interview data is compiled to create a network evaluation survey. Data from such
evaluation surveys allows one to study the interactions between the agents in the
institution and make predictions about dynamic outcomes based on the computer
modeling. This method allowed me to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the
system and its ability to foster innovation and spread innovation throughout the
institution. It further helped in understanding the role of leadership in the spread of
innovation in an institution. DNA allows for a study of the interactions and
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interdependencies within a network, while examining the role of the internal and external
pressures on a system.

Theoretical Framework for the Study
The theoretical framework of complexity theory is very important to the study: it
guides not only the study but the methodology. One of the most basic and fundamental
elements of complexity theory is the importance of interaction, between individuals and
between complex adaptive systems (Marion, 2002; McElroy, 2003). Complexity theory is
a natural fit for studying innovation as “complexity theorists argue that innovation
emerges from cauldrons of interacting aggregates [. . .] innovation is a product of the
nature of that interaction and of the surprises that characterize nonlinear events” (Marion,
2002, p. 308). Innovation has become increasingly important in all organizations,
including institutions of higher education, as the economy and world has become more
dependent on knowledge, interaction and networking (Cross, 2007; Marion, Uhl-Bien,
Hanson, Schreiber, & Arena, 2011). Complexity theory is “now seen as a valuable source
of insight in understand how living systems function—including human organizations—
the science of complexity has a great deal to say about the nature and role of learning in
the conduct of human affairs” (McElroy, 2003, p. 26). As this study will be conducted in
an institution devoted to learning and innovation and influences of leaders within this
institution, complexity theory will be an invaluable guide for each step in the analysis.
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Significance of the Study
Attention to innovation in education is paramount to the success of education,
given the changes that are occurring in technology, the economy, and population
demographics. Furthering the understanding of innovation within community colleges,
which serve over half of all students in higher education, therefore increases our
understanding of how to better foster and channel innovation within higher education.
The study adds to the body of knowledge about leaders and leadership in higher
educations as well as to the understanding of influential agents in innovative processes in
higher education.
Finally, this study and its grounding in the complexity theory of leadership will
contribute to the growing knowledge about how complexity theory can be used to
understand innovative properties of institutions. Allen (2001) stated “the long-term
survival of a system requires more internal diversity than appears requisite at any time”
(p. 149), which is a principle that began with Ashby’s law of requisite variety in 1962. It
is my intention to study specific interactions within the diverse system of the target
community college, looking specifically at the level of requisite variety in the system
relative to the requisite variety in the environment.
This study adds to the evolving models of complexity leadership and the
dynamics of innovation. Perhaps, most importantly, this study adds to the general
knowledge about the inner workings of two-year colleges, an area of higher education
research that is rife with opportunities for adding to generalizable knowledge given the
many gaps in research in this area.
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Data Analysis
My methods, data collection and data analysis were informed by complexity
theory, so complexity theory was the “armament of methodological techniques” that I
relied on but also “[saw] through” (Charmaz, 2006, p. 15). In this DNA, the data analysis
began with structured interviews. From this interview data and analysis, I created a
questionnaire that was distributed to full-time faculty and administration for the dynamic
network analysis. This survey data was analyzed using the Organizational Risk Analyzer
(ORA) and was analyzed so that interaction and interdependencies could be studied.

Data Gathering Methods
Patton (2002) states that “purposeful sampling” allows for “information rich cases
for study in depth” (p. 230). For this study, my sampling method would best be
described, using Patton’s (2002) categories, as looking for maximum variation. I chose to
seek maximum variation now so that I can begin to see the themes that emerge, relying
on Patton’s (2002) idea that
Any common patterns that emerge from great variation are of particular interest
and value in capturing the core experiences and central, shared dimensions of a
setting or phenomenon. (235)
Maximum variation was sought in two ways. First, I collected data for the survey by
interviewing department chairs from different content areas in the college. Second, I
surveyed the entire faculty and formal academic leaders.
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Delimitations
This study was narrowed to include surveys of faculty members and academic
administrators, with structured interviews of select department chairs, two academic
division deans, one academic vice-president, and president of a single two-year college in
South Carolina in order to look in depth at the academic innovation network within this
institution. Attempting to research multiple institutions would be unrealistic given time
constraints.
As this is one of the initial forays into research in community colleges using
complexity theory, the study is limited in its scope. Geographically, this study could be
applied to all states, but I am only looking at one particular institution. Further, as
researcher and evaluator of data, it is important to note that I firmly believe in the validity
of the two-year college model as a way to help create opportunities for those who are left
out of the university/college system and therefore my positive bias could be shown in my
study and analysis.

Summary
This first chapter introduced the research study, including its purpose and
significance. It also gave an overview of the theoretical framework and the methodology.
Further the methods for data collection and analysis are described. Finally, the
delimitations of the study are described. This chapter provided a look at the study as a
whole; the following chapters will describe the study in further detail.
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CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The goal of this chapter is to acquire a greater understanding of the literature
related to the topics of two-year colleges, innovation, leadership, complexity theory and
dynamic network analysis. Much of the literature in this chapter is theoretical in nature,
and empirical studies are included to highlight and reveal important details about the
topics and concepts within the study. The chapter reviews four areas of theoretical and
supporting literature: (a) two-year colleges, (b) innovation, (c) complexity leadership
theory, and (d) dynamic network analysis.
The section in the chapter on two-year colleges focuses on two themes: leadership
and environment. Literature on formal leaders in academic departments within the
institutions of two-year colleges is presented first, and then a discussion of the role of
faculty and faculty as informal leaders serves to explain the complex leadership
interactions that occur in these institutions. This section presents material on
administrators, department chairs and faculty and serves to explain how institutional
decisions are influenced by these groups. The literature about environmental influences
on two-year colleges expounds on the distinctiveness of these institutions.
Within the innovation section of the chapter, the concept of innovation is
explained in brief, as it relates to the study and the theoretical framework. Innovation at
two-year colleges is discussed in this section to anchor these ideas about innovation in a
specific context. In addition, the work of influential researcher Everett Rogers illuminates
the important concept of the diffusion of innovation, which is the basis of much of the
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analysis that serves to answer the questions about innovation flow within networks and
systems.
Complexity leadership theory is included because complexity theory is “now seen
as a valuable source of insight in understanding how living systems function—including
human organizations—the science of complexity explains the nature and role of learning
in the conduct of human affairs” (McElroy, 2003, p. 26). Complexity leadership theory is
the theoretical framework for this study.
Finally, dynamic network analysis is included as a section in this chapter because
of the importance of this idea for the analysis and conclusions. Dynamic network analysis
is both a theory and a methodology “for understanding changes of context and changes in
process, both over time and at multiple levels of analysis” (Schreiber & Carley, 2008). In
this study, it was used in part for theoretical framework and was of great importance for
the methodology of this study.
This study sought to answer the following research questions, and in this literature
review, the framework for answering these questions is presented.


How quickly and effectively do innovative ideas spread throughout this
institution?
- What network characteristics influence how quickly innovation
spreads throughout this institution?



How do faculty members and other informal leaders influence innovation?



How do administrators and formal leaders influence innovation flow?



How do department chairs influence innovation and the spread of innovation?
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How does the environment influence innovative dynamics at the two-year
college?

The Challenge for Two-Year Colleges
Challenges for the two-year college institution abound. Perhaps the most pressing
for many colleges across the nation are the ever-increasing student enrollments.That the
current economy is known as a knowledge economy (Drucker, 1999) is certainly no
surprise to those in higher education. Expansion of the student population, even in rural
segments of society is due, in large part, to the unstable economy but also to rapid
advances in technology (Hitt, Keats, & DeMarie, 1998). Technological advances are not
only changing at a rapid pace but they are placing significant pressure on organizations to
adjust to those advances. External pressures to innovate exist for all institutions of higher
education, but how institutions allow for innovation depends on how the pressures are
interpreted and the nature of the environment of the institutions (Uhl-Bien & Marion,
2009). Bettis and Hitt (1995) point out “increased speed of change necessitates more
rapid acquisition of relevant technologies by firms, and hence motivates diffusionincreasing behavior” (p. 8). As technology advances, the job market changes; as the job
market changes, the needs and capabilities of the American workforce comes into
scrutiny; as the American workforce is evaluated and shown lacking in some areas,
people return to school to gain additional education and training.
Often those returning to school from the workplace choose two-year colleges
(Davis, 2008; Mendoza et al., 2009; Romano & Dellow, 2009). Two-year colleges have
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an important role in the current economy, enrolling the majority of students in higher
education (Viadero, 2009) and thus need to be innovative. The need to understand the
nature of innovation at two-year colleges intensified in 2009 when President Obama
pledged $12 billion in funding to two-year colleges for increasing graduates and research
as well as “establishing a new research center, providing grants for innovation, setting
aside $2.5 billion to spur facility-modernization efforts, and creating an online skills
laboratory for students” (Viadero, 2009, p. 6). Enrollments boomed during the 2009,
2010, and 2011 school years, and even in 2012, as enrollments began to stabilize, twoyear colleges were left with a large population of American college students, of all types,
to educate. These students have diverse needs, backgrounds, experiences, and capabilities
(Cohen & Brawer, 2008). Two-year colleges, in order to meet demands from students,
provide qualified, trained workers for local businesses, and meet local, state, and federal
expectations for two-year colleges to produce college graduates, must adapt, change and
innovate to provide what the community needs.

Two-Year College Administration
As the university developed, the influence of faculty on institutional decisionmaking decreased with administrators taking over as caretakers of the institutions while
faculty concentrated on research and teaching (Cohen & Brawer, 2008, p. 141). There is a
similar division of responsibilities at two-year colleges as the administrative structure of
two-year colleges mimics that of the more familiar structure of four-year college and
university structures. Within the two-year institutions, the formal leadership is composed
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of a college president, multiple vice-presidents, deans and department chairs (Twombly
and Townsend, 2008). Faculty members are subdivided into departments based on
content and subject (Cohen & Brawer, 2008). Unlike four-year research institution
faculty, there is little pressure to publish or conduct research since two-year faculty
members are focused almost completely on teaching (Twombly and Townsend, 2008).
The college president heads the administration at the two-year college. While in
the past two-year college presidents came typically from a local secondary school,
currently more presidents have spent their early career as instructors within the two-year
college, moving into an administrative position after teaching or being part of the staff at
these institutions (Cohen & Brawer, 2008). Two-year college presidents act as
representatives for the institution with the college advisory board and the state legislature.
They also have administrative duties at the college and fundraise for the college. Vicepresidents, sometimes labeled deans, plan and supervise for multiple departments within
the college (Cohen & Brawer, 2008, p. 144). Typically, vice-presidents are in charge of a
specific college function, like finance, academic affairs, or student affairs. Deans, act as
division managers, providing administrative support for faculty as well as evaluating and
directing division level decisions. Under the deans in the administration are the
department chairs, who are the leaders of departments that are normally subdivided based
on teaching content. Within the college, departments “[act] as miniature governmental
units within the larger college structure” (Cohen & Brawer, 2008, p. 145).
Two-year college administration and leadership. Two-year colleges developed
in conjunction with local high schools and often as feeders into local colleges and
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universities. The administration and leadership at these institutions were at first highly
linked with the local school board and high school (Cohen & Brawer, 2008; Mullin &
Honeyman, 2007). From its inception, the governance and administration of two-year
colleges was highly localized. Even so, the state’s prominence in decision-making has
been present since inception and has grown in importance, with some state control in all
50 states (Tollefson, Garrett & Ingram, 1999). With decreased state funding for higher
education, the influence of the state in the governance of two-year colleges could
decrease in the future (Mortensen, 2012).
State influence on two-year college formal leadership varies. The state-level
authority can be a single statewide college system, with each location functioning as
another campus of the same higher education system. In Wisconsin and Minnesota, for
example, all the state universities, community colleges, and technical colleges are
combined into one statewide system (Cohen & Brawer, 2008). In South Carolina, by
contrast, the two-year college system has two parts (Cohen & Brawer, 2008): the
technical colleges and the two-year junior colleges associated with the University of
South Carolina. The technical colleges function separately from the four-year colleges
and universities, but are still influenced by these institutions, often seeking relationships
and creating “bridge” programs to these institutions. The technical colleges in South
Carolina act as separate institutions within an overall system, called the South Carolina
Technical College system that provides rules and regulations for the entire technical
college system. These rules and regulations include governance in the form of procedures
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and policies that apply to many aspects of the two-year technical colleges, including
salaries for employees, physical facilities and equipment, curriculum, and fiscal policies.
Two-year colleges and their administration, like other institutions in higher
education, are also subject to influence from federal regulation, most prominently in
competition for federal funding. Even as enrollments fell, by 1 %, from 2010 to 2011, the
share of Pell grants awarded to two-year colleges rose from 31% to 34 % (Enrollments
down, Pell grants up, 2012). These Pell grants are often thought to be powerful
influencers to urban communities, but they play a vital role in rural communities as well,
often creating an opportunity for nontraditional students to return to school and for parttime students to become full-time (Adams, 2012). Federal influence can also be felt by
administration and leadership at these colleges in the form of rules and regulations for
financial aid, as well as qualification for grants and other funding.
Other influences, outside of state and federal influences, on decicion making at
two-year colleges can come from multiple and varied places. As Dougherty (2006)
pointed out, the governance and administration of two-year colleges can be influenced by
“diverse” groups, including “state and local officials and agencies, professional and
accredititing associations, the mass medis, business and community based organizations”
(p. 119). Not only do these influences affect day-to-day decision making, they can also
“frame how community colleges and this publics conceptualize the colleges’ mission and
practices” (Dougherty, 2006, p. 119). Administration and formal and informal
leadership at two-year colleges respond to a wide variety of influences when making
decisions for these institutions. The role of the college board and its influence is often
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immense. Further, public scrutiny can influence administration as “community college
administrators work with more limited resources and under a level of public scrutiny that
would render many four-year campuses obsolete” (Hinton, 2012, p. 23).
Two-year college administration and innovation. Two-year college
administration and formal leadership plays a vital role in influencing innovation.
Mendoza et al. (2009) suggested that through collaboration presidents of various twoyear colleges must come together in trying times in order to avoid fighting over turf and
“flying monkeys” (unknown and unpredictable threats to success) (p. 89). These flying
monkeys can be any barriers that influence innovation. Crow (2010) questioned, “In this
new era of dramatically escalating complexity, the question remains yet to be resolved
whether American universities can adapt fast enough to meet the challenges of the global
economy in the twenty-first century” (p. 41). This question can only be answered by
community college administrators who must adapt and create spaces for innovation
within these institutions.

Two-Year College Department Chairs
The department chair role acts as the bridge between the top administration,
deans, vice-presidents, and president, and the faculty. Craig (2005) pointed out that, “The
leadership provided by a department chair is a critical factor for success, yet one that has
been described as being one of the most complex and ambiguous of all leadership
positions” (p. 86). This ambiguity comes from the department chairs’ position as both
faculty and administrator in function, although some colleges make a distinction, by
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labeling department chairs as either administrator or faculty in their contracts (Cohen &
Brawer, 2008). Department chairs act as liaison for faculty to administration and vice
versa, and they often do so for a wildly varied group of faculty since community colleges
departments are not necessarily separated by discipline (Craig, 2005; McArthur, 2002;
Meyer, 2008). As department chairs are often elected into the position (Meyer, 2008) or
chosen by top administrators, they often enter into the role with little leadership
experience or knowledge of leadership practices (Cohen & Brawer, 2008; Smith &
Stewart, 1999). This creates a situation where department chairs learn on the job, and
this learning must be focused on both the goals of the department and institution and the
personal and professional goals of the individual faculty members (Meyer, 2008).
Department chair leadership can have a big influence on the institution, especially
because of the nexus of top-administration and faculty. Petty (2008) stated that
department chairs are directly responsible for the “vitality of their institutions” because
on a daily basis they interact with students, faculty and administration as well as with
fellow chairs within an institution and between different institutions (p. 10). This variety
of functions and roles within an institution makes department chairs uniquely situated to
be highly influential (Craig, 2005). Further, effective leadership at the department chair
level is essential to overall success of the institution. The mission of the institution is
carried out at the level of the department, and it is the department chair who creates the
environment that may (or may not) foster that mission successfully.
Department chairs within community colleges exist in a space where they serve as
both administrators and faculty; they connect the organization to the administration
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(Craig, 2005). For department chairs to be effective at creating a space for innovation
and for helping to institutionalize innovation, they must encourage networks and
interdependency. They are in a position to do this, acting as the go-between for the
administrative leadership, the deans, vice-presidents and presidents, and the champion for
faculty and innovation. Because of this position in the organization, effective
implementation of complexity theory and its principles in the department chair position
will allow for a more dynamic institution, one that can more easily respond to outside
pressures. These outside pressures most often come in the form of public and business
desires that are ever in flux, so the importance of a dynamic organization and effective
leaders in key positions that can allow for growth and innovation is essential.

Faculty at Two-Year Colleges
Twombly and Townsend (2008) pointed out that a distinction between two-year
college and four-year institution is that “the community college’s educational mission is
solely to transmit knowledge, in contrast to the university’s mission, which is to generate
knowledge” (p. 21). This distinction means that the majority of the work –the teaching -done at two-year colleges is by the faculty at these institutions. It is important to realize
that two-year college faculty is a distinct subset of higher education – they are neither
glorified high school teachers nor junior university faculty, though they often are
discussed as such (Twombly & Townsend, 2008). Though, in some ways, the discussion
of two-year faculty in these terms has merit as “community college teaching exists
between high school teaching and university teaching in terms of the extent to which it
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exhibits the characteristics of ideal professions” (Twombly & Townsend, 2008, p. 18).
Two-year college faculty members are often exposed to the high school environment and
high school students through dual credit or dual enrollment programs. And, since a good
proportion, roughly estimated to be 25%, of two-year college students transfer to fouryear colleges and universities, two-year college faculty members are often responsible for
providing comparable education to these four-year programs.
However, these 4-year college bound students are not the only students that twoyear college faculty instruct. The majority of the students have diverse backgrounds and
needs. Cohen and Brawer (2008) describe the student population by saying, “Two words
sum up the students: number and variety” (p. 43). Students vary in ability, gender, race,
and ethnicity (Miller, Vacik, & Benton, 1998; Cohen & Brawer, 2008). For many of
these students, “the choice is not between the community college and a senior residential
institution; it is between the community college and nothing” (Cohen & Brawer, 2008, p.
58). These students do have things in common as they are typically local to the college,
and they are often from lower socioeconomic backgrounds. Also, these students also have
lower persistence and retention than four-year students.
While two-year college faculty face a great challenge in meeting the needs of a
diverse student body, faculty members at these institutions are somewhat more gender
diverse than at four-year colleges, but the predominant race is White and there are still
fewer Hispanic faculty than would be expected given the percentage of the student body
who are classified in the minority for race and ethnicity (Perna, 2003). While better than
other institutions, this lack of diversity presents a problem in educating students and
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undermines the notion of these institutions as diverse institutions (Kayes & Singley,
2010). In addition to this, the faculty themselves are often overloaded, despite much
sturm und drang about the need for reduced teaching load. Some perhaps perplexing
information about two-year college faculty is that despite all of these challenges, they are
often the most satisfied (with their jobs) in higher education (Antony & Valadez, 2002;
Flowers, 2005; Kim et al., 2008). This job satisfaction may come from something as
esoteric as a feeling of making a difference (Cohen & Brawer, 2008) or from something a
bit more pedestrian as a shorter work week (Twombly and Townsend, 2008). These
faculty members are not extrinsically encouraged to do research, but often they do,
despite large teaching loads, because of intrinsic motivators (Hadré, 2012). Faculty, like
the students they serve, are often local to the area in which they are employed (Twombly
and Townsend, 2008). Often their pay is determined by state scales or local markets
(Rhoades, 1998; Twombly, 2005), which shows that institutions and faculty are less
affected by national or global markets that can dictate salaries.
As faculty members are such a vital part of the institution, they are quite
influential and conduct most of the business of the two-year colleges as these institutions
focus solely on teaching (Miller et al, 1998). Cohen and Brawer (2008) point out that
leadership is not necessarily imbued by a title or position within an organization, and is
instead an “interactive process”: “Leadership is thus a transaction between people, not a
quality or set of traits held by a person who is in a position of authority; a leader may not
even hold a position of authority. Power is interactive.” (p. 152).
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Given this understanding, combined with the complexity leadership theory
emphasis on the importance of the collective and interaction, it is important to talk about
the faculty of two-year colleges as leaders within the institution, despite their lack of
formal leadership titles. Community college faculty often leverage the power of the
collective in a formal way through collective bargaining and faculty senate (Cohen &
Brawer, 2008). In more informal ways, faculty members influence decisions and
leadership at the institutions in a myriad of ways, such as work on committees, bringing
innovative ideas to the institution and through a highly networked position in the college.
A single, limited study from 1999 with only 70 responses reports that faculty may view
the administrative structure as autocratic in most areas of institutional decisions, like
finance and institutional mission, though not in areas of instruction where they have more
influence (Thaxter & Graham, 1999). This feeling of separation may be due to a high
level of bureaucracy, lack of faculty interest, or lack of schedule time for institutional
planning for two-year college faculty (Thaxter & Graham, 1999). Miller et al (1998)
reported that faculty responded positively to ideas of shared governance and urged
administrators to encourage faculty participation in institutional decision-making.
For full-time faculty, the power of the collective could be decreasing due to
changes in higher education. One of the most harmful is the over-reliance on adjunct and
contingent faculty. While, these faculty are just as qualified to teach and are often
engaged with the students, they may not be as engaged with or persuasive to the
institution: “Part-time faculty members will be far less likely to engage in institutionwide goal-setting for learning, assessment of student outcomes, selecting cohorts of
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students for admission, and presiding over the academic affairs of the institution”
(Morris, 2009, p. 132). Though it would seem that unions would be another way to
leverage power at two-year colleges, there is little support for that idea. Unionized
schools have little difference in pay (Twombly & Townsend, 2008), and there is not
much difference in the perception of control at unionized schools (Linville et al, 2011).

Changing Models for Two-Year Colleges
Given the increasing demand for postsecondary education, higher education in
general, and two-year colleges specifically, need to consider at least some principles of a
business model to become more self-sufficient, and to adapt to decreases in public
funding to stay relevant in today’s economy (Crow, 2010). An increasingly common
worry for higher education institutions is the decreases in funding from state and federal
sources that began in 1980, and given current trends, some states will have no state
funding by 2059 (Mortensen, 2012). These worries have created a shift in perspective.
Higher education, including two-year colleges, must recognize that a shift away from
state and federal support necessitates a broader view of the role of higher education.
Romano and Dellow (2009) urged, “Those who think seriously about the future will
realize that in order to do so in our rapidly changing economy, community college
educators must once again reinvent themselves to find ways of responding to events
halfway around the world or, better yet, anticipating them” (p. 18). Basham et al. (2008)
emphasized, after a meeting of Community College Futures, that a shift in focus to
collaborating with business and increasing entrepreneurialism is needed for the success of
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community colleges. Schools are pushed to find ways to be innovative even with limited
resources (Moon & Moolenaar-Wirsiy, 2008).

Two-Year Colleges as Adaptable Institutions
Community colleges are a particularly good place to study and consider the role
of environment and pressures on the emergence of innovation given their very basic
design; unlike universities and private colleges, community colleges do not rely on
tradition and historical precedent for design of programs and coursework (Cohen &
Brawer, 2008; Crow, 2010; Mendoza, et al., 2009). Instead, community colleges adapt
(Cohen & Brawer, 2008). They adapt to teach any programs that need to be taught; they
adapt to include any students that need to be brought into higher education; they provide
training for any new technology that the business world indicates is needed in the
workforce (Cohen & Brawer, 2008; Mendoza, et al., 2009; Murray & Keen, 2008).
Instead of having a single, set and purposeful goal, such as achieving a high status among
colleges or maintaining a historical tradition (Crow, 2010), community colleges’ “goals
[have been] to serve the people with whatever the people wanted” (Cohen & Brawer,
2008, p. 33). As early as 1947, community colleges proudly saw themselves as adaptable
institutions, shown by a Texas community college slogan, as reported by Cohen and
Brawer (2008), “We will teach anyone, anywhere, anything, at any time whenever there
are enough people interested in the program to justify its offering” (p. 24).
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Environmental Pressures in Two-Year Colleges
Complexity theory rests on the principle idea that organizations are formed by
complex networks and that react in a dynamic manner to outside pressures and context (
Marion, 2011; Osborn, et al., 2002; Uhl-Bien, et al., 2007). Outside pressures for twoyear colleges are many; the label of contradictory institution (Dougherty, 2003) is one
that sticks to these types of institutions for a good reason. In the social order and by
political and social pressure, two-year colleges have been charged with a multitude of
duties including vocational training, remediation, open access, transfer programs, and
general education (Cohen & Brawer, 2008; Dougherty, 2003). These duties have
developed in two-year colleges because these institutions have come to represent an
essential part of American idealism; two-year colleges represent opportunity for those
who may not have other opportunities while the institution also acts as a helpmeet to
four-year colleges. Cohen & Brawer (2008) describe the development of two-year
colleges thus:
The best answer [to why other countries do not have a community college system]
might be that since its founding, the United States has been more dedicated to the
belief that all individuals should have the opportunity to rise to their greatest
potential. Accordingly, all barriers to individual development should be broken
down. Institutions that enhance human growth should be created and supported.
Talent is potentially to be found in every social stratum and at any age. People
who fail to achieve in their youth should be given successive chances. And
perhaps most crucial – absent a national ministry of education or even, until
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recently, much state control or oversight – the local school districts could act on
their own. (p. 11).
The need for and development of two-year colleges resulted in a system that responds to
local coercive pressures, rather than being involved in national or global requirements
(Cohen & Brawer, 2008); however, there are indications that to remain relevant in
today’s economy, where the global has become local, community colleges must respond
innovatively to these pressures as well (Romano & Dellow, 2009).
As two-year colleges were created to be adaptable, they are uncertain by design:
“Community colleges do not even follow their own traditions. They change frequently,
seeking new programs and new clients” (Cohen & Brawer, 2008, p. 41). The most
powerful force within two-year colleges as institutions is the constrictors that limit the
capabilities of these colleges (Brint & Karabel, 1989). While there have been a few
forays into awarding baccalaureate degrees and much discussion of such, the
predominant modeling for two-year colleges emphasizes vocational training, remediation
and transfer programs, so that these three functions become the major goals of all twoyear colleges. As Brint and Karabel (1999) point out, two-year colleges were established
well after the universities and colleges had laid claim, so to speak, to the upper courses
and divisions of higher education, so “community colleges chose to vocationalize
themselves, but they did so under conditions of powerful structural constraints” ( p. 72).
This pressure does lead two-year colleges to seek out innovative ways to have a stake in
higher education, yet these innovations are always limited by the market in which twoyear colleges compete.
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While it is a wonderful thought that large organizations like two-year colleges
would be ruled by rationality only, the fact is that community colleges are composed of
networks of complex adaptive systems, and these networks respond in complex ways. It
is this pressure that led two-year colleges to do things that are not rational, like
incorporate remediation into the curriculum, despite many obstacles and contra-indicators
about the effectiveness of remediation. As Kratz and Zajac (1996) argued,
The emergence of the organizational innovation (i.e. the adoption of professional
programs) may be motivated by global technical environmental changes, whereas
the divergence may be due to local technical variables; that is, organizations may
tailor their responses to varying local technical demands. (p. 833).
As two-year colleges may be much more attuned to local demands and needs than fouryear institutions of higher education, the pressures described here extend only so far and
create merely the skeleton frame for much more individualized and dynamic colleges
within the two-year college institution.

Innovation
Innovation has become increasingly important in all organizations, including
institutions of higher education, as the economy and world has become more dependent
on knowledge, interaction and networking (Cross, 2007; Marion, Uhl-Bien, Hanson,
Schreiber, & Arena, 2011). Collective action in the form of interaction and
interdependence leads to creativity (Hargadon & Becky, 2006) which in turn encourages
the spread of innovation through an institution (Surie & Hazy, 2006). Innovations are so
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complex that they resist top-down mandate; they must be implemented and spread by a
collective, bottom-up approach. Surie and Hazy (2006) argued:
successful innovations link a genuine purpose or need with an effect that can be
exploited to satisfy it. The ability to solve problems collaboratively is thus critical,
since innovations often result from the recombination of existing and unfamiliar
technologies and knowledge from diverse sources. (p. 15)
Within an institution, interaction and interdependence create the necessary foundation for
spreading innovation throughout an institution. As Schreiber and Carley (2006) stated,
“The postmodern era entails an organizational design paradox and a new paradigm of
leadership. The needs of organizations are now centered on knowledge work to produce
faster learning and adaptive responses in an environment that is characterized by highvelocity change” (p. 71).

Diffusion of Innovation
A big part of innovation is not just having a new idea; it’s having a new idea that
can and will be used by others – for there to be innovation that spreads beyond a single
person, the innovation must be taken up by others. Without the spread of innovative ideas
and innovative processes, the innovation is equivalent to the tree falling in the forest
without anyone there to hear it. This idea, of spreading innovation across a collective, has
become part of cultural knowledge, though the idea originated with Everett Rogers in
1962. Rogers (1962) graphed and discussed innovation spreading across institutions as
“diffusion of innovation” and divided the way the collective embraces innovation using
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five categories: innovators, early adopters, early majority, late majority and laggards.
This innovation graph is shown in figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1
Rogers’ Diffusion of Innovation Curve. Curve represents innovations as they are adopted
over time. From Rogers (1962).
Rogers (1962) described innovation as having two stages: initiation and implementation
and the adoption of innovation in five stages: knowledge, persuasion, decision,
implementation and confirmation. Further, diffusion of innovation occurs across a
system, or within a network, through communication channels between agents and
between networks. The agents who spread innovation act as connectors for the network
and are an integral part of innovation; in fact it could be more detrimental to lose a
connector than an innovation as
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given the chain structure of the network – imitators connect to innovators and
most other agents connect to imitators – the loss of a connector requires the vast
population of agents to reestablish their links, and it can be a slow process to form
the new network (Chang and Harrington, 2007, p. 665).
Rogers’ (1962) work highlights the importance of interaction and interdependency. The
heroic or traditional leader in a strong administrative position actually stifles innovation
by not allowing for the power of the collective forces (The gurus speak: Complexity and
organizations, 1999; Marion, 2002; Marion & McFarland, 2011; Osborn, et al., 2002;
Schreiber & Carley, 2006).

Innovation and Two-Year Colleges
Two-year colleges were established to be innovative, to change as their
communities change; the institutions are an American innovation and were designed to
provide education to everyone, a principle mission that requires that colleges change as
the people change (Cohen & Brawer, 2008; Weidner, 2010). Part of the reason that twoyear colleges need to be adaptive and innovative as institutions is that two-year colleges
have to be ready to meet the needs of their potential students and their employers,
whatever those may be Further, these innovations have been targeted towards a diverse
student body since inception (Cohen & Brawer, 2008; Davis, 2008). The struggles that
other institutions in higher education now face, in terms of acceptance of diversity of
student body and sweeping changes in the economy (Dobbins, 2009), are ones that twoyear colleges were designed to embrace.
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The notion of innovation is further explored in the review of complexity
leadership theory. Marion (in press) stated that, “Complexity leadership is a dynamic in
which persons and groups introduce ideas into a discussion, foster learning initiatives in
others, stimulate exploration of challenges, and initiate changes that lead to greater
adaptability for the system.” Within this context of complexity leadership theory, the
collective and complexity processes discussed reflect the dynamics required for
innovation within institutions, like two-year colleges, and for the diffusion of innovation.

Complexity Leadership Theory
Traditional leadership theories define leadership in terms of characteristics and
qualities that individuals possess (Uhl-Bien, et al., 2007). What is recognized by
complexity leadership theorists is that these traditional leadership approaches are not
suited for the complex dynamics that characterize knowledge-producing organization in
today’s economy (Marion & Uhl-Bien, 2001; Uhl-Bien, et al., 2007). Complexity
leadership theory is based on the scientific theory of complexity theory. An important
distinction is that complexity theory is not equivalent to chaos theory, though there is a
relationship between the two. Chaos theory is a study of interactive systems that are
unbounded. Complexity theory is about interaction, but with restraints, as can be
observed in most human behavior and in social systems. Complexity leadership theory is
the natural progression of applying concepts from complexity theory to understanding
organizations and leadership within these organizations. Marion (in press) stated that
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“complexity is about change.” Change is a constant part of human interaction and
behavior.
Complexity theory is a natural fit for studying innovation as “complexity theorists
argue that innovation emerges from cauldrons of interacting aggregates [. . .] innovation
is a product of the nature of that interaction and of the surprises that characterize
nonlinear events” (Marion, 2002, p. 308). Innovation has become increasingly important
in all organizations, including institutions of higher education, as the economy and world
has become more dependent on knowledge, interaction and networking (Cross, 2007;
Marion, et al., 2011). One of the most basic and fundamental elements of complexity
theory is the importance of interaction, between individuals and between complex
adaptive systems (Marion, 2002; McElroy, 2003).
Complexity leadership theory has many applications. Given the topic innovation
and leadership and the setting of the educational institution, only a few major areas of this
leadership theory will be explained in this chapter: collectivist view of leadership,
enabling leadership, adaptive function, administrative function, and the importance of
interaction and interdependence. The following model, developed by Uhl-Bien and
Marion (2009), provides a visual overview of the complexity leadership theories about
the relationship between complexity from the environment and how adaptive leadership
allows for the movement between the administrative function and the adaptive function
of leadership.
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Enabling Leadership
Enabling leadership is a way to handle complexity by enabling conditions that
encourage adaption and change. Marion (in press) states that “enabling leaders manage
the structural, organizational, and relational conditions needed for complexity to happen.”
This happens by balancing the administrative and adaptive functions of leadership so that
the environment within the network is open enough for complexity. It is a way to respond
to the environment that optimizes a system response based on the kind of environment
and the law of requisite complexity that to survive, an organization must be at least as
complex as its environment (Boisot & McKelvey, 2010). Marion (in press) asserted
“enabling leaders read the environment and either enable or suppress complexity
conditions while simultaneously enabling or suppressing administrative behaviors.”
Enabling leadership then is a balancing act, of a sort, between the adaptive and
administrative functions, that encourages innovation, learning and growth. A lack of
enabling leadership is recognizable by an excess of administrative behaviors and
bureaucracy (Marion 2008).

Adaptive Function
Enabling leadership creates conditions that foster adaptive conditions (Marion &
Uhl-Bien, 2008). Marion and Uhl-Bien (2008) asserted that
the adaptive and enabling leadership roles are focused on the production and
dissemination of learning and adaptive responses. More specifically, adaptive
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leadership refers to the leadership that occurs within the interdependent
interactions of emergent collective action.
Adaptive comes from interactions between agents within a network and comes from
interactions and interdependencies between agents. The adaptive nature of the network
comes from “complex interactions, and influences that occur in the ‘space between’
individuals” (Lichtenstein et al, 2006). Marion (in press) emphasized that adaptive
behavior occurs within the network and is a highly complex behavior and that the
adaptive process “focuses to the inter-influence dynamic by which change is actualized.”
The behavior that occurs between agents is the collaboration and disagreement that
causes learning and creativity (Uhl-Bien et al, 2007). Formal leaders can encourage
adaptive behaviors by creating pressure while still allowing for creativity, adaptability
and learning (McKelvey, 2008). These leaders value interaction and interdependence,
diversity in ideas, and uncertainty (Marion, in press).

Administrative Function
The administrative function within an institution serves to control and standardize
in order to provide stability for an organization. While the administrative function of
leadership is necessary and inevitable, too much administrative function is problematic in
volatile environments because they do not foster sufficient requisite complexity to deal
effectively with that environment. Likewise, traditional leadership, with its emphasis on
the administrative function, does not allow for enough creativity and innovation within
the organization to cope with the rapidly changing environment outside of the system
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(Hitt, 1998). Too much control and hierarchy means that all of the power and decision
making rests in the hands of too few people. It is important that organizations be
decentralized to handle larger environmental demands (Marion, in press). Effective
leadership of complex organizations is located throughout a system, not just at the top
levels of the hierarchy, and effective leaders within the hierarchy are good managers of
networks. They “move aside” for aggregation and correlation between individuals and
networks, focusing on the effectiveness of the collective rather than on the narrow goals
of control (Marion 2002; Marion & McFarland, 2011; Schreiber & Carley, 2006).

Interactions and Interdependence
Complexity theory reflects a rethinking of how organizations work, with the
underlying principle that recognizes the importance of the network, rather than
emphasizing the work of the individual. The approach of complexity theory rests in
understanding complex adaptive systems.
Complex adaptive systems are what make up an organization. Within any given
organization, groups are formed through the interactions of individuals ( Marion, 2002).
These groups are called aggregates, and as these aggregates interact, meta-aggregates are
formed. These different levels of aggregation are called complex adaptive systems
(Lichtenstein et al., 2006; Marion, 2002; Uhl-Bien, et al., 2007). Leadership exists within
these complex adaptive systems, but rather than resting within a single individual and that
one individual’s influence and ideas, it exists as the interaction within this network.
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Complexity leadership theorists have described the role of leadership as a concept
“that does not lie in a person but rather in an interactive dynamic, within which any
particular person will participate as leader or a follower at different times and for
different purposes” (Lichtenstein, et al., 2006, p. 3). Complexity theory does not negate
the power of the individual leader, but rather sees the role of the leader to enable the
requisite complexity to allow the complex adaptive systems to work effectively
(Lichtenstein, et al., 2006; Marion & Uhl-Bien, 2001; Osborn, et al., 2002).
Interaction and interdependency are at the center of the complex adaptive
dynamic. Marion (in press) described interaction and interdependence thus: “Interaction
is ultimately about the flow of information, and information is interdependent to the
degree that the information people share is derived from interdependent tasks.” Agents
within a system interact because of ideas – sharing and disagreeing and collaborating
over ideas. Their interactions are constrained by how they depend on each other since
“one agent cannot behave in certain ways without violating another's preferences or
needs” (Marion, in press, p. 188). Because of this interaction and interdependence, agents
within the system act together, which does not necessarily mean that they compromise to
a middle ground but that the dynamic pressures the system to find solutions to their
interactive, interdependent problems. Interaction and interdependency, then, are drivers
for the emergence of innovation in an organization.
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Complexity Leadership Theory and Innovation
As stated previously, complexity leadership theory is a natural fit for the study of
the emergence of innovation and the diffusion of innovative ideas within a system.
Indeed, many researchers see complexity theory as the most appropriate leadership theory
for studying creativity, innovation, and idea generation (Lichtenstein, et al., 2006;
Marion, 2011; Marion & Uhl-Bien, 2001; Snowden & Boone, 2007). The basic premise
is that innovation does typically not occur when a single person has a new idea, but rather
results from a collective interaction. Further, innovations cannot be adopted and spread
without a network willing to adopt new ideas; thus a theory of leadership that does not
look at the group dynamic would be inadequate to study the process of innovation and
innovation spreading throughout an institution.
Though a common perception of innovation rests on the notion that a new or
novel idea occurs in a momentary flash (often depicted in cartoons as a light bulb over
someone’s head), this perception does not always accurately reflect the process of
innovation. Rather, as Hargadon and Bechky (2006) explained, “When individuals do not
have the necessary expertise, ability, or motivation to generate creative solutions alone,
they sometimes find ways, through moments of collective effort, to produce creative
outcomes.” (p. 484). Innovation as a group dynamic depends on the strengths of a team
that makes diversity on the team important, and on the leader who can foster
environments that allow for creativity and innovation to occur (Lichtenstein, et al., 2006;
Marion, 2011; Marion & Uhl-Bien, 2001; Schreiber & Carley, 2006). As the world
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continues to change and adapt to emerging technologies, it becomes even more important
for organizations to have leadership and processes in place to foster innovation.
Figure 2.2 was developed to explain how innovation comes about in an
organization and represents an idealized model of the elements that are required for the
emergence and diffusion of innovation across an institution (Marion et al, 2011). It also
illustrates many of the most important elements for understanding complexity theory,
including the interplay between adaptive pressures and administrative pressures (Marion,
2002; Uhl-Bien, Marion, & McKelvey, 2007). The following model has been developed
to explain and conceptualize innovation as it spreads throughout an organization.
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These behaviors and interactions occur between of complexity and external pressures
from the environment, which leads for the system to change.
Enabling conditions. Within the model above the enabling conditions are of
particular import to this study, as it these conditions that are investigated through the
research questions. These conditions are what enabling leaders seek to manage, as shown
in Figure 2.1, and it is through enabling conditions that innovation can emerge and
become part of the institution. These conditions are pressures, culture, resources,
interactions, relationships, and silos. Definitions provided below describe these
conditions as they would be in an idealized state that allows for innovation and creativity
to move from the emergent phase through the entanglement space and into the institution.
Pressure. Pressures can be adapted to on an individual or a system wide level.
The individual level adaptation is moderated by the interaction with other individuals.
Through this collective interaction, there is an aggregated adaptive response to pressures
(Marion, 2008), which creates a system-wide response to pressures in addition to the
individual response. Pressures can be external to a system or network, like the
environment, or internal, like heterogeneity (Uhl-Bien et al, 2008). Other internal
pressures can be encouragement of interaction and interdependence. Managerial
pressures, like “distributing resources in a manner that supports creative movements” or
“creating demands for results,” can lead to creativity and the emergence of new ideas
(Uhl-Bien et al, 2008). Other sources of pressure may be competition – between agents in
a network, between networks, or between the network and something within the
environment.
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Culture. Culture is associated with more traditional studies of leadership; the
notion of changing the culture is a character trait of a heroic leader. The notion of strong,
unified, and singular vision of culture created by one visionary leader is at odds with
complexity leadership theory and enabling conditions. Instead of this vision of culture,
enabling conditions and complexity leadership theory suggest that cultures that are overly
strong when the conditions demand adaptation block adaptive culture and hurt
organizational performance (McKelvey, 2008). Schreiber and Carley (2008) argue that
“quick adaptive patterns” are “stimulated by conditions such as decentralized decision
making and strong learning cultures.” The conditions that exist within an organization
“are the context within which formulation and implementation of strategies occur”
(Schreiber & Carley, 2008). Culture can also be built around expectations, with “a
climate that expects agents to interact, that embraces heterogeneity, where agents are
expected to work through process-related conflicts, to be creative, to learn, to be
adaptable, and so on” (Marion, in press, p. 188).
Resources. Enabling leadership can rely on resources to encourage interaction
and interdependency; by limiting or providing access to particular resources, agents will
interact and perhaps from these interactions, potentially innovation can occur (Uhl-Bien
et al, 2008). Resources can be motivators for agents by creating competition among
agents and within the system, which can be a driving force for innovation since agents
may need to develop more efficient ways of using a resource, and by encouraging
cooperation, which can also drive innovation by creating interaction and interdependency
between agents who otherwise may have not been drawn together or have had only
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superficial interaction. Resource allocation can be used to break up the formation of
cliques and to encourage acceptance of new members within the network (Kilduff,
Crossland, & Tsai, 2008). Resource allocation can be a particularly good place for middle
managers to engage in enabling leadership because of their direct access to resources
(Uhl-Bien et al, 2008). Since resources are by nature limited, decisions about resource
allocation, providing too much or too little, can dramatically affect a system (Hazy,
2008).
Interactions. Interaction is simply agents communicating with each other in a
system. While interaction is obviously an important part of a network and the collective
processes of complexity dynamics, it must too be moderated. Based on Senge’s (1990)
ideas about learning organization, Marion (2002) noted that “faster is slower” since “a
complex system can develop only so fast” (p. 324). Interaction can be mandated by the
administrative function, which is formal interaction, but enabling conditions are more
interested in informal interactions that are not prescribed by administration (Schreiber &
Carley, 2008). Interaction can be part of positive or negative feedback: “positive
feedback refers to the amplification of one component’s effects on another (or itself),
negative feedback refers to an opposite dampening of such effects” (Goldstein, 2008).
Interaction between agents is not equal; not all agents are equally influential to other
agents or to the network (Vallacher & Nowak, 2008). Further, complex dynamics, like
innovation, come from interactions between non-alike agents since heterogeneity
between nodes encourages learning instead of stasis.
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Relationships. The type of relationships created in enabling conditions is
important as “enduring relationships must be forged” since “growth and maturity is a
network dynamic rather than an individual dynamic” (Marion, 2002, p. 324).
Relationships between agents can be characterized by synchronization, with the
interaction between agents creating its own “higher order system” with “dynamic
properties” (Vallacher & Nowak, 2008). Synchronization is achieved as individual adjust
internal states in response to another agent. Relationships are forged based on
Kauffman’s (1993) ideas about need satisfaction of agents depending on other agents,
which creates interdependency between agents. Relationships can also exist outside of
agent-to-agent interaction, as relationships can be formed with resources (Kilduff et al,
2008) and with the structure that an agent is part of (Schwandt, 2008). Enabling
conditions allow relationships to form without overt administrative function, which
means that opportunity for interaction and interdependency is created and the
relationships form as a result of opportunity, not mandate. Enabling conditions allow for
the creation of relationships to improve the network’s diversity and capabilities, not just
to foster and promote a leader’s vision or goal (Plowman & Duchon, 2009).
Silos. Silos exist within an organization when people or resources group together
to an extent that limits interactions with others. For innovation to occur and spread
throughout an organization, too much separation into silos is detrimental. However, some
level of silos in an organization can be healthy. Weick (1976) pointed out that silos that
were only loosely coupled within an organization allowed for change and adaptation
within a small form without spreading to quickly to the entire organization. This slow
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change and contained innovation is important so that systems aren’t too responsive and
too adaptive.

Complexity Leadership Theory and Environment
Complexity theory and complexity leadership are not always the most appropriate
choice for any given situation for an institution. Complexity theory is needed in situations
where there is environmental volatility, complex dynamics and uncertainty. In a more
stable situation, other types of leadership are needed: “volatile environments demand
complexity thinking, but expensive industries require stable technologies and hierarchal
structures where complexity thinking is not particularly desirable” (Marion & Uhl-Bien,
2001, p. 407). Environment is one of the key determiners for the appropriateness of the
use of complexity theory. Snowden and Boone (2007) explained the role of environment
in determining the need for complexity theory using an analogy of the difference between
a Ferrari and a rainforest; they stated that an expert mechanic could learn the procedures
and processes needed to put a Ferrari together, but the rainforest is ever in flux and
therefore much more complex (p. 74).
Complexity theory is dependent on the environment; complexity leadership is
even more so. As Osborn et al. (2002) stated, “complexity science broadens the view of
leadership as individual interpersonal influence to stress collective influence processes
for managing dynamic systems and interconnectivity extending to the environment” (p.
824). Neither leaders, nor followers, nor institutions exist in an isolated space. Context
can be used to determine the appropriate leadership style and leaders can change styles
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based on the context (Boisot & McKelvey, 2010; Osborn, et al., 2002; Snowden &
Boone, 2007). It is also important to note that leadership is not confined to a single
person or a group of persons in a fixed hierarchal spot; instead leaders can exist
throughout the organization and occur even in the spaces between aggregates
(Lichtenstein, et al., 2006). Because of this, leaders in the fixed hierarchal positions
within a network, must recognize the importance of the environment since they can create
environments that allow for innovation and innovative systems (Marion & Uhl-Bien,
2001).
An important element of complexity theory is remembering that systems,
networks, and agents do not exist in vacuums. As agents have influence on networks, and
networks have influence on systems, so does the environment outside of (and permeating
within) the system influence the system, the networks, and the agents within the network
(Mittleton-Kelly, 2003). Marion (2002) explained, “Complexity theory [. . .] is a science
of large interactive networks and nonlinear cause and effect. [. . .] Complex systems
make rational, deliberate changes in response to their environments” (p. 302).
Environments influence institutions in a myriad of ways and can effect a response from
stasis, in times of stability, to dynamic and radical change, in times of seeming chaos or
even from what may seem to be a random event which has culminated into a chain of
events that creates the need for that type of change (Marion, 2002).
A biological metaphor that captures, in part, the environment’s influence on an
institution is to think of a cell as the system and the environment as the substrate that the
cell is within. Great changes in the environment will obviously affect the cell, passing
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through the “membranes” of the cell walls, but even slight disturbances in the substrate
can have big effects on the cell just as even slight changes in the environment can have
great changes on the institution and, therefore, the networks and the agents. This is not to
say that the institution sits at the mercy of the environment, however. As changes in the
environment occur, the institutions and the networks and agents within the institution
adapts and innovates to respond to these changes, just as the cell can respond to changes
in the substrate.
To emphasize: the relationship between the system, which may be called an
institution or an organization, and the environment is not one in which the system sits at
the mercy of the environment. Mittleton-Kelly (2003) summarized the relationship
between the system and the environment:
A point emphasized by Kauffman is that co-evolution takes place within an
ecosystem, and cannot happen in isolation. In a human context a social ecosystem
includes the social, cultural, technical, geographic and economic dimensions and
coevolution may affect both the form of institutions and the relationships and
interactions between the co-evolving entities (the term entity is used as a generic
term which can apply to individuals, teams, organisations, industries, economies,
etc.).

A distinction may also be made between co-evolution with and adaptation to a
changing environment. When the emphasis is placed on co-evolution with, it
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tends to change the perspective and the assumptions that underlie much traditional
management and systems theories.
Kauffman (1993, 1995) explained that interdependence between agents in a system is not
a strict one-to-one relationship, with all agents created and counting equally within the
system. Agents within a system interact with other agents creating a network; these
agents and networks interact with other agents and networks, creating a complex
interdependency. Using this understanding of agents, it is clear that one agent with
multiple dependent ties to other agents, crossing network boundaries, can be much more
influential within the system than an agent with only a few ties that are all contained
within a network. This understanding of interdependence informs how the networks
within this study are viewed, in addition to informing how the environment interacts with
the system.

Requisite Complexity
The complexity of the relationship between the environment and the system, in
this study, is thought of in terms of requisite complexity. Requisite complexity is based
on the idea of requisite variety. Requisite variety is an idea put forth by Ashby (1956):
The law of requisite variety depends on the variety and diversity of the agents within a
system matching the variety and diversity of the environment, creating a situation in
which the system has the ability to respond to changes within the environment. Thus,
there is shown to be the need for a reciprocal relationship between the environment and
the system. Complexity theory relies on this concept for the principle of requisite
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complexity; requisite complexity “holds that, to be efficaciously adaptive, the internal
complexity of a system must match the external capacity it confronts” (Boisot and
McKelvey, 2010, p. 279). Requisite complexity can be observed by measuring the
adaptive tension in the system, by looking at the variety of the response compared to the
variety of the stimulus.

Dynamic Network Analysis
Dynamic Network Analysis (DNA) corresponds with the theoretical framework
of complexity leadership theory and provides a methodology that corresponds to the ideas
of understanding networks and network leadership. As Schreiber and Carley (2008)
stated:
Dynamic network analysis is a methodology that addresses both the theoretical
and methodological concerns of network leadership. The analysis highlights key
points that demonstrate the usefulness of the network leadership concept in realworld organizations. The results of the analysis also provide insight into the
nature of network leadership…
What DNA provides is a way to look at network leadership through modeling real
network and looking at dynamics, such as leadership within an organization. DNA is a
combination of “the methods and techniques of SNA [Social Network Analysis] and link
analysis with multi-agent simulation techniques” that allow for an in-depth look into
networks (Carley, Diesner, Reminga, & Tsvetovat, 2006, p. 1325). Dynamic network
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analysis has been developed from social network analysis, which presents leadership as
“relational and relative” (Dooley & Lichtenstein, 2008).
Complexity leadership theory is influential to DNA with its emphasis on the CLT
ideas that collective interaction produces learning and adaption (Schreiber & Carley,
2008). DNA provides a way to study social network on a larger scale, over time, and with
attention to groups and subgroups within the network (Schreiber & Carley, 2008). This
overcomes limitations of traditional social network analysis which relies on static
representations of networks, without accounting for interaction and change over time.
DNA has three components: MetaMatrix, Organization Risk Analyzer (ORA),
and Construct. For this research study, ORA is the main tool used to conduct the analysis.
ORA is the software tool for performing DNA; ORA was created by Kathleen Corley at
Carnegie Mellon University. This software models networks and provides a way to
analyze those networks, using over 50 analytical measures, including measures of
communication speed, density, or clustering of networks. Further, ORA can make
predictions about the network, like belief propagation or changes in communication
paths. ORA is a program that analyzes social networks by computing social network
measures and performing statistical tests.
DNA studies the network by looking at it as a collection of nodes and
relationships between the nodes with the understanding that
Networks are conduits of change and network leadership is leadership of change.
For instance, interactions among the nodes may diffuse knowledge which results
in learning or relations may be adaptively restructured to combine resources and
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expertise which is needed in response to an emergent challenge. Leadership
within the network facilitates change. Change—whether it is learning, adaptation
or a combination of both— advances the coevolution of human and social capital.
Knowledge era organizations are concerned about effective response to a
changing environment. Therefore, network leadership is an important aspect of
organizational functioning in this era. (Schreiber and Carley, 2008)
Using DNA as a methodological and theoretical framework allows for the study of
relationships over time, which is especially helpful for an investigation of innovation.
Innovation is a process of change that occurs over time and can change the network
relationships and interactions. DNA simulation can make predictions about changes –
deliberate and incidental – while looking at the network as a complex adaptive system
(Carley & Gasser, 1999) where learning occurs through interaction and change, including
innovation, occurs because of agent interaction.

Significance of this Study
This study adds to the overall body of literature on two-year colleges, an area that
is rife with opportunities for further study and exploration. Further, it reveals more about
how innovation spreads through an institutions, by studying the leadership, both formal
and informal leaders and the network leadership properties, and by learning more about
the influence of the environment on innovation at these institutions.
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Summary
This chapter is composed of four major sections: two-year colleges, innovation,
complexity leadership theory, and dynamic network analysis. Each of these sections
present literature related to the research study and the foundation for understanding the
theoretical framework of the study. Literature related to the environment, leadership and
adaptability of two-year colleges frames these institutions as an appropriate setting for
learning about the interactive dynamics of leadership and environment in innovation and
innovation diffusion. The second majors section argues that the collective process is
required for innovation and diffusion of innovation at an institution. The section on
theoretical framework of complexity leadership theory considers the three entangled
functions of CLT that lead to innovation, the interactions and interdependence that create
innovative process and the environmental conditions that are necessary for CLT and
innovation. The final section about dynamic network analysis explores the theory and the
methodology of DNA, which provides the basis for the collection and analysis of data in
this study.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY
Purpose
The purpose of this research study was to gain knowledge about the nature of
innovation at two-year colleges by evaluating the influence of environment and
leadership, considering the collectivist nature of institutions, institutional decisions, and
highly complex interactive processes of innovation. Complexity leadership theory was
chosen as the theoretical framework and dynamic network analysis as the methodology.
Both of these choices were made so that a full, dynamic understanding of the two-year
college institution could be achieved.
The purpose of this chapter is to establish the methodological reasoning, relate
method choices to the research study, and justify method and methodology choices. It
will also present an overview of dynamic network analysis and the statistical procedures
used in the analysis. The theoretical premises, expected affects, expected outcomes and
methods for answering these research questions is presented in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1
Research Question Matrix
Research Questions

Theoretical Premises

Expected Affects

Expected Outcome

Method

How quickly and effectively do
innovative ideas spread
throughout this institution?

Kaufman’s definition of
interdependence (density, outdegree centrality, Burt
Constraint, Knowledge
Negotiation)
Uhl-Bien/Marion Model
(Authority Centrality, Hierarchy,
Knowledge Diversity)

Simmelian ties (L1 & L2)
Density (L2)
Out-degree Centrality for
interdepnd ques.
(Interdependency)
Tot Deg Cntrlty
Hierarchy (L2)
Burt constraint (L1 & L2)
Knowledge diversity (L2)
Knowledge negotiation (L2)

Degree of diffusion,
perception of change
impact and of ease of
transition (q. 19-21)

Summary
statistics, Near
Term

How do faculty members and
other informal leaders influence
innovation?

Uhl-Bien, Marion, McElvey,
2007 (leaders vs. leadership,
interaction, networks); Hargadan
and Behky, 2006 (collective
creativity – creativity linked to
problem solving innovation)

Boundary Spanners, SocioEconomic Power, Shared
Situation Analysis, Total
Degree Centrality,
Information centrality, hubcentrality, Betweenness
Centrality

Perception of change
impact (q. 19)

ORA measures,
Network
definitions and
analysis
Regression

How do administrators and
formal leaders influence
innovation flow?

Uhl-Bien and Marion (model,
enabling and administrative
leadership); Lichtenstein et al,
2006, (interaction and
leadership), Hanson 2008; Child
and McGrath, 2001
(interdependence and need for
free agents – less bureaucracy)

Authority-Centrality
Position (Attribute)

Knowledge Diffusion w/
innovation as knowledge

ORA measures,
ANCOVA

(i.e., What network
characteristics influence how
quickly innovation spreads
throughout this institution?)
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Table 3.1
Research Question Matrix (Continued)
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Research Questions

Theoretical Premises

Expected Affects

Expected Outcome

Method

How do department chairs
influence innovation and the
spread of innovation?

Uhl-Bien and Marion – model,
enabling and administrative
leadership; Lichtenstein et al,
2006 & Schreiber and Carley,
2006, interaction and leadership
– SPACE BETWEEN, Hanson
2008; Child and McGrath, 2001
(interdependence and need for
free agents – less bureaucracy)

Position

Q19 knowledge
diffusion

ORA measures,

How does the environment
influence innovative dynamics at
Central Carolina Technical
College?

Requisite complexity (Lord,
Hannah, Jennings? 2006; Ashby
requisite variety); Senge, 1990
(inter-relationships, holistic
view); Uhl-Bien & Marion, 2007
(CLT, CAS dynamics, adaptive
leadership, external constraints)

External pressure question
Hierarchy
Adaptive leadership

Degree of diffusion,
perception of change
impact

Canonical
correlation,
summary across
departments for
pressures,
clustering
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Research Questions
My research study is an investigation of innovation at two-year colleges, looking
specifically at the role that department chairs play in institutionalization of innovation. I
chose to do this study with participants from one two-year college in South Carolina. For
this study, I focused on the following research questions:


How quickly and effectively do innovative ideas spread throughout this
institution?
- What network characteristics influence how quickly innovation
spreads throughout this institution?



How do faculty members and other informal leaders influence innovation?



How do administrators and formal leaders influence innovation flow?



How do department chairs influence innovation and the spread of innovation?



How does the environment influence innovative dynamics at The two-year
college?

All of these questions were answered based on the principles of complexity theory, using
dynamic network analysis (DNA), a method relied on by complexity leadership theorists.
DNA allowed me to gain significant insight into how innovation spreads through an
institution, how influential the leadership is to the process, and how environmental
pressures affect innovation.
Data collection began with structured interviews. These interviews provided
insight into the organization and helped create the response scales for the subsequent
DNA survey. The survey was distributed to all academic administrators and full-time
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faculty at the college. Survey data was analyzed using ORA visualization and
simulations, and then inferential statistics using MANCOVA and canonical correlation
analysis.

Dynamic Network Analysis
Schreiber and Carley (2008) assert that “dynamic network analysis (DNA) is a
methodology and a theory for understanding changes of context and changes in process,
both over time and at multiple levels of analysis.” This methodology is based in social
network analysis theory. DNA is described by Carley (2003), who states that DNA
“varies from traditional social network analysis in that it can handle large dynamic multimode, multi-link networks with varying levels of uncertainty” (p. 133). Schreiber and
Carley (2006) argue that “computational modeling is an appropriate methodology for
analyzing organizations as complex adaptive systems” (p. 65). In this research study, the
computational model created by the data analysis software Organizational Risk Analyzer
(ORA) allows one to investigate collectivist, network dynamics and its influence by
specific factors, including the role of leadership and influence from the environment, on
the network. It can show how innovation depends are certain factors in order to spread
through the institution. DNA is an appropriate methodology for investigations that are
based in complexity leadership theory since it enables a closer look at “complex
interactions among agents in the informal network” (Schreiber & Carley, 2006, pg. 65).
Further, through DNA, changes in the network, including changes that occur over time,
can be studied (Carley, 2003; Schreiber & Carley, 2006). DNA “extends traditional social
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network analysis by modeling change that results from natural evolutionary and strategic
intervention processes.” (Schreiber and Carley, 2008).
Several recent studies of higher education institutes have emerged that rely on
dynamic network analysis to study complexity leadership processes. Hanson (2009) used
this methodology to study ethics at a small, private university. Young (2009) looked the
interaction of athletes and academics at a large, public university. Christiansen (2011)
studied the role of vision and the influences on vision at a complex organization.

Research Design
The research design for this project is composed of three parts: data collection,
ORA analysis, and follow up inferential statistical analysis. The ORA analysis relied on
specific tools within the ORA software, predominantly belief propagation and
visualizations. The Inferential statistical procedures used are MANCOVA and canonical
correlation analysis.

Data Collection
Participants and Setting
This study was conducted in two parts. During the initial phase of the study, data
were gathered using semi-structured interviews, which were scripted interviews with
open-ended questions. I was able to add follow up questions or skip over questions as
needed, based on the participant responses. Interviews were conducted in the workplace.
Analysis of the data from these interviews led to the development of the questionnaire
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that was used for the DNA. During the DNA portion of the study, questionnaires were
distributed online to participants using Qualtrics.
This two-year college serves 4 counties in South Carolina, with 11 campuses
located throughout the counties. The institution offers 54 programs provided by 22
departments and 4 divisions. The interviewed participants were selected from across the
department that participated in the study. They included:


Five department/program chairs
- English
- Paralegal
- Medical assistant
- Information technology
- Welding



Two college deans
- Health sciences
- General education



One academic vice-president



College president

Each of these participants was chosen to achieve variation in the participant’s perspective
(representative sampling). For the interview portion of the study, I invited
department/program chairs from the largest departments (from the general education
division) and the smaller departments (technical departments such as Welding and single-
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faculty member departments such as paralegal) and sought to include department chairs
from influential departments in the health sciences division.
The DNA survey participation was open to all full-time faculty members in the
school and across all campuses, including all department chairs, all academic
administrators, including deans and vice-presidents, and the college president. The survey
portion of the study was open to 22 department chairs who, together, offer 52 programs
of study at the college. The participants who responded to the online survey were for the
most part between the ages of 41-60 (55%). As expected, most had a Master’s level
preparation (79%). Respondents’ years of experience was more distributed, though most
(68%) have been in education for more than 10 years:

Table 3.2
Years of Experience in Education
Years Experience

Percent of Respondents

0-5 years

18%

5-10 years

14%

10-20 years

37%

20+ years

31%

Most of the respondents (92%) consider themselves to be instructors (faculty). It is
important to note that department/program chairs at the institution are managers, advisors
and faculty.
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Table 3.3
Role at the College
Role

Response

Advisor

60%

Manager

26%

Instructor

92%

Administrator

18%

Predominantly, the respondents viewed their primary campus as the main campus, though
32% identified with other locations. Reponses were received from all departments at the
college, except for one program with only one full-time faculty member.

Contexts
The primary site for data gathering for this study was at a technical college in
South Carolina where I am a faculty member. I chose this location because it is a fast
growing institution and was named by Community College Week to be one of the fastest
growing public two-year colleges in the nation in 2010, which shows that this institution
is dynamic and adaptive to the current economic climate. The college serves over 4000
students who come from 4 counties in South Carolina. These are predominantly rural
counties, but 59% of the student population of the college comes from the county with a
more urban environment because of its large city. Further, because of the location of
nearby military bases, there are students who have lived, worked and been educated
outside of this 4 county area. The student population includes more women (69%) than
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men and more Black (50%) students than other racial groups (White, 43%; Hispanic, 2%;
Asian, 1%, Others, less than 1%).

The Structured Interview
The interview (see Appendix A) was conducted during the initial phase of the
research process. The essential element of data collection in this case study is the semistructured interview, which allowed the researcher to identify tasks, gain knowledge
about innovation, the role of the department chair, and the function of the CAS within the
institution. Interviews were the appropriate method to start the process, as Newman
(2010) states “the most common general method of accumulating data on social networks
is simply to ask people questions” (p. 39).
The questions were derived from previous structured interviews conducted by
complexity leadership theorists in other studies. The interview questions were modified
to include an emphasis on the dynamic interactions specific to the two-year college
experience, the role of innovation at the two-year college, and the influence of leadership
on innovation and in the two-year college setting. As participants agreed to be
interviewed, I sought to purposefully sample the different areas of the college (Patton,
2002). I sought, through the interviews, to learn about resources, tasks, pressures to
innovation, current innovations at the college, prospective innovations at the college, and
attitudes about innovation. This information was used to illuminate processes at the
college and to construct response scales for the subsequent DNA survey (e.g. task or
resources lists).
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The interview data was transcribed and coded. As the interview data was coded, a
questionnaire was developed using the categories provided by the data. This
questionnaire was used to collect subsequent data about the interaction and
interdependencies that contribute to the change process, as described by complexity
leadership theory and illustrated in Figure 2.2 (Marion et al, 2011).
The questionnaire data was collected using Qualtrics’s Research Suite. Research
Suite is a survey building and analyzing software, created by Ryan Smith, in Provo,
Colorado. Research Suite is used by educators and businesses to custom-make surveys
and analyze responses on surveys.. Survey responses were downloaded into Qualtrics and
SPSS for further analysis.

Data Analysis
ORA
ORA is a software program that represents networks through visualization as a
series of nodes and connections between nodes, as shown the example network analysis
in Figure 3.X. ORA was developed at the Center for the Computations Analysis of Social
and Organizational Systems (CASOS) at the Institute of Software Research at CarnegieMellon University. CASOS continues to maintain and update this data analysis software.
Specifically, ORA can be used to assess any type of network, to assess the “interlocks” in
the network, and to make predictions about the networks over time (Carley, Reminga,
Storrick & Columbus, 2010). For this study, two different versions of ORA were used:
version 2.3.6 and version 3.0.0.2.
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Visualization
ORA can be used to present a graphical representation of a network. In these
graphics, agents (or tasks, beliefs, resources, etc…) are depicted as dots, or nodes, and the
relationships between nodes as lines connecting the dots. In the following network, a
simple process of coloring the nodes by leadership was conducted (formal leaders are red,
informal leaders/faculty are blue). Complex visualization processes can be conducted
using ORA, but this study relied mostly on grouping and simple visualizations.

Figure 3.1
Interdependence Network, Visualization from ORA
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Graphical network visualizations were created throughout the study using ORA’s
Visualizer in order to examine the relationships between the different agents shown in the
graphic above. These network visualizations were analyzed to understand the interaction
and the process that they represent.

Near-Term Analysis Simulation
One of the simulation functions used in ORA was the Near-Term analysis (NTA)
function. This is “a tool that allows for the removal of nodes from a given organizational
structure to evaluate how the organization will likely perform as a result” (Carley et al,
2010, p. 142). The multiagent model of DyNetML is the input for this procedure.
DyNetML is an “xml based interchange language for relational data including nodes, ties,
and the attributes of nodes and ties. DyNetML is a universal data interchange format to
enable exchange of rich social network data and improve compatibility of analysis and
visualization tools” (Carley et al, 2010, p. 18). The NTA provides a way to look at a
network and its behavior as specific interventions or agent removals over time.
Simulations are iterated for 25 generations (determined by the researcher) and multiple
projections are calculated using Monte Carlo procedures, in this case 25 repetitions, in
which multiple starting points are calculated, thus yielding a confident interval for the
probable true trajectory. This process allows one to understand what happens when nodes
are removed from a network over time. The nodes can be places, resources, knowledge
sets or any other node.
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Belief Propagation
A belief propagation analysis simulation can also be conducted using ORA. This
tool allows estimates the evolution of beliefs or attitudes using information from social
networks. This function relies on Friedkin’s (1998) model from social influence theory,
which models interactions of beliefs until those attitudes stabilize. The analysis relies on
mathematical analyses to approximate how inter-influence can change social networks.
The approximation relies on three measures from ORA: Betweenness Centrality,
Closeness Centrality, and Total Degree Centrality. Like the NTA, this tool propagates
how attitudes change over time using information about the interactions between agents
in the network.

Network Statistics
A number of network statistics are generated by ORA. This data was the basis for
the MANCOVA analysis that will be described further in the next section. The first
network statistic that was used for the MANCOVA test was the belief propagation for
attitudinal outcomes about innovation. For this MANCOVA analysis, a belief
propagation analysis was run in ORA to understand the agent interactive influence on
attitudes over time. This interaction simulation is calculated using Friedkin’s algorithm
(1998), which is based not only on interaction but on the structure within the network.
Friedkin stated, “social influence network theory rests on a model of how individuals
cognitively integrate conflicting opinions [. . .] but the outcome of this process depends
on the social structure in which the process occurs” (Friedkin, 2001, p. 171). The belief
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propagation function in ORA compares how one agent in the network agreed (on the
survey, Question 14, see Appendix B) about innovations with other agents in the network
based on how the agents within the network interact. For instance, if Agent D disagrees
slightly with a particular idea about innovation but is closely related to Agent E who
strongly agrees with a particular innovation, the belief propagation tool will calculate,
over time, how these agents beliefs will change. The agreement ratings are used to
measure how agents may influence other agents over time (in this case 25 iterations, or
interactions between agents). The belief propagation analysis yields a network
measurement of dispersion and contention that reflects the changes that occurred within
the network as agents interact. Dispersion reflects how non-alike the measures are, which
in this case reflects how different the attitudes about innovation are across the network.
Contentious beliefs are those “most likely to cause an argument” (Carley, 2010). The
belief propagation generates a new network with revised statistics and with attitudinal
changes calculated; these revised statistics were used as the dependent variable in a
MANCOVA analysis, with formal/informal leader or agent role within the institution
used as the fixed factor and with authority centrality statistics (defined below) as the
covariate.
ORA was also used to calculate a diffusion of innovation measure. This
measurement shares some similarities to the belief propagation described above, in that
the assumption is that agent interaction will influence agents and to the network as a
whole. In this case, however, the interaction was more complicated, involving more than
belief and attitude sharing. Since innovation can be transmitted through a network by
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agent interaction, which can be sharing information (interaction) or by knowledge (access
to the innovation), both must be considered. For this network analysis, a near-term
analysis tool was used to create network statistics about innovation diffusion across a
network. To determine how an innovation is spread, a calculation of the agent’s
interaction probability was multiplied by each agent’s each innovation (from the survey,
Question 17, see Appendix B). This calculation was repeated for each agent, which gave
an overall network measure of diffusion of innovation as well as an agent-by-agent
probability of innovation implementation. Then, agent interaction using the interaction
probability, for 10 iterations, an overall view of the was used for a MANCOVA
procedure, with the role or the formal/informal leader or role of the agent at the
institution position used as the fixed factor, the diffusion of innovation calculation as the
dependent variable, and the authority centrality as the covariate.
Following is a table that provides definitions of the network statistics and ORA
measures used to analyze the data. These measures and statistics were used in the
analysis of the network.
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Table 3.4
Network Statistics and ORA Measures Definitions. All definitions are based on
information from Carley (2010) and from ORA (2.3.6 and 3.0.0.2)
Measure

Description

Density

The number of links divided by the number of possible links

Reciprocity

Percent of nodes links that are bi-directional

Clustering
coefficient

Measures the degree of clustering in a network by averaging the
clustering coefficient of each node

Krackhardt
efficiency

The degree to which each component in a network contains the
minimum links possible to keep it connected.

Krackhardt
hierarchy

The degree to which a unimodal network exhibits a pure
hierarchical structure.

Degree
centralization

The relative number of direct connections an agent might have in a
network

Betweenness
centralization

Measures the number of times that connections must pass through a
single individual to be connected.

Closeness
centralization

Reveals how long it takes information to spread from one
individual to others in the network.

Simmelian ties

Links between agents, established by having a strong tie to each
other plus both have a connection to a third agent

Density

The number of links divided by the total number of possible links

Out-degree
Centrality

The number of nodes leading out from a node to another node: A
measure of influence

Total degree
Centrality

The normalized sum of an node's in and out links

Authority
centrality

An agent is authority central if its in-links are from agents that have
are sending links to many others
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Table 3.4
Network statistics and ORA measures definitions. All definitions are based on
information from Carley (2010) and from ORA (2.3.6 and 3.0.0.2) (Continued)
Measure

Description

Eigenvector
centralization

Reflects one's connections to other well-connected people.

Hierarchy

Degree to which a network presents a hierarchal structure

Burt Constraint

The degree to which a node is constrained by a lack of links to
other nodes

Multivariate Analysis of Covariance (MANCOVA)
A multivariate analysis of covariance (MANCOVA) was conducted with data
obtained from ORA. This test was chosen because it allows for an investigation of
multiple dependent variables with more than one independent variable and a covariate to
control for independent factors. MANCOVA provides a way to investigate influence
while controlling for factors that may create noise that interferes with understanding the
relationship between the independent and dependent variables. MANCOVA is the correct
test when the independent variables are qualitative (nominal).
Within the study, a MANCOVA test was used to explore different research
questions and characteristics of the network. A MANCOVA analysis was conducted to
test the statistically significant relationship between leadership and attitudes about
innovation while controlling for authority centrality. A second MANCOVA analysis was
conducted to test the relationship between leadership and diffusion of innovation while
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controlling for authority centrality. Results were analyzed looking for a statistically
significant difference (p < 0.05) between the variables.

Canonical Correlation Analysis
Canonical correlations analysis (CCA) is a statistical test that examines crosscovariance matrices. This statistical test was put forth by Hotelling in 1935 and 1936 and
has increased in popularity in recent years because of statistical software (Sherry &
Hensen, 2005). CCA is a test that “is concerned with finding a pair of linear
transformations such that one component within each set of transformed variables is
correlated with a single component in the other set” (Bach & Jordan, 2005). CCA is the
appropriate test when the variables that need to be compared need to be treated as sets
(Sherry & Hensen, 2005). This test measures and reports relationships, though the
relationships are not necessarily predictive. CCA can be used to determine commonalities
between data sets or to create a model equation that relates two sets of variables.
In this study, a CCA was conducted to investigate the relationship between
pressures from the environment and perceived advantages of innovation at the college.
The data was obtained from the survey questions (See Questions 15 and 16 in Appendix
B) about the pressures from the environment and the perceived advantage of innovation.
This data was analyzed with pressures from the environment variables used as predictors
for the perceived advantages of innovations that had recently been implemented at the
college. Statistical significance is first determined by examining the p values (p < 0.05) of
the dimension reduction analysis. For the functions, absolute values above .45 were
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considered to be of importance, following the conventions of factor analyses. For the
dimensions, t values of less than 0.05 were considered to show the statistically significant
difference.

Role of the Researcher
Role of the Researcher’s Situated Knowledge
It is important to think carefully about my position in relationship to the study and
my position in relationship to the participants since I will be a big part of the research
project, as the “primary instrument” of both data collector and data analysis (Merriam,
2002, p. 5). I am a faculty member at this institution. Outside of my role in teaching, I
also advise students enrolled in the Associate of Arts and College Studies certificate
programs. I am actively involved in the institution where I work and with other Technical
Colleges in the state. I have coordinated the Writer’s Studio at my college, a service
offered to students to help them with their English essays, and have been part of
designing a program to increase writing in classrooms across the curriculum. I’m also the
coordinator of the No-Frills conference, which is held annually and is attended by
English and Speech faculty from 10 – 12 of the 16 technical colleges in South Carolina.
In addition, I’m a member of TYCA-SE, a regional organization for English instructors
throughout the Southeast region.
These experiences give me direct and immediate insight into the situation of many
community college faculty and formal leaders within the state of South Carolina, yet this
access is predominantly with only those in the fields of English and Speech. While I also
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have access to faculty members and formal leaders from other departments at college
wide meetings, it is limited in scope and time. Further, I have little experience and
knowledge with faculty and formal leaders at community colleges outside of the state of
South Carolina. As I aspire to move into a department chair role at my college in the near
future, my interest in this topic is a personal one: I would like to know how department
chairs can be effective in their roles, in terms of leading innovative efforts. Additionally,
I have been part of a research group that has used the principle of complexity theory to
study major financial institutions, hospital systems, large corporations, small colleges and
high schools, so I have seen from first-hand experience what complexity theory can
reveal about dynamic processes.

Ethical Considerations
As I consider the ethical implications of this study, my initial impression is that
my study poses very little risk to any of my participants. The participants will not be
identified by name or institution in any publications, and the study itself consisted mostly
of structured interviews, which present little-to-no physical or emotional risk to the
participants. However, as the study may potentially reveal negative information about
higher administrators at these institutions, participants could potentially be concerned
about how this study could affect them. Reassurance of privacy and protection of
personal information was needed to be a part of my study, so I provided a letter
informing them of my intent to protect their identities and informed them verbally at both
interviews (see Appendix A for copies of consent letters). Potentially, participants will
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benefit much from this study by learning more about how this network functions about
areas that could be improved to encourage more innovation.

Summary
In summary, this study is a dynamic network analysis. Data collection relied on
structured interviews followed by a survey instrument. The survey was distributed and
data was analyzed afterwards. Data analysis was conducted via ORA, with simulation,
visualization and propagation, and inferential statistics (MANCOVA and canonical
correlation analysis). The first research question, an investigation of network
characteristics that influence innovation flow, is explored with analysis of network
statistics and visualization of the diffusion of innovation. Analysis of the second, third
and fourth research questions relied on belief propagation analysis, and two MANCOVA
procedures. For the final research question, a canonical correlation analysis and
visualization of the network by environmental pressures and clustering provided insight
into the environmental influence on innovative dynamics.
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CHAPTER FOUR
FINDINGS
The purpose of this study was to learn more about innovation and leadership at
two-year colleges. Using dynamic network analysis as the methodology, selective
participants were interviewed using a structured interview approach. From the data
gathered in this interview, a survey was constructed and disseminated to all academic
administration and full-time faculty using Qualtrics, a survey software program. Data
collected was then loaded into the ORA software for network analysis. The network
analysis was conducted to reveal the nature of leadership at the college and how
innovation is affected by the environment and both formal and informal leadership.
This study was directed by the following research questions:


How quickly and effectively do innovative ideas spread throughout this
institution?
- What network characteristics influence how quickly innovation
spreads throughout this institution?



How do faculty members and other informal leaders influence innovation?



How do administrators and formal leaders influence innovation flow?



How do department chairs influence innovation and the spread of innovation?



How does the environment influence innovative dynamics at The two-year
college?
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This chapter is organized into four parts: meta-network information, innovation flow,
leadership, and environment. Each of the research questions are answered under the
sections of innovation flow, leadership, and environment.
The terminology used in this discussion is explained below, in Table 4.1. This
terminology is defined by Carley (2012).

Table 4.1
Basic Dynamic Network Analysis Terminology
Terminology

Definition

Node

Individual data points within a network

Matrix

Relationship between nodes

Network

Relationship between nodes and links between modes

Meta-network

Collection of networks within a system

Structured Interview Findings
Structured interviews were conducted with 4 executives and 5 department chairs
at the college (see Appendix A for the structured interview questions). After these
interviews were conducted, the data was analyzed in preparation for creating a
questionnaire that became the survey distributed to all academic administrators,
department/program chairs, and full-time faculty at the college. Interview data was
compiled under the following categories:
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Roles



Tasks and duties



Skills



Resources



Pressures



Innovations

Within the interviews, participants were asked to give information about how innovation
occurs and the college and the college’s support for innovative ideas. Following are
statements made by participants during the interview about innovation at the college:


Faculty often come up with ideas and bring forward. The college is supportive
and very interested. After discussion in meetings, the idea can usually move
forward with support.



When [name removed] brought forth this idea to the college, she gave the
college a model for where to go, really she trained the whole organization to
accommodate technology.



Administration is here to trust faculty, I see them as area experts and trust
them to carry out their innovations. It’s important to get out of the way and let
them do their job.



Department chairs need to support innovation by emphasizing leadership,
providing ways to innovate ,and allowing for further education, like
certifications.
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We have to embrace technology. I had to learn to love it, since it can help but
it can also inhibit.



There’s too much paperwork, too much measurement for assessment. More
money and support is needed for professional development, especially for
national conferences and meetings.

These statements were chosen for the breadth of response shown about innovation at the
college. Many of these responses were echoed by other participants during the interviews.
The restriction on innovation because of time due to busy teaching schedules and
separation from peers because of physical boundaries (the college has 11 campuses, and
faculty teach dual-enrollment courses at multiple local high schools) was mentioned by
most of the participants.
The interview information was used to illuminate processes at the college, as
shown above in the sampling of answers. The rest of the survey answers were used to
construct response scales for the subsequent DNA survey. The participants’ responses
aided in the creation of resource, task, role, capabilities, pressures, and current
innovations lists that were incorporated into the survey.

The Meta-Network
After interviewing the academic administration, including 2 deans, a vicepresident and the college president, and 5 department/program chairs, a survey was
distributed to 106 faculty and administration, including the college president, academic
vice-presidents, deans, and department and program chairs. From this survey, the
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network as a whole was analyzed. Table 4.2 gives an overall view of the network by
looking at the node counts. The surveyed population answered questions about whom
they knew socially, who they depended on to get their own work accomplished and who
they consulted with for innovative ideas. They were also asked about tasks, resources,
and other demographic information. Finally, survey participants were asked about
innovation – current innovations and reaction to future innovations. The complete survey
can be found in Appendix B.
The network as a whole was analyzed based on the results from the survey. Table
4.2 gives an overview of the network with the node counts. Nodes represent agents,
beliefs, knowledge, tasks, and other assigned characteristics of the network. The
connections between these nodes are called edges or links.
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Table 4.2
Meta-Network Node Counts
Node Class

Size

Agents

80

Capabilities

20

Innovation Attitudes

11

Innovation Implementation

8

Perceived Advantage of Innovation

8

Pressure Sources

4

Reaction to Innovation

3

Resource

12

Role and Teaching

28

Task

24

In total, 80 participants completed the survey. The surveys completed account for
75% of the total academic population. The survey was sent to 7 academic administrators,
22 department chairs and program managers, and 77 full-time faculty, or 106 total
participants. Following the data collection in the survey instrument, the data was
analyzed using the Organization Risk Analyzer ORA software (v. 2.3.6 and v. 3.0.0.2).
The meta-network was analyzed in ORA to gain an understanding of the overall
network structure. Table 4.3 shows the basic measures that explain some key
characteristics of the network, using a standard network analysis report in ORA. The
measure of network complexity reveals the overall connectedness of the nodes in the
networks. The social network density is a measurement of the number of actual links
between people divided by the total links possible within the network. A measure of
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communication congruence “measures to what extent the agents communicate when and
only when it is needful to complete tasks” (Carley, 2012). This refers to the handoff of
tasks when one agent depends on another; co-assignments, or two or more persons
working on the same take; and negotiations, when an agent must solicit resources from
another.
Performance of accuracy measures agents’ access to knowledge as it is needed to
perform tasks and with their access to resources, while knowledge congruence looks at
how tasks and knowledge are accessed by agents. The average communication speed
looks at how quickly any two agents can interact by examining the paths between node
lengths.

Table 4.3
Measures of the Academic Administration and Full-Time Faculty Network in the TwoYear College Meta-Network
Measure

Value

Network complexity

0.19

Social Network Density

0.13

Communication Congruence

0.47

Performance as Accuracy

0.29

Knowledge Congruence

0.47

Average Communication Speed -- Social Network

0.29

Average Communication Speed -- Interdependence Network

0.27

Average Communication Speed -- Innovation Network

0.21

Total interaction

0.38
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These meeasurements reveal that th
he overall neetwork compplexity is .199, which is
slighttly larger thaan the sociall network den
nsity of .13. Overall, thee network haas clear liness
of communication that are op
pen, with a to
otal interactiion (communnication speeed) of 0.38.
The lower
l
comm
munication sp
peed in the in
nnovation neetwork indiccates there is less
interaaction with people
p
that im
mplement in
nnovation thaan other types of interacctions. The
relatiively low perrformance as accuracy in
ndicates thatt resources m
may not be sspread acrosss
the neetwork as th
he agents neeed them, and
d the high levvels of know
wledge congrruence reveaal
that agents
a
have low
l levels off unique kno
owledge.
Within the network, some
s
agents are more inffluential thann others duee to
conneectedness (seee Figure 4.1). These ag
gents were iddentified usinng ORA’s K
Key Entity
tool.

Figurre 4.1
Recurrring Top Ra
anked Agentts
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Of these in the top ranked agents, 5 are classified as formal leaders – department chairs,
program chairs and deans. The top ranked agent is a faculty member.
The following table shows a list of the top five ranked agent found using ORA’s
Key Entity tool. The three key entities reported here are emergent leaders, agents in the
know, and connects groups because these three types of leaders are likely to be important
to innovative dynamics at the organization. Emergent Leaders are “likely to be not just
connected to many people, organizations, tasks, events, areas of expertise, and resources;
but also, are engaged in complex tasks where they may not have all the needed resources
or knowledge and so have to coordinate with others, or have other reasons why they need
to coordinate or share data or resources” (Carley, 2010). Agents in the know are
connected to others and have access to information through those connections (Carley,
2010). Those who connects groups act as go-betweens for different groups within the
network (Carley, 2010). In this table, formal leaders are indicated with an asterisk.
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Table 4.4
Top Five Agents for Emergent Leaders, Agents in the Know, and Connects Group
Measure in the Friendship, Interdependence, Innovation, and Total Interaction Network
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5

Agent

Value

Agent-22
Agent-42
Agent-74*
Agent-16
Agent-39
Agent-22
Agent-42
Agent-74*
Agent-16
Agent-39
Agent-22
Agent-42
Agent-74*
Agent-16
Agent-39
Agent-22
Agent-42
Agent-74*
Agent-16
Agent-39
Agent-72
Agent-26
Agent-21*
Agent-78
Agent-16
Agent-77*
Agent-4*
Agent-9*
Agent-18*
Agent-46*

0.408
0.402
0.400
0.364
0.352
0.408
0.402
0.400
0.364
0.352
0.408
0.402
0.400
0.364
0.352
0.408
0.402
0.400
0.364
0.352
0.217
0.210
0.134
0.134
0.127
0.248
0.185
0.178
0.159
0.159

Description
Emergent Leader - Friendship Network

Emergent Leader - Interdependence Network

Emergent leader - Innovation Network

Emergent leader - Total Interaction

Agent in the Know - Friendship Network

Agent in the Know - Interdependence Network
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Table 4.4
Top 5 Agents for Emergent Leaders, Agents in the Know, and Connects Group Measure
in the Friendship, Interdependence, Innovation, and Total Interaction Network
(Continued)
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5

Agent
Agent-79*
Agent-4*
Agent-9*
Agent-46*
Agent-78
Agent-77*
Agent-72
Agent-26
Agent-4
Agent-46*
Agent-77*
Agent-5
Agent-42
Agent-26
Agent-60
Agent-13
Agent-73*
Agent-74*
Agent-79*
Agent-18*
Agent-74*
Agent-36
Agent-18*
Agent-21*
Agent-63*
Agent-63*
Agent-77*
Agent-74*
Agent-46*
Agent-79*

Value
0.115
0.108
0.108
0.089
0.083
0.325
0.287
0.229
0.223
0.223
0.059
0.052
0.042
0.041
0.040
0.073
0.069
0.065
0.058
0.057
0.112
0.089
0.080
0.078
0.071
0.060
0.050
0.050
0.045
0.041

Description
Agent in the Know - Innovation Network

Agent in the Know: Total Interaction

Connects Groups - Friendship Network

Connects Groups - Interdependence Network

Connects Groups - Innovation Network

Connects Groups - Total Interaction
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From this table, it is clear that there is a mix of formal and informal leaders acting
to influence this network. Interestingly, most of the connections between groups exist
through formal leaders at the organization.
The network measures of centrality, hierarchy, density, and reciprocity were
calculated for the entire network. These measures reveal more about the kinds of
connections that exist.
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Table 4.5
Meta-Network Measures for Density, Reciprocity, Clustering, Hierarchy, and
Centralization
Measure

Value

Description

Row count

79

The number of row nodes in a network

Column count

79

The number of column nodes in a network

Link count

716

The number of links in a network

Density

0.115

The number of links divided by the number of possible
links

Reciprocity

38%

Percent of nodes links that are bi-directional

Clustering
coefficient

0.399

Measures the degree of clustering in a network by
averaging the clustering coefficient of each node

Krackhardt
efficiency

0.851

The degree to which each component in a network
contains the minimum links possible to keep it
connected.

Krackhardt
hierarchy

0.05

The degree to which a unimodal network exhibits a pure
hierarchical structure.

Degree
centralization

0.216

The relative number of direct connections an agent might
have in a network

Betweenness
centralization

0.157

Measures the number of times that connections must pass
through a single individual to be connected.

Closeness
centralization

0.508

Reveals how long it takes information to spread from one
individual to others in the network.

Eigenvector
centralization

0.284

Reflects one's connections to other well-connected
people.

Of these measures, the clustering coefficient (.39) and reciprocity (38%) suggest
that this network is only somewhat moderately connected. The clustering coefficient
range is from 0 to 1. The value of .39 reveals that there may not be as much local
information diffusion within this network as other networks of this type, perhaps due to
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the lower levels of reciprocity. Given the size and the physical boundaries (agents located
in different physical locations) of the network, this result is not surprising.
Density is a measure of existing relations out of all possible relations and “in
general, for groups of relatively the same size, the group with the higher density is more
tightly coupled” (Schreiber and Carley, 2008). Given the low density of the network
(.115), it is also not surprising that it has a low Krackhardt hierarchy value (.05). Since
the Krackhardt hierarchy value is constrained by density, this result shows that there is
some level of hierarchal structure within the network, though the network is not overly
hierarchal and shows that the network is more relatively informalized. The high
Krackhardt efficiency (.851) suggests that this network could have high enough levels of
connectedness to deal with complex and changing environments (Schreiber and Carley,
2008) The high closeness centralization score (.508) shows that even though the network
is only loosely connected, that information flows relatively quickly through the network.

Innovation Flow
Information about innovation flow within the network provides a way to learn
about the network response to innovation. By learning more about innovation flow in the
network, we can learn about the network characteristics that impact innovation as it
spreads through the institution. The theoretical premises for this question and the analysis
of data derives from Kauffman’s (1993) definition of interdependence and Uhl-Bien and
Marion’s (2009) model of adaptive leadership and network dynamics (see figure 2.2).
Kauffman (1993) argues that connections contribute to the overall network through the
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complex dynamic between agents and interacting needs. Marion (in press) defines
interdependency thusly: “A state in which the satisfaction of the need preferences of one
person is influenced by the actions of another person.” Uhl-Bien and Marion (2011)
present a model for understanding the spread of innovation at an institution. This model
relies on theoretical ideas about how environment influences innovation. It relies on
Ashby’s (1962) principle of requisite variety and McKelvey and Boisot’s (2009) concept
of requisite complexity, with complexity leadership theories about conditions that allow
for the spread of innovation within the institution.

Research Question One
The first research question seeks to understand the mechanism of innovation flow
at the institution by examining the network characteristics of the institution. The network
characteristics examined are measures of centrality, hierarchy, constraint and Simmelian
ties. The capacity of innovation is also calculated. Diffusion of innovation is the final
analysis of the network’s innovation flow.
Centrality, hierarchy, constraint and Simmelian ties measures. Network
characteristics of Simmelian ties, density, centrality, knowledge diversity and knowledge
negotiation were examined; see Table 4.6 for a definition of these terms. From these
analytics, the degree of diffusion for the network, the perception of change, the impact of
change, and the ease of transition were determined.
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Table 4.6
Analytics Explanation. All definitions are based on information from Carley (2010) and
from ORA (2.3.6 and 3.0.0.2)
Term

Definition

Simmelian ties

Links between agents, established by having a strong tie to each
other plus both have a connection to a third agent

Density

The number of links divided by the total number of possible links

Out-degree
Centrality

The number of nodes leading out from a node to another node: A
measure of influence

Total degree
Centrality

The normalized sum of an node's in and out links

Authority
centrality

An agent is authority central if its in-links are from agents that have
are sending links to many others

Eigenvector
centralization

Reflects one's connections to other well-connected people.

Hierarchy

Degree to which a network presents a hierarchal structure

Burt Constraint

The degree to which a node is constrained by a lack of links to
other nodes
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After completing a total network analysis, the centrality measures were examined
in greater detail to show the minimum, maximum, average and standard deviation of
these measures.
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Table 4.7
Centrality, Simmelian Ties, and Clustering in the Network
Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Total degree centrality

0.03

0.33

0.11

0.06

In-degree centrality

0.03

0.30

0.12

0.05

Out-degree centrality

0.00

0.49

0.12

0.08

Eigenvector centrality

0.02

0.41

0.13

0.09

Eigenvector centrality per
component

0.02

0.29

0.09

0.06

Closeness centrality

0.01

0.63

0.39

0.10

In-Closeness centrality

0.18

0.27

0.22

0.02

Betweenness centrality

0.00

0.18

0.02

0.03

Hub centrality

0.00

0.53

0.12

0.11

Authority centrality

0.01

0.42

0.13

0.10

Information centrality

0.00

0.02

0.01

0.00

Clique membership count

1.00

68.00

12.52

12.82

Simmelian ties

0.00

0.18

0.06

0.04

Clustering coefficient

0.15

0.72

0.40

0.14

Measure

Simmelian ties are links that bond to at least three agents. Such bonding has been
shown to foster dynamic, changing clusters and to bond individuals more tightly to the
network. The Simmelian ties for the network range from 0% to 18%, with an average of
6%. The high levels of Eigenvector centrality (.41) means there are means by which to
pass information quickly. This indicates there are influential people who are in the know.
Authority centrality indicates “individuals or organizations that act as authorities are
receiving information from a wide range of others each of whom sends information to a
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large number of others. Technically, an agent is authority-central if its in-links are from
agents that have are sending links to many others” (Carley, 2010). The authority
centrality values range from .01 to .42, with an average of .13; this indicates there are
agents who can pass information quickly (.42). The clustering coefficients (range from
.15 to .72, with an average of .40) are indicative of relatively good local information
diffusion and a decentralized infrastructure since “a higher clustering coefficient supports
local information diffusion as well as a decentralized infrastructure because employees
are likely to share information and know what is happening in their work group" (Carley,
2010).
Diffusion of innovation. To understand how innovation diffuses through the
system, a number of analyses were conducted. This measure used two categorical, or
attribute, variables: role and formal/informal leader. The covariates were the possible
innovations questions in the survey (Survey Question 17, Appendix B).
ORA is able to model the diffusion of knowledge, so for this analysis I redefined
innovation is a knowledge node. The evolutionary trajectory of the ability of the network
to diffuse innovation was simulated over 25 time-period iterations using the Near-Term
analysis tool in ORA. It was repeated 100 times using Monte Carlo techniques. These
total diffusion of innovation is represented graphically in Figure 4.2. The diffusion graphs
for the rest of the 8 additional innovation nodes are shown in Figures 4.3 to 4.10
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Figure 4.2
Total Innovation Diffusion Over 25 Iterations

Figure 4.2 shows the total innovation diffusion. The trajectory of the diffusion of
innovation rises somewhat consistently over each iteration until nearly halfway through
the simulation when the rise becomes more gradual. The standard deviation for this
diffusion stays nearly the same throughout the simulation.
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Figurre 4.3
Audio
o Capture off Lectures Diffusion
D
Oveer 25 Iteratioons
This graph shows the diffusion off the implem
mentation of aaudio capturre of lecturess
over 25 iterationss. The graph indicates th
hat as the innnovation difffuses, the staandard
deviaation becomees larger than
n it was at th
he first time iteration, whhich indicatees a greater
dispaarity in valuees for this inn
novation oveer time.
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Figurre 4.4
Moveement Away From Tradiitional Lectu
ure Format In
Innovation D
Diffusion Oveer 25
Iterattions
n diffusion ggraph, the sttandard deviaation
As in the audio capturre innovation
me, which in
ndicates a greeater dispariity (range) inn values for tthis
increases over tim
vation over time.
t
The inn
novation diff
ffuses over tiime in a simiilar pattern tto the audio
innov
captu
ure innovatio
on diffusion.
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Figurre 4.5
Hybrrid Programss Diffusion Over
O
25 Itera
ations
This figurre shows thee diffusion off hybrid proggrams over ttime. This grraph shows
that these program
ms diffuse much
m
more quickly,
q
withh gains occurrring at the bbeginning off
the siimulation an
nd then reach
hing a plateaau. Unlike otther diffusionns, the standdard deviatioon
on this innovation
n becomes smaller with each iteratioon, indicatinng more of ann agreementt
betweeen views.
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Figurre 4.6
Video
o Capture off Lecture Diff
ffusion Overr 25 Iterationns
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The video
o capture of lecture diffu
usion looks vvery similar to the audio capture of
diffussion graph. The
T diffusion
n occurs con
nsistently ovver each iteraation, with inncreasing
stand
dard deviatio
on after the first
fi few timee units.

Figurre 4.7
Smarrt Classroom
m Diffusion Over
O
25 Itera
ations

The diffussion graph for
fo smart classsrooms is sllightly differrent from otther
vations. The curve indicaates a slightlly faster rise than in the audio capturre diffusion,
innov
but not as quickly
y of a rise ass the hybrid program
p
diff
ffusion.
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Figurre 4.8
Simulated Classrroom Diffusion Over 25 Iterations
I
The diffussion of simu
ulated classro
ooms looks ssimilar to oth
ther diffusionns that have
been presented so
o far in it difffuses over tiime. In this ccase, howevver, the standdard
deviaation starts out small, beccomes slighttly bigger annd then shrinnks again at tthe end of thhe
simullation. This could
c
indicaate that the diffusion
d
wouuld be somew
what contenntious as it
startss to spreads through
t
the network.
n
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Figurre 4.9
Comp
pletely Onlin
ne Programss Diffusion Over
O
25 Iteraations
The comp
pletely online program graph
g
looks ssimilar to thee audio captuure, smart
classrroom and video capture diffusion, with
w the innovvation diffussing at a steaady rate
throu
ughout the sim
mulation and
d with the sttandard deviiations becom
ming larger aas the
simullation runs. In
I this graph
h, the standarrd deviation values stay about the saame from thee
midpoint of the simulation un
ntil the end.
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Figurre 4.10
Electtronic Textbo
ook Diffusion Over 25 Itterations
The e-textbook graph
h looks similaar to the auddio capture, ssmart classrooom,
comp
pletely onlinee program an
nd video cap
pture diffusioon, with the innovation diffusing at a
stead
dy rate throug
ghout the sim
mulation and
d with the staandard deviaations becom
ming larger aas
the siimulation run
ns. In this grraph, the stan
ndard deviattion values sstay about thhe same from
m
the midpoint
m
of th
he simulatio
on until the end. Interestiingly, of the innovationss at the
colleg
ge, this is on
ne of the new
wer ones to be
b implemennted.
These diff
ffusion graph
hs, when looked at togethher as a set, suggest thatt most
vations at thee institution will diffuse through the network in a similar patttern. The
innov
hybriid program diffusion,
d
wh
hich rose shaarply and theen plateauedd, looks diffeerent from thhe
otherrs in that it seeems to diffu
use more quickly. This m
may be attribbutable to thhe college’s
widesspread use of
o online cou
urses within most
m program
ams at the coollege.
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Leadership
Marion and Uhl-Bien (2001) discuss the ways that agents within system interact
and influence each other. Further, they argue that leaders within complex organization
should create an environment for innovation by encouraging interaction, interdependence
and enabling actions. Lichtensten et al (2006) emphasize the importance of the “space
between,” or the idea that creativity occurs in the interactions of agents rather than the
minds of individuals, in complex systems. Hargadon and Becky (2006) discuss creativity
as a collective process, with creativity stemming from interaction. These foundational
ideas of complexity leadership theory are investigated in research questions 3, 4, and 5 by
studying the interactions and influence of leaders, both formal and informal.

Research Question Two
The second research question begins to investigate the influence of leadership,
specifically looking at leadership as it resides in informal leaders.
Belief propagation. To answer questions about formal and informal leaders and
influence, an analysis of the impact of interaction on beliefs was conducted using
Freidkin’s algorithm (1998) ORA’s belief propagation analysis function. This report
gives information beliefs, including the most relevant to this study, which are the most
contentious beliefs. Contentious beliefs are those with the greatest diversity of opinion,
which shows where there is the greatest heterogeneity of ideas. The belief propagation
tool simulates interactions of belief over time; in this case, the belief propagation was run
for 10 iterations.
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The top 5 most contentious beliefs (those with the greatest diversity of opinion)
are summarized in table 4.8. Of these beliefs, the most contentious (coefficient = .837) is
the belief of whether individual ideas about innovation are appreciated while the fifth, or
least, most contentious belief (0.703, which is still rather high) is about whether
innovation is most likely to occur when collaborating with peers. The values for these
beliefs were determined from a survey question (QUESTION 14, see Appendix D). The
response scale for these items started from 2 for “strongly agree” to -2 for “strongly
disagree,” with 0 acting as the neutral option. The belief propagation was conducted for
agent, controlling for pressures and perceived advantage of innovation to isolate the
current attitudinal beliefs about innovations at the college.

Table 4.8
Top Five Most Contentious Beliefs
Belief

Belief Node

Initial Contention
Score

1

I feel that my ideas about innovation are appreciated.

0.818

2

I feel that the college provides the resources I need to be
innovative.

0.749

3

I feel that my department provides the resources I need to
be innovative.

0.727

4

Innovation is most likely to occur when it is directed by
my department chair or supervisor.

0.711

5

Innovation typically comes from collaborating with peers.

0.703
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Using the belief propagation analysis in ORA, the expected belief changes over
time were calculated for these top 5 most contentious beliefs. Table 4.9 shows the
changes over time for the contention value from the initial time to the 10th and final
iteration for the first belief about innovative ideas being appreciated. Contention is a
measure of variance in belief values, and dispersion is the average belief value.

Table 4.9
Change in Contention and Dispersion Values over Time for the Belief, “I feel that my
ideas about innovation are appreciated”

Measure

Initial

Final

Percent Change

Contention

0.818

0.57

-30.36%

Dispersion

1.038

1.034

-0.37%

The contention value changed significantly for this belief (30 %) but the
dispersion value stayed mostly the same (under 1% change).
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Figure 4.11
Propagation of Belief “I feel that my ideas about innovation are appreciated.” All agents
included in this graph.
This graph shows that the beliefs were predominantly positive to begin with.
There are only two agents, represented by green lines who gave a negative rating to this
belief. The beliefs quickly converged (within one or two iterations) onto a final position.
The following table shows the values for the top ten influential agents (depicted in
the figure above) and the change in values over five iterations.
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Table 4.10
Influence on Agents with the Highest Rating for, “I feel that my ideas about innovation are appreciated.”

Rank

Iteration 1

Iteration 2

Iteration 3

Iteration 4

Iteration 5
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Agent

Rank

Agent

Rank

Agent

Rank

Agent

Rank

Agent

Rank

1

39

2

4

2.617

4

2.298

4

2.335

4

2.322

2

4

2

70

2.103

70

2.083

70

2.084

70

2.083

3

18

2

61

2.007

61

2.056

61

2.053

61

2.053

4

33

2

75

1.863

75

2.009

75

2.005

75

2.012

5

37

2

47

1.839

47

1.935

47

1.928

47

1.934

6

38

2

17

1.703

5

1.713

5

1.734

5

1.735

7

42

2

5

1.676

17

1.663

69

1.675

69

1.677

8

44

2

69

1.676

69

1.646

17

1.665

17

1.663

9

45

2

46

1.562

18

1.549

18

1.556

18

1.555

10

48

2

18

1.53

53

1.53

53

1.526

53

1.528

Note: formal leaders are denoted by bold text.
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It should be noted that all agents began with a value of 2, which indicates that
they strongly agree with the belief “I feel that my ideas about innovation are
appreciated.” By the end of the simulation some beliefs had decreased but remained
strong positives.
The second most contentious belief is about resources needed for innovation with
an initial contention value of 0.749. Table 4.11 shows the changes over time for the
contention value from the initial time to the tenth and final iteration for the second belief
about college-provided resources for the innovation.

Table 4.11
Change in Contention and Dispersion Values over Time for the Belief, “I feel that the
college provides the resources I need to be innovative.”
Measure

Initial

Final

Percent Change

Contention

0.749

0.503

-32.88%

Dispersion

1.013

1.007

-0.53%

The contention value changed significantly for this belief (33 %) but the
dispersion value stayed mostly the same (under 1% change).
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Figure 4.12
Propagation of Belief “I feel that the college provides the resources I need to be
innovative.” All agents included in this graph.

This graph shows that the beliefs were predominantly positive to begin with, with
only two giving this belief question a disagree rating and no agents giving a strongly
disagree. The beliefs quickly converged (within one to two iterations) on the final
position. The following table shows the top ten influential agents (depicted in the figure
above) and the change in values over five iterations.
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Table 4.12
Influence on Agents with the Highest Rating for “I feel that the college provides the resources I need to be innovative.”

Rank

Iteration 1

Iteration 2

Iteration 3

Iteration 4

Iteration 5
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Agent

Rank

Agent

Rank

Agent

Rank

Agent

Rank

Agent

Rank

1

39

2

4

2.287

4

1.949

4

1.99

4

1.974

2

22

2

17

1.852

79

1.8

79

1.811

79

1.81

3

33

2

79

1.831

17

1.773

17

1.774

17

1.771

4

37

2

46

1.826

46

1.772

46

1.769

46

1.769

5

42

2

48

1.686

48

1.661

48

1.649

48

1.647

6

43

2

6

1.654

6

1.565

29

1.549

70

1.543

7

44

2

29

1.597

37

1.564

37

1.54

29

1.541

8

46

2

74

1.505

29

1.545

70

1.538

37

1.54

9

48

2

21

1.502

74

1.539

6

1.531

6

1.524

10

52

2

37

1.465

70

1.532

74

1.522

74

1.517

Note: formal leaders are denoted by bold text.
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These agents are both formal and informal leaders. Agent 4, a formal leader, was
not present as an influential agent in time iteration 1, but enters on time iteration 2 and
has a strongly positive value after being influenced by other agents. It should be noted
that all agents began with a value of 2, which indicates that these influential agents
strongly agree with the belief, “I feel that the college provides the resources I need to be
innovative.”
The third most contentious belief is about the department’s providing adequate
resources for innovation. Table 4.13 shows the changes over time for the contention
value from the initial time to the tenth and final iteration for the third belief about
departmental resources needed for the innovation.

Table 4.13
Change in Contention and Dispersion Values over Time for the Belief, “I feel that my
department provides the resources I need to be innovative.”
Measure

Initial

Final

Percent Change

Contention

0.727

0.498

-31.48%

Dispersion

1.076

1.071

-0.50%

The contention value changed significantly for this belief (31 %) but the
dispersion value stayed mostly the same (under 1% change).
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Figure 4.13
Propagation of Belief, “I feel that my department provides the resources I need to be
innovative.” All agents included in this graph.
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Like the graphs above, the response was mostly positive, indicating that most
agents rated agree or strongly agree to having access from the department to needed
resources. There are two agents who gave this a disagree rating.
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Table 4.14
Influence on Agents with the Highest Rating for Belief “I feel that my department provides the resources I need to be
innovative.”

Rank

Iteration 1

Iteration 2

Iteration 3

Iteration 4

Iteration 5
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Agent

Rank

Agent

Rank

Agent

Rank

Agent

Rank

Agent

Rank

1

39

2

4

2.811

4

2.473

4

2.514

4

2.5

2

4

2

79

2.002

79

1.942

79

1.962

79

1.957

3

18

2

46

1.914

46

1.84

46

1.837

46

1.837

4

22

2

17

1.882

17

1.796

17

1.797

17

1.794

5

33

2

21

1.685

48

1.661

48

1.649

48

1.647

6

37

2

48

1.682

18

1.65

70

1.639

70

1.644

7

42

2

6

1.638

70

1.634

18

1.635

18

1.633

8

43

2

29

1.603

37

1.574

21

1.558

37

1.552

9

44

2

70

1.585

74

1.567

29

1.552

21

1.551

10

46

2

18

1.545

21

1.561

37

1.552

29

1.545

Note: formal leaders are denoted by bold text.
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Like the other belief tables above, these agents are composed of both formal and
informal leaders. These agents also began with a value of 2, which indicates strong
agreement with the belief that the department provides the resources needed for
innovation. In this simulation, many formal leaders enter into the top ten most influential
agents after the first iteration. Agent 4 is also more positively influenced than in other
simulations, moving for a value of 2 to a 2.8 from time 1 to time 2 and ending with a 2.5
at time 5.
The fourth most contentious belief has to do with how innovations begin at the
college. Table 4.15 shows the changes over time for the contention value from the initial
time to the tenth and final iteration for the fourth belief, “Innovation is most likely to
occur when it is directed by my department chair or supervisor.”

Table 4.15
Change in Contention and Dispersion Values over Time for the Belief, “Innovation is
most likely to occur when it is directed by my department chair or supervisor”
Measure

Initial

Final

Percent Change

Contention

0.711

0.602

-15.43%

Dispersion

0.329

0.321

-2.50%

The contention value changed somewhat significantly for this belief (15 %) but
the dispersion value stayed mostly the same (under 1% change). This change is about half
the percent change of other beliefs. The average value for this change is also lower than
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the top 3 beliefs, with an initial value of .329. This indicates that agents are more in
agreement about the statement and less positive than with the beliefs presented so far.

Figure 4.14
Propagation of Belief, “Innovation is most likely to occur when it is directed by my
department chair or supervisor.” All agents included in this graph.
This graph shows that more people rate this belief negatively, with one agent
rating this belief with a strongly disagree and multiple agents rating this as a disagree.
This graph shows more agents converge towards a neutral value.
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Table 4.16
Influence on Agents with the Highest Rating for “Innovation is most likely to occur when it is directed by my department chair
or supervisor.”

Rank

Iteration 1

Iteration 2

Iteration 3

Iteration 4

Iteration 5
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Agent

Rank

Agent

Rank

Agent

Rank

Agent

Rank

Agent

Rank

1

4

2

13

1.596

25

1.474

25

1.458

4

2

2

8

2

25

1.562

13

1.455

13

1.42

8

2

3

13

2

70

1.402

70

1.4

70

1.399

13

2

4

25

2

21

1.359

4

1.231

4

1.219

25

2

5

40

2

8

1.248

8

1.178

8

1.167

40

2

6

70

2

69

1.242

69

1.102

69

1.114

70

2

7

19

2

4

1.18

19

1.085

19

1.071

19

2

8

11

1

19

1.073

40

1.049

21

1.049

11

1

9

21

1

40

1.027

21

1.027

40

1.034

21

1

10

24

1

41

0.888

41

0.892

41

0.895

24

1

Note: formal leaders are denoted by bold text.
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There is also a mix of formal leaders and faculty shown in this table. Only 7
agents rated this belief as a strong agree, and by the end of time 4, there are no agents
who are still given a value of 2, with the highest value of 1.458.
The fifth and final most contentious belief is also about how innovation begins for
these agents. Table 4.17 shows the changes over time for the contention value from the
initial time to the tenth and final iteration for the fourth belief, “Innovation typically
comes from collaborating with peers.”

Table 4.17
Change in Contention and Dispersion Values over Time for the Belief, “Innovation
typically comes from collaborating with peers.”
Measure

Initial

Final

Percent Change

Contention

0.703

0.606

-13.82%

Dispersion

1.215

1.204

-0.94%

Like the fourth belief, the contention value is lower (.703) at the initial period and
changes less over the simulation (13%). The dispersion value is higher than the previous
belief about innovation being directed by a supervisor and stays mostly the same, with a
percent change of less than 1%. This belief has the highest average value of those
investigate thus far.
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Figure 4.15
Propagation of Belief, “Innovation typically comes from collaborating with peers.” All
agents included in this graph.

This graph shows that most agents feel positively about innovation coming from
interacting with peers. Only 3 agents rated this belief as disagree. The simulation shows
that of those three with a negative view on innovation starting with peer interaction, one
changes to a positive view and the other two converge towards a neutral value.
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Table 4.18
Influence on Agents with the Highest Rating for “Innovation typically comes from collaborating with peers.”

Rank

Iteration 1

Iteration 2

Iteration 3

Iteration 4

Iteration 5
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Agent

Rank

Agent

Rank

Agent

Rank

Agent

Rank

Agent

Rank

1

73

2

4

2.642

69

2.518

69

2.502

69

2.51

2

2

2

69

2.359

4

2.411

4

2.429

4

2.422

3

4

2

75

2.124

75

2.181

75

2.193

75

2.201

4

6

2

47

2.058

47

2.066

47

2.078

47

2.086

5

14

2

46

2.014

25

1.975

25

1.982

25

1.984

6

18

2

25

1.99

6

1.918

1

1.914

1

1.922

7

25

2

6

1.938

1

1.906

46

1.912

32

1.913

8

28

2

32

1.934

32

1.902

32

1.911

46

1.91

9

32

2

21

1.884

46

1.895

6

1.911

6

1.906

10

33

2

50

1.852

50

1.875

50

1.855

50

1.848

Note: formal leaders are denoted by bold text.
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This table shows that the top rated beliefs are held by a mix of formal leaders and faculty.
All of these agents gave an initial value of 2, for strongly agree, to this belief. By the end
of the simulation, all agents are still rating this belief strongly positive with the lowest
value of 1.848.
Propagation of innovation attitudes—MANCOVA. A Multivariate Analysis of
Covariance (MANCOVA) was the appropriate statistical analysis to learn more about the
influence of leadership on attitudes about innovation. MANCOVA tests are conducted
when there are more than one independent variables, including covariates, that can affect
multiple dependent variables. In this test, leadership, represented as either role or
formal/informal, was the independent variable and authority centrality was the covariate.
Authority centrality is defined by Carley (2010) as: “individuals or organizations that act
as authorities are receiving information from a wide range of others each of whom sends
information to a large number of others. Technically, an agent is authority central if its
“in-links are from agents that are sending links to many others” (p. 348). By using this as
a covariate, I was able to control for the level of authority that influences attitudes and
examine influence associated with leadership alone. The dependent variables (listed
below) are the attitudes about innovation, propagated over time using the belief
propagation analysis in ORA. These attitudinal beliefs were:
1. I feel that innovation is important to the future of this college.
2. I feel that the college provides the resources I need to be innovative.
3. I feel that my department provides the resources I need to be innovative.
4. I feel that my ideas about innovation are appreciated.
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5. Innovation typically comes from collaborating with peers.
6. Innovation is most likely to occur when it is directed by my department chair
or supervisor.
7. I generally disagree with innovative processes that are put into place at the
college.
8. There is a need for more stability and less change at the college.
9. My department does not value innovation.
10. My college does not value innovation.
11. My department is more interested in innovation and change than in controlling
and standardizing education.
The MANCOVA was run with these variables in two different ways: first with the
role of leader as the categorical fixed factor, authority centrality as continuous covariate,
and the belief propagation for attitudes about innovations as ordinal, or ranked, dependent
variables. Authority centrality was used as the covariate because it includes authority
outside of the official designation of leadership by an organization. Agents within the
network are authorities if they “are receiving information from a wide range of others
each of whom sends information to a large number of others” (Carley, 2010). For the
second test, the categorical independent variable was formal/informal leader.
The MANCOVA test was conducted with IBM SPSS 20 Software, using General
Linear Model/Multivariate analysis. The statistical significance was set at α = 0.05% and
the power is at β = 0.20. The four following hypotheses, which were derived from
respective research questions, were analyzed and evaluated.
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Ho1:

There is no statistically significant difference in attitudes about innovation.

Ho2:

There is no statistically significant difference between roles or between formal
and informal leadership after controlling for authority centrality

Ho3:

There is no statistically significant difference in attitudes about innovation as
influenced by leadership (represented by either role or formal/informal).

Ho4:

There is no statistically significant difference in attitudes about innovation as
influenced by leadership (represented by either role or formal/informal), after
controlling for the authority centrality.

The MANCOVA was run with these variables in two different ways: first with the role of
leader as the categorical fixed factor, authority centrality as continuous covariate, and the
belief propagation outcome of attitudes about innovation as ordinal dependent variables.
For the second run, leader measure was changed to formal/informal leader.
The following table presents descriptive statistics for the attitudes about innovation, by
role. Note that executives consistently have more positive attitudes than department
heads, and department heads have consistently higher attitudes than faculty.
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Table 4.19
Descriptive Statistics for Attitudes about Innovation, By Role
Mean

Standard
Deviation

N

1.214244

.8961315

6

Department Chair

.785158

.3901237

15

Faculty

.665815

.2552279

56

Total

.731798

.3874991

77

Attitude

Role

I feel that innovation is
important to the future of
this college.

Executive

I feel that the college
provides the resources I
need to be innovative.

I feel that my department
provides the resources I
need to be innovative.

I feel that my ideas about
innovation are appreciated.

Innovation typically comes
from collaborating with
peers.

Innovation is most likely to
occur when it is directed
by my department chair or
supervisor.

Executive

1.414946

.5406111

6

Department Chair

1.282081

.6599707

15

Faculty

1.029923

.3859789

56

Total

1.109046

.4745385

77

Executive

1.300344

.5626225

6

Department Chair

1.190071

.5651085

15

Faculty

1.011374

.3692064

56

Total

1.068702

.4334344

77

Executive

1.444237

.6139782

6

Department Chair

1.144297

.5789132

15

Faculty

1.057233

.4364959

56

Total

1.104350

.4852738

77

Executive

1.246515

.6776417

6

Department Chair

1.103312

.3727515

15

Faculty

.926745

.3217058

56

Total

.986058

.3759842

77

Executive

2.103677

.5986965

6

Department Chair

1.574131

.5289055

15

Faculty

1.472624

.5943681

56

Total

1.541571

.5995227

77
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Table 4.19
Descriptive Statistics for Attitudes about Innovation, By Role (Continued)
Standard
Deviation

N

2.754454

.6194652

6

Department Chair

2.561005

.6644959

15

Faculty

1.915227

.6123077

56

Total

2.106423

.6919420

77

Executive

2.567570

.3362520

6

Department Chair

2.240014

.6819085

15

Faculty

1.923926

.6587938

56

Total

2.035656

.6685504

77

Executive

3.292509

.6058778

6

Department Chair

2.672548

.6806610

15

Faculty

2.227536

.6853257

56

Total

2.397211

.7408413

77

Executive

3.130794

.5517472

6

Department Chair

2.679204

.6550199

15

Faculty

2.214730

.7128308

56

Total

2.376593

.7409947

77

Executive

2.368222

.8281864

6

Department Chair

2.197267

.6833990

15

Faculty

1.792577

.6883384

56

Total

1.916268

.7190476

77

Attitude

Role

I generally disagree with
innovative processes that
are put into place at the
college.

Executive

There is a need for more
stability and less change at
the college.

My department does not
value innovation.

My college does not value
innovation.

My department is more
interested in innovation
and change than in
controlling and
standardizing education.

Mean
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The following table presents descriptive statistics for the variable by formal and
informal leader. Note that formal leaders consistently have more positive attitudes than
informal leaders.
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Table 4.20
Descriptive Statistics for Attitudes about Innovation, By Formal or Informal Leader
Mean

Standard
Deviation

N

Informal Leader

.665815

.2552279

56

Formal Leader

.907754

.5888578

21

Total

.731798

.3874991

77

Informal Leader

1.029923

.3859789

56

Formal Leader

1.320043

.6178518

21

Total

1.109046

.4745385

77

Informal Leader

1.011374

.3692064

56

Formal Leader

1.221578

.5525261

21

Total

1.068702

.4334344

77

Informal Leader

1.057233

.4364959

56

Formal Leader

1.229994

.5900158

21

Total

1.104350

.4852738

77

.926745

.3217058

56

1.144227

.4652467

21

.986058

.3759842

77

Attitude

Role

I feel that innovation is
important to the future of
this college.
I feel that the college
provides the resources I
need to be innovative.
I feel that my department
provides the resources I
need to be innovative.
I feel that my ideas about
innovation are appreciated.

Innovation typically comes
from collaborating with
peers.

Informal Leader
Formal Leader
Total

Innovation is most likely to
occur when it is directed
by my department chair or
supervisor.

Informal Leader

1.472624

.5943681

56

Formal Leader

1.725430

.5878078

21

Total

1.541571

.5995227

77

I generally disagree with
innovative processes that
are put into place at the
college.

Informal Leader

1.915227

.6123077

56

Formal Leader

2.616277

.6426832

21

Total

2.106423

.6919420

77

There is a need for more
stability and less change at
the college.

Informal Leader

1.923926

.6587938

56

Formal Leader

2.333601

.6138055

21

Total

2.035656

.6685504

77
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Table 4.20
Descriptive Statistics for Attitudes about Innovation, By Formal or Informal Leader
(Continued)
Mean

Standard
Deviation

N

Informal Leader

2.227536

.6853257

56

Formal Leader

2.849680

.7060048

21

Total

2.397211

.7408413

77

Informal Leader

2.214730

.7128308

56

Formal Leader

2.808229

.6481836

21

Total

2.376593

.7409947

77

Informal Leader

1.792577

.6883384

56

Formal Leader

2.246111

.7103941

21

Total

1.916268

.7190476

77

Attitude

Role

My department does not
value innovation.

My college does not value
innovation.

My department is more
interested in innovation
and change than in
controlling and
standardizing education.

The preliminary test for MANCOVA used was Box’s Test for Equality of
Covariance Matrices. This test determines the homogeneity of variance-covariance and
determines whether the researcher should use Pillai’s Trace or Wilks’ Λ as a test statistic.
The Box’s M test for role of leadership shows that the covariance matrices equality
assumption is true and did not violate the null hypothesis (see Appendix C), which
indicates that Wilks’ Λ is the appropriate test statistic. Table 4.22 shows the results from
the MANCOVA for the innovation implementation compared to role of leader with
authority centrality as the covariate. Referring the demographics table 4.20, executives
are more positive than department heads, who are more positive than faculty.
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Table 4.21
MANCOVA Results for Differences in Attitudes about Innovation by Role of Leader with
Authority Centrality as Covariant
Effect

Wilks' Λ

df1

df2

F

Partial ε2

Sig

0.24

11

63

18.119

0.76

0

Authority_Centrality

0.504

11

63

5.628

0.496

0

Role

0.602

22

126

1.665

0.224

0.045

Intercept

Design: Intercept + authority_centrality + role
There was a statistically significant difference between the leadership role as
executive, department/program chair or faculty with the attitudes about innovation.
According to the eta squared statistic (an estimate of R square), role accounts for 22% of
the variation in attitudes while authority centrality accounts for 50% of the variation.
The same analysis was performed for formal and informal leaders. In this case,
the Box M test showed that null hypothesis covariance matrices equality was not true, so
the Pillai’s Trace value was used to evaluate the results. Table 4.22 shows the results
from the MANCOVA for attitudes about innovation compared across formal or informal
leader with authority centrality as the covariate.
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Table 4.22
MANCOVA Results for Differences in Attitudes about Innovation by Formal/ Informal
Leader, with Authority Centrality as Covariant
Effect

Pillai's Trace

df1

df2

F

Partial ε2

Sig

Intercept

0.812

11

64

25.198

0.812

0

Authority_Centrality

0.524

11

64

6.395

0.524

0

Formal_leader

0.274

11

64

2.193

0.274

0.002

Design: Intercept + authority_centrality + formal leader
There was a statistically significant difference between the leadership as formal or
informal with the attitudes about innovation; differences between formal and informal
leaders accounted for 27% of the variation in attitudes while authority centrality
accounted for 52% of the variation.
The statistically significant differences between the leadership, after controlling
for the effects of authority centrality on attitudes about innovation means that the first
null hypothesis is rejected. The first null hypothesis concerned the differences in attitudes
about innovations across the network:
Ho1:

There is no statistically significant difference in attitudes about innovation.

The rejection of this hypothesis in attitudes about innovation means that follow up post
hoc tests to the initial MANCOVA were appropriate. To determine which betweensubject effects to consider, the Levene’s test of equality of error variances was conducted.
Levene's is a univariate test of the equality of variances between groups, which means
that results that are non-significant indicates that we have not violated the equality of
error variances assumptions.
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Table 4.23
Levene’s Test of Equality of Error Variances for Attitudes about Innovation
Attitude

F

df1

df2

Sig.

I feel that innovation is important
to the future of this college.

8.809

2

74

0

I feel that the college provides the
resources I need to be innovative.

4.09

2

74

0.021

I feel that my department
provides the resources I need to
be innovative.

4.066

2

74

0.021

I feel that my ideas about
innovation are appreciated.

1.714

2

74

0.187

Innovation typically comes from
collaborating with peers.

3.876

2

74

0.025

Innovation is most likely to occur
when it is directed by my
department chair or supervisor.

0.229

2

74

0.796

I generally disagree with
innovative processes that are put
into place at the college.

0.194

2

74

0.824

There is a need for more stability
and less change at the college.

1.423

2

74

0.248

My department does not value
innovation.

0.129

2

74

0.879

0.37

2

74

0.692

0.004

2

74

0.996

My college does not value
innovation.
My department is more interested
in innovation and change than in
controlling and standardizing
education.

Tests the null hypothesis that the error variance of the dependent variable is equal across
groups. Design: Intercept + role
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These Levene’s test results indicated that between-subject effects can be
conducted since most of the significance values are greater than 0.05. Three values are
under 0.05 for the first three attitudinal beliefs in this table. These non-significant values
can indicate that the reliability of the univariate tests for these beliefs may be
undermined, the results for these dependent variables should be interpreted carefully as
probability levels are close to 0.05.
The following table presents only statistically significant between subject effects
for the diffusion of innovations.
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Table 4.24
Test of Between-Subject Effects for Attitudes about Innovation and Role

138

Type III
Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

Noncent.
Parameter

Observed
Powerl

I feel that innovation is important
to the future of this college.

3.699a

3

1.233

11.668

0

35.004

0.999

I feel that the college provides the
resources I need to be innovative.

5.303b

3

1.768

10.926

0

32.777

0.999

I feel that my department
provides the resources I need to
be innovative.

3.335c

3

1.112

7.416

0

22.249

0.981

I feel that my ideas about
innovation are appreciated.

6.002d

3

2.001

12.277

0

36.832

1

Innovation typically comes from
collaborating with peers.

2.908e

3

0.969

9.03

0

27.089

0.994

Innovation is most likely to
occur when it is directed by
my department chair or
supervisor.

9.957f

3

3.319

13.958

0

41.874

1

11.153g

3

3.718

10.754

0

32.263

0.999

Source

Dependent Variable

Corrected
Model

I generally disagree with
innovative processes that
are put into place at the
college.
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Table 4.24
Test of Between-Subject Effects for Attitudes about Innovation and Role (Continued)
Type III
Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

Noncent.
Parameter

Observed
Powerl

There is a need for more
stability and less change at
the college.

9.663h

3

3.221

9.674

0

29.023

0.997

My department does not
value innovation.

12.951i

3

4.317

10.958

0

32.873

0.999

My college does not value
innovation.

9.102j

3

3.034

6.788

0

20.365

0.97

My department is more
interested in innovation and
change than in controlling
and standardizing
education.

6.073k

3

2.024

4.448

0.006

13.344

0.861

I feel that innovation is
important to the future of
this college.

5.672

1

5.672

53.685

0

53.685

1

I feel that the college
provides the resources I
need to be innovative.

11.091

1

11.091

68.549

0

68.549

1

Source

Dependent Variable

Corrected
Model
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Table 4.24
Test of Between-Subject Effects for Attitudes about Innovation and Role (Continued)
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Type III
Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

Noncent.
Parameter

Observed
Powerl

11.018

1

11.018

73.504

0

73.504

1

I feel that my ideas about
innovation are appreciated.

9.046

1

9.046

55.51

0

55.51

1

Innovation typically comes
from collaborating with
peers.

9.945

1

9.945

92.65

0

92.65

1

Innovation is most likely to
occur when it is directed by
my department chair or
supervisor.

20.865

1

20.865

87.743

0

87.743

1

I generally disagree with
innovative processes that
are put into place at the
college.

63.496

1

63.496

183.684

0

183.684

1

There is a need for more
stability and less change at
the college.

45.989

1

45.989

138.124

0

138.124

1

Source

Dependent Variable

Intercept

I feel that my department
provides the resources I
need to be innovative.
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Table 4.24
Test of Between-Subject Effects for Attitudes about Innovation and Role (Continued)
Type III
Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

Noncent.
Parameter

Observed
Powerl

My department does not
value innovation.

78.705

1

78.705

199.766

0

199.766

1

My college does not value
innovation.

83.457

1

83.457

186.725

0

186.725

1

My department is more
interested in innovation and
change than in controlling
and standardizing
education.

48.742

1

48.742

107.104

0

107.104

1

I feel that innovation is
important to the future of
this college.

2.016

1

2.016

19.076

0

19.076

0.991

I feel that the college
provides the resources I
need to be innovative.

3.942

1

3.942

24.364

0

24.364

0.998

I feel that my department
provides the resources I
need to be innovative.

2.608

1

2.608

17.399

0

17.399

0.984

Source

Dependent Variable

Intercept
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centrality
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Table 4.24
Test of Between-Subject Effects for Attitudes about Innovation and Role (Continued)
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Type III
Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

Noncent.
Parameter

Observed
Powerl

I feel that my ideas about
innovation are appreciated.

5.16

1

5.16

31.668

0

31.668

1

Innovation typically comes
from collaborating with
peers.

2.098

1

2.098

19.541

0

19.541

0.992

Innovation is most likely to
occur when it is directed by
my department chair or
supervisor.

7.779

1

7.779

32.715

0

32.715

1

I generally disagree with
innovative processes that
are put into place at the
college.

3.486

1

3.486

10.085

0.002

10.085

0.88

6.64

1

6.64

19.943

0

19.943

0.993

5.393

1

5.393

13.687

0

13.687

0.955

Source

Dependent Variable

Authority_
centrality

There is a need for more
stability and less change at
the college.
My department does not
value innovation.
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Table 4.24
Test of Between-Subject Effects for Attitudes about Innovation and Role (Continued)
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Type III
Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

Noncent.
Parameter

Observed
Powerl

My college does not value
innovation.

2.848

1

2.848

6.373

0.014

6.373

0.702

My department is more
interested in innovation and
change than in controlling
and standardizing
education.

2.806

1

2.806

6.166

0.015

6.166

0.688

I feel that innovation is
important to the future of
this college.

0.744

2

0.372

3.52

0.035

7.039

0.639

I generally disagree with
innovative processes that
are put into place at the
college.

5.825

2

2.913

8.426

0.001

16.851

0.959

My department does not
value innovation.

4.497

2

2.249

5.707

0.005

11.414

0.851

My college does not value
innovation.

4.267

2

2.134

4.774

0.011

9.547

0.778

Source

Dependent Variable

Authority_
centrality

Role
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Table 4.24
Test of Between-Subject Effects for Attitudes about Innovation and Role (Continued)
Source

Dependent Variable

Role

My department is more
interested in innovation and
change than in controlling
and standardizing
education.

Type III
Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

Noncent.
Parameter

Observed
Powerl

2.216

2

1.108

2.435

0.095

4.87

0.476

144
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For these statistically significant relationships, pairwise comparisons tests were
conducted. The following table presents the attitudes about innovation with statistically
significant pair-wise relationships. Full results can be found in Appendix D.
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Table 4.25
Statistically Significant Between-Subject Pairwise Tests of Attitudes about Innovation, By Role
Dependent Variable
I feel that innovation is important
to the future of this college.

(I) Role at the
Institution

(J) Role at the
Institution

Executive
Department Chair

Mean
Difference

Sig.b

Department Chair

0.429

0.017

Faculty

0.548

0.001

-0.429

0.017

0.119

0.261

Executive

-0.548

0.001

Department Chair

-0.119

0.261

Department Chair

0.143

0.421

0.32

0.046

-0.143

0.421

Faculty

0.177

0.102

Executive

-0.32

0.046

-0.177

0.102

Executive
Faculty

Faculty
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Innovation typically comes from
collaborating with peers.

Executive

Faculty
Department Chair
Faculty

Executive

Department Chair
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Table 4.25
Statistically Significant Between-Subject Pairwise Tests of Attitudes about Innovation, By Role (Continued)
Dependent Variable
Innovation is most likely to occur
when it is directed by my
department chair or supervisor.

(I) Role at the
Institution

(J) Role at the
Institution

Executive

Department Chair

Department Chair
Faculty
147

I generally disagree with
innovative processes that are put
into place at the college.

Executive
Department Chair

Mean
Difference

Sig.b

0.53

0.064

Faculty

0.631

0.014

Executive

-0.53

0.064

Faculty

0.102

0.551

Executive

-0.631

0.014

Department Chair

-0.102

0.551

Department Chair

0.193

0.522

Faculty

0.839

0.002

-0.193

0.522

0.646

0.001

Executive

-0.839

0.002

Department Chair

-0.646

0.001

Executive
Faculty

Faculty
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Table 4.25
Statistically Significant Between-Subject Pairwise Tests of Attitudes about Innovation, By Role (Continued)
Dependent Variable
There is a need for more stability
and less change at the college.

(I) Role at the
Institution

(J) Role at the
Institution

Executive
Department Chair

Mean
Difference

Sig.b

Department Chair

0.328

0.298

Faculty

0.644

0.023

-0.328

0.298

0.316

0.097

Executive

-0.644

0.023

Department Chair

-0.316

0.097

Department Chair

0.62

0.063

Faculty

1.065

0

Executive

-0.62

0.063

Faculty

0.445

0.027

Executive

-1.065

0

Department Chair

-0.445

0.027

Executive
Faculty

Faculty
148

My department does not value
innovation.

Executive
Department Chair
Faculty
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Table 4.25
Statistically Significant Between-Subject Pairwise Tests of Attitudes about Innovation, By Role (Continued)
Dependent Variable
My college does not value
innovation.

(I) Role at the
Institution

(J) Role at the
Institution

Executive
Department Chair

Mean
Difference

Sig.b

Department Chair

0.452

0.181

Faculty

0.916

0.003

-0.452

0.181

0.464

0.024

Executive

-0.916

0.003

Department Chair

-0.464

0.024

Executive
Faculty

Faculty
149
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The table above shows that difference in mean scores between faculty, executives
and department chairs for a number of attitudes about innovation were statistically
significant.

Research Questions Three and Four
The third and fourth research questions are about how formal leaders influence
innovation at the institution. To find out more about this influence, a MANCOVA test
was run on diffusion of innovation.
Diffusion of innovation—MANCOVA. MANCOVA analysis was the
appropriate statistical analysis for studying the role of leadership as it influences
innovation because there are multiple dependent variables. The independent variables are
leadership and authority centrality. The dependent variables (listed below) are the
different innovations to be implemented, propagated over time using the belief
propagation analysis in ORA:
1. Completely online programs
2. Hybrid courses, with online coursework combined with face-to-face meetings
3. E-textbooks
4. Move to simulated classrooms environments
5. Audio capture of lectures, digital
6. Video capture of lectures, digital
7. Smarter classrooms, with more interactive features for student engagement
8. Move away from traditional lecture and test class format
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The covariate for this MANCOVA test was the authority centrality measure
provided from the All Measures analysis in ORA. The MANCOVA was run with these
variables in two different ways: first with the role of leader as the categorical fixed factor,
authority centrality as continuous covariate, and the innovations as ordinal dependent
variables. For the second run, the role of leader fixed factor was changed to
formal/informal leader.
The MANCOVA test was conducted with IBM SPSS 20 Software, using General
Linear Model/Multivariate analysis. The statistical significance was set at α = 0.05% and
the power is at β = 0.20. The four hypotheses were analyzed and evaluated through
application of MANCOVA.
Ho1:

There is no statistically significant effect of leadership and authority centrality on
the diffusion of innovation.

Ho2:

There is no statistically significant effect of authority centrality on innovation
beliefs after controlling for leadership (represented by either role or
formal/informal).

Ho3:

There is no statistically significant difference in leadership types (represented by
either role or formal/informal) on innovation implementation after controlling for
authority centrality.

Ho4:

There is no statistically significant difference in types of innovation as influenced
by leadership (represented by either role or formal/informal), after controlling for
the authority centrality.
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In summary, this analysis sought to examine the effects of leadership, by role and
position as a formal or informal leader, on how innovations were implemented and the
diffusion of innovation by looking for statistically significant differences between the
variables. The researcher conducted a MANCOVA analysis of influence of leadership
(represented by either role or formal/informal) on the dependent variables of diffusion of
innovations, while using authority centrality as the covariate.
The following table presents descriptive statistics for the variable by formal and informal
leader
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Table 4.26
Descriptive Statistics for Diffusion of Innovation, By Role
Mean

Standard
Deviation

Executive

.455035671667

.1214680697291

6

Department Chair

.385324984838

.1765754869115

16

Faculty

.469667328460

.2344440649922

57

Total

.451474069742

.2180447826686

79

Hybrid courses,
with online
coursework
combined with
face-to-face
meetings

Executive

.482334956667

.2330918949684

6

Department Chair

.541064443750

.2463724379148

16

Faculty

.350947766550

.2448633501228

57

Total

.399431183966

.2540943112109

79

E-textbooks

Executive

.441643130000

.1290734038867

6

Department Chair

.429429714144

.1923293264422

16

Faculty

.402617023947

.1858647755913

57

Total

.411011450269

.1821450674514

79

Executive

.52887938333

.068664509223

6

Department Chair

.56128724000

.189609333360

16

Faculty

.57399358867

.207706464283

57

Total

.56799375562

.195813598858

79

Executive

.324939023404

.1807419231266

6

Department Chair

.222028382162

.1939186648444

16

Faculty

.313335955192

.2349719594603

57

Total

.295724527861

.2244356193885

79

Executive

.184948915950

.1718025046685

6

Department Chair

.251897748385

.1808621648932

16

Faculty

.249291000107

.2103191401936

57

Total

.244932208556

.2006018650145

79

Innovation

Role

Completely
online programs

Move to
simulated
classrooms
environments
Audio capture of
lectures, digital

Video capture of
lectures, digital
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N

Table 4.26
Descriptive Statistics for Diffusion of Innovation, By Role (Continued)
Role

Smarter
classrooms, with
more interactive
features for
student
engagement

Executive

.4846982583333 .12811728589170

6

Department Chair

.4234149672500 .20056284384223

16

Faculty

.4809061305617 .22148453539795

57

Total

.4695503603546 .21108198287346

79

Move away from
traditional lecture
and test class
format

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Innovation

N

Executive

.348391645000

.1687554185358

6

Department Chair

.279413194898

.2127571523584

16

Faculty

.359460988267

.2307810458171

57

Total

.342408067336

.2231537974179

79
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The following table presents descriptive statistics for the variable by formal and
informal leader.
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Table 4.27
Descriptive Statistics for Diffusion of Innovation, By Role
Mean

Standard
Deviation

Informal Leader

.469667328460

.2344440649922

57

Formal Leader

.404336990336

.1636869017465

22

Total

.451474069742

.2180447826686

79

Hybrid courses,
with online
coursework
combined with
face-to-face
meetings

Informal Leader

.350947766550

.2448633501228

57

Formal Leader

.525047310909

.2387667399169

22

Total

.399431183966

.2540943112109

79

E-textbooks

Informal Leader

.402617023947

.1858647755913

57

Formal Leader

.432760645741

.1744118248974

22

Total

.411011450269

.1821450674514

79

Innovation

Role

Completely
online programs

N

Move to
simulated
classrooms
environments

Informal Leader

.57399358867

.207706464283

57

Formal Leader

.55244873364

.164379432781

22

Total

.56799375562

.195813598858

79

Audio capture of
lectures, digital

Informal Leader

.313335955192

.2349719594603

57

Formal Leader

.250094920683

.1919348190611

22

Total

.295724527861

.2244356193885

79

Informal Leader

.249291000107

.2103191401936

57

Formal Leader

.233638975903

.1769861172105

22

Total

.244932208556

.2006018650145

79

Informal Leader

.4809061305617 .22148453539795

57

Formal Leader

.4401285920909 .18281401746967

22

Total

.4695503603546 .21108198287346

79

Video capture of
lectures, digital

Smarter
classrooms, with
more interactive
features for
student
engagement
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Table 4.27
Descriptive Statistics for Diffusion of Innovation, By Role (Continued)
Mean

Standard
Deviation

Informal Leader

.359460988267

.2307810458171

57

Formal Leader

.298225499471

.2002544027717

22

Total

.342408067336

.2231537974179

79

Innovation

Role

Move away from
traditional lecture
and test class
format

N

The preliminary test for MANCOVA used was Box’s Test for Equality of
Covariance matrices. This test determines the homogeneity of variance-covariance and
determines whether the researcher should use Pillai’s Trace or Wilks’ Λ as a test statistic.
The Box’s M test for role of leadership shows that the covariance matrices equality
assumption is true and did not violate the null hypothesis (see Appendix XXX), which
indicates that Wilks’ Λ is the appropriate test statistic. Table 4.X shows the results from
the MANCOVA for the innovation implementation compared to role of leader with
authority centrality as the covariant.

Table 4.28
MANCOVA Results for Innovation Implementation Compared to Role of Leader with
Authority Centrality as Covariant
Effect

Wilks' Λ

df1

Intercept

0.047

Authority_Centrality
Role

F

Partial ε2

Sig

8

68 173.052

0.953

0

0.506

8

68

8.311

0.494

0

0.67

16

136

1.885

0.182

0.027

Design: Intercept + authority_centrality + role
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df2

There was a statistically significant difference between the role of leader with the
diffusion of innovation.
The same analysis was performed for the independent variables of formal and
informal leaders. In this case, the Box M test showed that null hypothesis covariance
matrices equality was not true, so the Pillai’s Trace value was used to evaluate. Table 4.X
shows the results from the MANCOVA for the innovation implementation compared to
formal or informal leader with authority centrality as the covariant.

Table 4.29
MANCOVA Results for Innovation Implementation Compared to Formal/Informal Leader
with Authority Centrality as Covariant
Effect
Intercept
Authority_Centrality
Formal_leader

Pillai's Trace

df1

0.968

df2

F

Partial ε2

Sig

8

69 257.614

0.968

0

0.49

8

69

8.283

0.49

0

0.283

8

69

3.408

0.283

0.002

Design: Intercept + authority_centrality + formal leader

There was a statistically significant difference between the leadership as formal or
informal with the diffusion of innovation.
The two statistically significant differences between the leadership, diffusion of
innovation and authority centrality means that the first null hypothesis is rejected. The
first null hypothesis concerned the differences in innovations diffused across the network:
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Ho1:

There is no statistically significant effect of leadership and authority centrality on
the diffusion of innovation.
These tests also found that each independent variable significantly affected

innovation diffusion after controlling for the other independent variables, thus rejecting
null hypotheses 2 and 3. The rejection of these hypotheses in diffusion of innovation
indicates that there is a statistically significant difference between the types of
innovations considered, which suggests that follow up post hoc tests to the initial
MANCOVA are appropriate.
To determine which between-subject effects to consider, the Levene’s test of
equality of error variances is conducted, using the same reasoning described above for the
attitudinal beliefs about innovation.
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Table 4.30
Levene’s Test of Equality Of Error Variances for Diffusion of Innovations
Innovation

F

df1

df2

Sig

Completely online programs

2.189

2

76

0.119

Hybrid courses, with online coursework
combined with face-to-face meetings

0.429

2

76

0.653

0.53

2

76

0.591

Move to simulated classrooms environments

0.942

2

76

0.394

Audio capture of lectures, digital

1.309

2

76

0.276

Video capture of lectures, digital

2.776

2

76

0.069

Smarter classrooms, with more interactive
features for student engagement

0.955

2

76

0.389

Move away from traditional lecture and test
class format

0.813

2

76

0.447

E-textbooks

Tests the null hypothesis that the error variance of the dependent variable is equal across
groups. Design: intercept + authority_centrality + role
These Levene’s test results indicate that between-subjects effects can be
conducted since the significance values are all greater than 0.05.
The following table presents only statistically significant between subject effects
for the diffusion of innovations.
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Table 4.31
Tests of Between-Subject Effects for Diffusion of Innovation, By Role
Df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

Partial
ε2

Noncent.
Parameter

Observed
Powerl

Completely online programs

0.395

3

0.132

2.977

0.037

0.106

8.931

0.682

Hybrid courses, with online
coursework combined with
face-to-face meetings

1.063

3

0.354

6.686

0

0.211

20.058

0.968

Audio capture of lectures,
digital

1.108

3

0.027

9.824

0

0.282

29.472

0.588

Completely online programs

4.617

1

4.617

104.5

0

0.582

104.488

1

Hybrid courses, with online
coursework combined with
face-to-face meetings

5.685

1

5.685

107.3

0

0.589

107.31

1

E-textbooks

2.218

1

2.218

66.38

0

0.47

66.381

1

Move to simulated classrooms
environments

6.659

1

6.659

183.4

0

0.71

183.369

1

Video capture of lectures,
digital

0.805

1

0.147

3.908

0

0.205

29.376

0.991

Smarter classrooms, with
more interactive features for
student engagement

3.953

1

0.805

19.38

0

0.538

87.417

1

Move away from traditional
lecture and test class format

0.907

1

0.907

18.97

0

0.202

18.974

0.99

Dependent Variable

Corrected
Model

Intercept
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Type III
Sum of
Squares

Source
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Table 4.31
Tests of Between-Subject Effects for Diffusion of Innovation, By Role (Continued)
Type III
Sum of
Squares

Df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

Partial
ε2

Noncent.
Parameter

Observed
Powerl

Completely online programs

0.306

1

0.306

6.918

0.01

0.084

6.918

0.738

Hybrid courses, with online
coursework combined with
face-to-face meetings

0.566

1

0.566

10.69

0.002

0.125

10.692

0.898

Move to simulated classrooms
environments

0.255

1

0.255

7.021

0.01

0.086

7.021

0.744

Audio capture of lectures,
digital

0.999

1

0.999

26.56

0

0.261

26.555

0.999

Move away from traditional
lecture and test class format

0.219

1

0.219

4.571

0.036

0.057

4.571

0.56

Hybrid courses, with online
coursework combined with
face-to-face meetings

0.625

2

5.903

0.004

0.136

11.806

0.864

Source

Dependent Variable

Authority_
centrality

162
Role
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.313.

This table shows the number of statistically significant relationships. For these
statistically significant relationships, pairwise comparisons tests were conducted. The
following table presents the statistically significant relationships found.
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Table 4.32
Statistically Significant Between-Subject Pairwise Tests of Innovation Diffusion, By Role
Mean
Difference

Sig

Department Chair

0.037

0.747

Faculty

0.227

0.031

-0.037

0.747

0.19

0.005

-0.227

0.031

-0.19

0.005

Dependent Variable

(I) Role

(J) Role

Hybrid courses, with online
coursework combined with faceto-face meetings

Executive
Department Chair

Executive
Faculty

Faculty

Executive
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Department Chair
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The table above shows that mean scores for the diffusion of the innovation for
hybrid courses, (online coursework combined with face-to-face meetings), there were
statistically significantly differences between the attitudes of Executive and Faculty (p =
.0005) and Department Chair and Faculty (p = .031), but not between Executive and
Department Chair (p = .747).
The same series of tests were conducted for the difference between formal and
informal leaders. These results can be found in Appendix E. The pairwise comparison
test was not conducted since there were only two factors (formal and informal leader).
The Tests of Between-Subject Effects resulted in two statistically significant differences
on diffusion of innovations; again regarding hybrid courses: Formal leader differed from
informal leaders on audio captures of lectures (F (1, 76) = 3.969; P < .0005; partial ε2 =
.05).

Environment
The analysis and method for understanding the influence of the environment on
the college was based in the ideas of requisite complexity (Boisot & McElvey, 2011),
which is a reacasting of the theory of requisite variety put forth by Ashby (1962). Boisot
and McElvey (2011) state that the law of requisite complexity “hold that, to be
efficaciously adaptive, the internal complexity of a system must match the external
complexity it confronts” (p. 279). Uhl-Bien and Marion (2007) propose that the
environment can influence adaptive leadership functions within the network, and that “a
key role of enabling leadership is to effectively manage the entanglement between
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administrative and adaptive structures and behaviors in a manner that enhances the
overall flexibility and effectiveness of the organization” (p. 314).

Research Question Five
The final research question is about the influences of the environment on the
perceived advantage of innovation at the institutions.
Canonical correlation analysis. Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) was the
appropriate method of analysis for the investigation of the influence of the environment.
In this case pressure at the institution and the variables of the environmental pressures
were treated as a set since their effects cannot be easily separated. Further, CCA allows
for the investigation of multiple variables with multiple possible relationships. Sherry and
Henson (2005) state, “Because CCA examines the correlation between a synthetic
criterion and synthetic predictor variable that are weighted based on the relationships
between the variables within the sets, CCA can be conceptualized as a simple bivariate
correlation (Pearson r) between the two synthetic variables” (p. 39). CCA does not treat
the relationship between the two sets of variables as causal; instead it shows a
relationship between the two types of variable. CCA is well-suited to studies involving
human behaviors, which is complex and cannot often be reduced to a single variable.
This type of statistical analysis reduces the risk of type 1 errors (rejecting a true null
hypothesis) because multivariate statistical analysis “allow[s] for simultaneous
comparisons among the variables rather than requiring many statistical tests be
conducted” (Sherry & Henson, 2005, p. 38).
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For the CCA in this study, the pressures from the environment variables were
used as predictors of the perceived advantages of innovations. These pressures from the
environment values were described in the survey as being from state legislative,
accreditation, or academic field pressures, community and local pressures, school
administrators, and student demand for innovation. The innovative dynamics of the
institution were measured by the perceived advantages of innovations that had recently
been implemented at the institution. The different innovations asked about on the survey
were


Completely online programs



Hybrid courses, with online coursework combined with face-to-face meetings



E-textbooks



Move to simulated classrooms environments



Audio capture of lectures, digital



Video capture of lectures, digital



Smarter classrooms, with more interactive features for student engagement



Move away from traditional lecture and test class format

This test was conducted using the STATA 12.0 software. The analysis yielded
five functions with squared canonical coefficients (Rc2) of .5983, .5183, .3581, .2237, and
.1524 for each successive function. Collectively, the full model across all functions was
statistically significant (Pillai Trace = .379842, Wilks’ Lambda = .828094, F = 1.5777, df
= 45, 293.864, p < 0.001). The significant result indicates that there is some relationship
between the variable sets of across the functions. A significant finding in the model does
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not address the magnitude or the importance of the relationship, however. The effect size
must be determined in order to understand the importance of the relationship. To
determine effect size, “Wilks’s λ has a useful property that helps inform this issue
because it represents something of an inverse effect size or the amount of variance not
shared between the variable sets” (Sherry & Henson, 2004, p. 42). So, 1 – λ represents
the effect size (1 - .828094 = .171906) and can be interpreted like a R2, the proportion of
variance shared between the variance sets. An effect size of .171 or 17.1% is a relatively
high effect size, given the complex dynamics between the environment and the
institution.
Functions 1-5 represent the full model and are shown to be statistically
significant. The dimension reduction analysis tests the hierarchal arrangement of
functions for statistical significance. The dimension reduction analysis (Table 4.33)
showed that the only full model and Function 1 model were statistically significant, while
the other models were not statistically significant.
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Table 4.33
Dimension Reduction Analysis

Roots

Wilks λ

F

Hypothesis
DF

Error DF

Significance
of F

1 to 5

0.378842

1.5777

45

293.864

0.0147

2 to 5

0.591596

1.1711

32

244.991

0.2505

3 to 5

0.808877

0.7044

21

192.938

0.8252

4 to 5

0.927866

0.4323

12

136

0.9481

5 to 5

0.97674

0.3283

5

69

0.8943

The relevant criterion values in Function 1 were the state legislative,
accreditation, or academic field pressures and school administration, as shown in Table
4.34. The outcome of Function 1 shows that the relevant predictor values, which are all
positively related, are simulated classrooms, digital capture of video lectures and smart
classrooms. All structure coefficients are positive, indicating that the outside pressures
from the environment are associated with the perceived advantage of the innovations.
This shows so far that there is a relationship between variables by evidence of statistical
significance and effect sized. The relationship was largely captured by the first function
in the model.
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Table 4.34
Analysis of Canonical Functions of Pressures and Perceived Advantages of Innovation
Function 1
Variable

Coef

Rs

rs2(%)

-0.5889

-0.7363

54.21%

Community and Local

0.1257

-0.2889

8.35%

School Administrators

-1.0089

-0.783

61.31%

0.6092

0.2342

5.48%

Online Programs

-0.1085

-0.0807

0.65%

Hybrid Courses

0.2609

0.2456

6.03%

E-textbooks

0.4387

0.48

23.04%

Simulated classrooms

-0.6248

0.3351

11.23%

Audio lectures, digital

-0.1004

0.3157

9.97%

Video lectures, digital

0.4654

0.4959

24.59%

Smart Classrooms

0.3939

0.5348

28.60%

Nontraditional Lecture

0.2304

0.1136

1.29%

Pressure
State Legislative, Accreditation, or
Academic Field

Student Demand for Innovation
Rc2
Perceived advantages

Note. Structure coefficients (rs) greater than |.45| are underlined. Coef = standardized
canonical function coefficient; rs= structure coefficient; = squared structure coefficient.
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An examination of linear combinations for the canonical correlations reveals
show the most significant combinations of criterion and predictor variables. The
significant relationships are shown in Table 4.35.

Table 4.35
Statistically Significant Linear Combinations of the CCA
Dimension
u1

v1

u2

Coef

T

p<|t|

-0.5879

-2.3

0.024

Pressure from school administration

-1.008

-3.68

0

Pressure from student demand for
innovation

0.6091

2.56

0.012

Perceived advantage of e-textbooks

0.4387

2.62

0.011

Perceived advantage of simulation
classrooms

-0.6248

-4.02

0

Pressure from state legislative,
accreditation, or academic field

-1.419

-4.51

0

Pressure from community and local
pressures

0.8909

2.35

0.022

Pressure from school administration

0.92

2.72

0.008

-0.6869

-2.34

0.022

Perceived advantage of e-textbooks

0.4616

2.24

0.028

Perceived advantage of simulation
classrooms

-1.336

-4.03

0

Pressure from state legislative,
accreditation, or academic field

Pressure from student demand for
innovation
v2

For the first dimension, the variables of pressure from state legislative,
accreditation, or academic field pressures, school administrators, and student demand for
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innovation are statistically significant along with the dimensions as a whole. Thus the
locus of the perceived advantage of simulated classrooms and e-textbooks share some
variability with each other. For the second dimension all of the pressures, including from
the community and local pressures, are statistically significant, which shows that these
pressures share some variability with the perceived advantages of e-textbooks and smart
classrooms. The third, fourth and fifth dimensions are not significant and no attention is
paid to the coefficients.
Pressures by role and clustering.

To understand the role of the environment

further, the pressures from the environment were analyzed using the visualizer in ORA.
Nodes were first divided by Newman Grouping. The Newman Modularity value of 0.361
shows that the nodes within these groups were closely related within the group and
heterogeneous outside of the group. After the Newman grouping, nodes were colored by
job title to reveal administrators, deans, program and department chairs, and faculty.
Pressures are displayed by both color and node shape. Figure 4.16 displays these
groupings. Table 4.36 gives numeric for the data displayed visually in Figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.16
Network Grouping, by Pressures and Newman Grouping. Pressures are indicated by a
square node. Formal leaders are indicated by a larger circular node.

From this visualization, it is clear that the smallest grouping is related to the
student demand for innovation, while the other three are close in size.
Following is a description of the above visualization created in ORA. The input
network is agent x agent and agent x pressure sources. The Newman's Clustering
Algorithm requires a symmetric network, and therefore the input network was
symmetrized using the union method, which “adds isolates to achieve identical sets” and
considers the edge values to keep nodes (Carley, 2010, p. 13). For this network, optimal
partition has modularity (Q) value of 0.360517.
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Table 4.36
Newman Grouping by Size and Members. Formal leaders are highlighted with an
asterisk (*).
Group

Size

Members

1

29

Agent-2, Agent-9, Agent-10, Agent-18, Agent-19, Agent21*, Agent-22, Agent-24, Agent-26*, Agent-27, Agent-30,
Agent-33, Agent-35, Agent-40, Agent-41, Agent-44, Agent45, Agent-50, Agent-51, Agent-55, Agent-57, Agent-58,
Agent-65, Agent-67, Agent-72, Agent-73*, Agent-79*,
Newman groups-1, State legislative, accreditation, or
academic field pressures

2

25

Agent-1*, Agent-3, Agent-4*, Agent-5, Agent-14, Agent17*, Agent-20, Agent-23, Agent-28, Agent-29, Agent-31,
Agent-37, Agent-39, Agent-42, Agent-43, Agent-46*,
Agent-47, Agent-48, Agent-54, Agent-64, Agent-75, Agent76, Agent-78, Newman groups-2, Student demand for
innovation

3

23

Agent-6*, Agent-8, Agent-11, Agent-12*, Agent-13, Agent15, Agent-16, Agent-34, Agent-36, Agent-38, Agent-52*,
Agent-56*, Agent-59, Agent-60, Agent-61, Agent-63,
Agent-66, Agent-70, Agent-71, Agent-74, Newman groups3, Community and local pressures, School administrators

4

10

Agent-7, Agent-25*, Agent-32, Agent-49, Agent-53*,
Agent-62*, Agent-68, Agent-69, Agent-77, Student demand
for innovation

This table reveals that formal leaders and faculty are dispersed throughout the
groups. Group 1is the largest group. It is grouped by the pressures from state legislative,
accreditation, or academic field pressures. It contains 4 formal leaders and 25 faculty.
The second group has 4 formal leaders and 21 faculty members and is grouped by student
demand for innovation. There are 4 formal leaders and 19 faculty in group 3, which is
grouped by the pressures from school administrators and community and local pressures.
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The smallest but most dense and most closely tied grouping is group 4, with 3 formal
leaders and 7 faculty members and which is grouped again by student demand for
innovation.
The following table gives further information about these groups.

Table 4.37
Density and EI Index for Newman Groups
Group

Size

Density

EI-Index

1

29

0.347

-0.078

2

25

0.38

-0.115

3

23

0.31

0.213

4

10

0.667

0.259

This section computes and displays information about each group. Density and
EI- Index gives measurements for the sub-groups from the Newman gouping. EI Index is
the number of ties external to the groups minus the number of ties that are internal to the
group divided by the total number of ties. The range for the EI Index is from -1 to 1.
These values indicate that groups 3 and 4 are more cohesive, with more internal ties.

Summary
This chapter presented the results gathered from the data collected using the
methodology of Dynamic Network Analysis, described in Chapter 3. Data collection
began with a structured interview to illuminate processes at the college and provide a
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response scale. This interview data was analyzed and used to create a questionnaire that
became the survey submitted to all full-time faculty, department/program chairs, and
academic administrators. Survey results were analyzed using ORA. ORA provided a
number of important network measures in addition to simulations, specifically the NearTerm Analysis and Belief Propagation. Simulation data was further analyzed using
inferential statistics of a MANCOVA. A canonical correlation analysis was also
conducted. ORA visualizer was used to help understand the pressures by clustering
analysis.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSIONS
This chapter serves to address the research questions and to discuss the findings,
implications, and limitations of the study. This discussion focuses on innovation at this
two-year college and how innovation spreads by examining the network, the leadership,
and the environment.
My research study is an investigation of innovation at two-year colleges, looking
specifically at the role that department chairs play in institutionalization of innovation. I
chose to do this study with participants from one single two-year college in South
Carolina and focused on the following research questions:


How quickly and effectively do innovative ideas spread throughout this
institution?
- What network characteristics influence how quickly innovation
spreads throughout this institution?



How do faculty members and other informal leaders influence innovation?



How do administrators and formal leaders influence innovation flow?



How do department chairs influence innovation and the spread of innovation?



How does the environment influence innovative dynamics at the two-year
college?

All of these questions were answered based on the principles of complexity
theory. These questions were explored in a variety of ways. In summary, a dynamic
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network analysis was conducted, followed, for some areas, by inferential statistics on the
DNA results. Many analytical tools from ORA were used to conduct the analysis.
The research questions can be subdivided into three themes: network, leadership
and environment. Analysis and this discussion will address the questions by theme and
then with theme by question. Before beginning an analysis of the research questions, an
overall investigation of the network is presented so that further understanding of the
Meta-Network could be obtained. This evaluation of the Meta-Network includes
measures of complexity and communication speed. The ORA analysis tool for key
entities also revealed information about emergent leaders, agents-in-the-know, and agents
who connect groups. Measurements of centralization, hierarchy, clustering and
reciprocity also revealed important characteristics of the Meta-Network, which is
addressed in chapter 4 with the section on the Meta-Network and the section for research
question 1. These measurements will be included in this chapter 5 discussion where
appropriate.
The first research question and sub-question are concerned with the network
characteristics and how the network influences the spread of innovation at the institution,
which is defined as innovation flow in this study. These questions were investigated
using measures of centrality, hierarchy, constraint and Simmelian ties provided through
the Meta-Network measure tools in ORA. A diffusion of innovation calculation and
analysis was also conducted using ORA’s belief propagation tool. These measures
provide a way to visualize the movement of innovation in the institution.
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The second, third and fourth research questions deal with the influence of
leadership on innovation attitudes. To answer the second research question about the
influence of informal leaders, a belief propagation analysis, based on Friedkin’s
algorithm, on attitudes about innovation was conducted. The most contentious beliefs
were revealed with this analysis. The data obtained from the belief propagation analysis
was further analyzed with a MANCOVA test, which was conducted using SPSS
software. Analyses for the third and fourth research questions were conducted together,
as both questions are concerned with the influence of formal leaders on the spread of
innovation at the institution. Using the data obtained from the diffusion of innovation
conducted for question one, the influence of formal leaders was investigated using a
MANCOVA analysis, looking specifically at the formal leader influence on the diffusion
of innovation.
The final and fifth research issue posits the influence of the environment on the
spread of innovation at the institution. To investigate this question, a canonical
correlation analysis was conducted with the pressures from the environment used as
predictors for the perceived advantage of innovation, using STATA software.
Additionally, ORA and the visualizer tool were used to look at pressures by role and to
investigate clustering.
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Description of the Meta-Network
Networks Visualization and Overall Characteristics
Prior to a discussion of a network statistics and research question findings, it is
helpful to examine various features of the overall network. I begin by presenting pertinent
visualizations then will look at several network statistics.

Figure 5.1
Interdependence Network, Visualization from ORA. Formal leaders are depicted as red
nodes, faculty blue.

From this visualization, it is clear that the formal leaders are the center of the
interdependence network. Formal leaders can include department and program chairs.
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While department and program chairs are considered formal leaders in the analysis, at
this institution, they are considered to be faculty first and have faculty responsibilities
This visualization shows that mostly formal leaders act as connectors for the
network, with faculty located at the edges of the network. The faculty in parts of this
network form tightly bound bundles with many interdependent ties. These ties are
represented by blue or red lines between the nodes, which represent agents. Not all
connectors are formal leaders; this visualization shows the agents 17 and 44 as
connectors.
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Figure 5.2
Friendship Network, Visualization from ORA. Formal leaders are depicted as red nodes,
faculty blue.

This visualization of the friendship network shows that the formal and informal
leaders interact in a tightly compact fashion for friendship. There are areas with more
formal leaders grouped together, but within those sub-groups faculty (nonformal leaders)
are also included. This grouping indicates that there is friendship across positions
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Figure 5.3
Innovation Network, Visualization from ORA. Formal leaders are depicted as red nodes,
faculty blue.

This visualization shows a very different grouping from the previous two
networks. This network has a large cluster in the center and then a number of smaller
clusters surrounding it. This graphic suggests that within the network, people create
smaller sub-groups for sharing innovative ideas. It should be noted that formal leaders
appear to act to connect different sub-groups, but the sub-groups are composed
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predominantly of faculty members. As the interest of this research study was in how
innovation starts and spreads at the institution, this graphic is of particular interest. It
seems to represent that innovative ideas start in the clusters of faculty and move to a
wider audience through the formal leaders, who form the center of the network.

Figure 5.4
Total Network, Visualization from ORA. Formal leaders are depicted as red nodes,
faculty blue.

This figure shows the total agent-by-agent network, which includes the
information from the three previous networks combined into one visualization. This
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graphic again highlights the amount of interaction between formal and informal leaders
within the network. This graphic suggests that within the network, there seem to be a
number of sub-groups, but these sub-groups are still relatively well connected to the other
groups and to the network as a whole.
In summary, these visualizations indicate that the interactions within this network
looks very different based on what type of interaction is depicted. The innovation
network is of particular interest, given this study, and it reveals that formal leaders act as
connectors for innovation and that faculty share innovative ideas within clusters.

Network Findings
Network measurements reveal that this network is relatively good at interaction
(see Figure 4.3, total interaction network average communication speed = .38) and that
the innovation network is somewhat slower at communication (average communication
speed = .21) than the social (average communication speed = .29) and interdependence
(average communication speed = .27) networks. This institution has members located on
multiple campuses and divided by departments, which creates barriers for
communication. The communication speed for the total network (.38) suggests that
people interact somewhat regularly. The lower communication speed for other networks
suggests that communication within these networks is deliberate: there is an opportunity
for higher speeds of communication (indicated by the total interaction communication
speed), but agents choose to interact within these network act a slower speed and because
these network measurements preclude interaction across multiple channels.
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This slower speed at first may seem to indicate that innovation is somewhat
stifled in the network. However, a slower innovation communication speed could reveal
that this organization handles innovation more carefully, which is a good response to
innovation. Too much innovation could create an unstable and chaotic environment.
Marion (2002), referencing Senge (1990) states “faster is slower. A complex system can
develop only so fast, and to push it beyond its natural limits is to court problems” (p.
324). The network’s slower innovation speed reflects that this network in isolation does
not spread innovative ideas too quickly. The network as a whole is not hampered, though,
by a lack of communication, as reflected in the average communication speeds above and
the closeness centralization of .508 (discussed below).
The results so far show that the network has a great deal of social and informal
interaction rather than having formal, structured interaction. The Krackhardt value
(Krackhardt hierarchy = .05) reveals weak high levels of hierarchy, which reflects the
informal nature of the network. This is conclusion is supported by the fact that the college
has only 5 levels of hierarchy (president, vice-presidents, deans, department/program
chairs, and faculty).
The clustering coefficient (the degree to which agents constrain one another)
reveals that the network is clustered at what could be considered a healthy level (.399),
given that too little clustering inhibits pressure for change and too much clustering and
coupling can create dramatic, chaotic changes (Kauffman, 1995).
The clustering value and reciprocity (38%) do indicate that the network may only
be somewhat moderately connected. When considering the visualization above, this may
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be explained through the interdependency network. The formal leaders act as hubs of
communication and interdependency for other small groups that are not as well connected
to the network as a whole.

Innovation Flow
The first research question is concerned with innovation flow within the network:


How quickly and effectively do innovative ideas spread throughout this
institution?
- What network characteristics influence how quickly innovation
spreads throughout this institution?

The answer to the first part of this question comes partly from the network characteristics
described above: the average communication speed for the network is .21 and the overall
ability to communicate in the network is represented by the closeness centrality score of
.508. These two measures give us a sense of how information about innovation can
spread through the network. Closeness centrality values range from 0 to 1. It “reveals
how long it takes information to spread from one individual to others in the network”
because it “measures the path length from one person to another in a network” (Carley,
2010, p. 356). This value means that 50% of the network is closely connected and
indicates that the network has many agents who are well-connected. The average
communication speed for innovation at the network of .21 indicates that the
communication for innovative ideas is hindered by other features of the network.
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In addition to these measures of innovation movement through the network, there
are other indicators that tell us about this network. Simmelian ties are links that address
innovation flow because these types of bonds foster dynamic interaction. The Simmelian
tie value for this network is somewhat low (range from 0 to 18%, with an average of 6%),
which could indicate that this network does not support the types of relationships that
have been shown to foster dynamic interaction. It could be, though, that the lack of
Simmelian ties indicate a healthy sign of network diversity since there are fewer closed
triads. A similar conclusion for low amount of Simmelian ties was reached by Prell, et al
(2010) when considering Simmelian ties for a study that examined the social structure
and its influence on stakeholders.
The eigenvector centrality (.41 indicates degree of people in the know) and the
authority centrality (range from .01 to .42, average = .10; indicated degree of agents
receiving lots of information) values indicate that the degree to which information flow is
enabled by key figures who are “in the know.” To understand this, refer to figures 5.1,
5.2, and 5.3 above in conjunction with the following explanation. The innovation network
seems to work through a few key figures, mostly formal leaders, who act as the
connectors for the network as a whole, while the other members of the network
communicate within clusters. This behavior, though, seems to occur only for innovation,
as the social network is much more tightly bound, with fewer key figures and little
clustering. The hierarchy coefficient of the innovation network is more than twice that of
the other networks, while the diffusion is much lower (.532 for the innovation network
compared to .844 for interdependence network and .813 for friendship network). This
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may be due to the number of “gatekeepers” in formal positions. The clustering coefficient
for the network as a whole (range from .15 to .72, with an average of .40) confirms that
this network is relatively decentralized and has good local diffusion. The authority
centrality values for the network (range from .01 to .42, with an average of .13) indicate
that there are a number of key figures who are capable of passing information quickly
through the network.
The visualization of the diffusion of innovation across the network (refer to
figures 4.2 through 4.10) provides further information about how innovation moves
through the institution. These are the diffusion of innovation graphs, and they show how
information interacts and changes across time. Most of the innovations diffuse in a
similar pattern—it’s originally rather scattered but narrows after only a few generations.
Some had higher standard deviation as the simulation went through the iterations, which
reflects the network’s tolerance of diversity of opinion, while others had lower standard
deviations, which indicates that the network can come to an agreement on certain
innovation. The diffusion of hybrid programs at the college reflects how the network has
already adapted to the presences of online courses, which have been part of the institution
for a number of years. In this diffusion, the innovation diffuses more quickly in the first
few iterations than with other innovations.
Overall, this network has the ability to diffuse innovation, though there are ways
that innovation emergence and diffusion could be improved. More enabling conditions
that fostered the kind of bonding that is measured through Simmelian ties could lead to
more emergent innovation at the institution. Higher density and more clustering could
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allow for information to pass more quickly through the network, though too much
clustering could create too much pressure to conform (HEIDER?).

Leadership and its Influence on Attitudes about Innovation
and Diffusion of Innovation
Examining leadership using a complexity leadership theory lens requires that
leadership be re-considered as a collective action and as influence over collective actions,
rather than as the characteristics and traits of individuals. Given this understanding, the
answer to the influence of leadership research question was based on an examination of
the network as a whole, while also examining how informal leaders, department/program
chairs, and administrators influenced innovation flow. The research questions for the
influence of leadership on the institution were:


How do faculty members and other informal leaders influence innovation?



How do administrators and formal leaders influence innovation flow?



How do department chairs influence innovation and the spread of innovation?

These questions were examined in first through a belief propagation, then with a
MANCOVA to examine how leadership influences attitudes about innovation in this
belief propagation. A MANCOVA analysis was also conducted with an examination of
how leadership influences the diffusion of innovation within the network.
The belief propagation shows a number of interesting results for the network. The
first, which related to all three research questions, is that both formal and informal leaders
play a key role in influencing this network. As shown in Table 4.4 and Figure 4.1, the key
entities in this network are not all formal leaders. In fact, the most recurring top ranked
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agent in the network is a faculty member in one of the larger divisions at the college. The
influence of informal leaders, like this key agent, was observed across the belief
propagation (see Figure 4.10, 4.12, 4.14, 4.16, and 4.18).
The most contentious beliefs about innovation were, interestingly: “Innovation is
most likely to occur when it is directed by my department chair or supervisor” and
“Innovation typically comes from collaborating with peers.” These beliefs started with
initial dispersion (average or mean) values of .321 and 1.215 respectively. Of the top five
most contentious beliefs, the idea that innovation is directed by department chairs started
at an almost neutral position (scale from -2 to 2, with 0 as a neutral value). This value
was also only rated as a “strongly agree” by 7 agents, and by the end of the belief
propagation all agents, even those with an initially strongly agree position moved more
towards a neutral value. This shift indicates that as a network, the belief assertion that
innovation is directed by a formal leader is not widely supported by everyone and does
not inspire strong feelings (either strongly agree or strongly disagree) from the network
as a whole, which makes its placement among a contentious belief come from the few
individuals who are at the opposite ends of the spectrum on this belief. This is reflected
by the contention value change of 15.43% for this belief.
The belief that innovation comes from collaborating with peers has a higher
dispersion value and a lower contention value. Only three agents gave this belief a
negative rating in the survey, one of those three moved to a positive rating after the
propagation. These two contentious beliefs indicate that in the network, there is a belief
that innovation at the institution occurs because of peer-collaboration, and (based on
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lower scores for the previous belief) that it is not likely to be a top-down administrated
directed process. . This is not surprising given the pattern of clustering exhibited in the
innovation network (See Figure 5.3): Formal leaders appeared to connect clusters of
faculty, suggesting that the role of faculty is to generate innovation and the role of formal
leaders is to help move innovation across groups.
The belief propagation simulation results were then analyzed with a MANCOVA
procedure to test the influence of formal leadership on attitudes about innovation, with
authority centrality as the covariate, the role within the organization and formal/informal
leader as the independent variables, and the belief propagation values for attitudes about
innovation as the dependent variables. A number of statistically significant results were
found regarding important beliefs about innovation at the college. Of these results, I will
discuss just a view that reveal the overall dynamics of formal and informal leadership
influence on attitudes about innovation at the college.
For some of the beliefs, the colleges’ views on the belief differ by role, with
faculty being in sync with department chairs and department chairs differing from
executives, putting the executives’ beliefs at odds with the rest of the colleges’ beliefs.
This is shown in in the belief, “I feel that innovation is important to the future of this
college.” The pairwise comparison for this belief shows a significant result when
Executives are compared to Department Chairs (p = .017) and when Executives
compared to Faculty (p = .001). A non-significant result is shown when Department
Chairs are compared to Faculty (p = .261). Executives differ from the Department Chairs
and Faculty on this belief. In this analysis, department chairs are formal leaders, in that
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they have a position within the institution’s formal leadership hierarchy, but they are also
considered faculty by the administration. For this belief, the propagation shows that there
is a very positive view about innovation being important to the college, with mean values
all near 1, which is the value for strongly agree (Executive mean = 1.214, Department
Chairs mean = .785, and Faculty mean =.665). These measures indicated, however, that
administrators are more invested in change than are faculty.
For other beliefs, faculty members differ from department chairs and department
chairs differ from executives. Two representative beliefs that show this difference are
“My department does not value innovation” and “My college does not value innovation.”
It is important to remember that these beliefs were scaled so that strongly disagree values
have a higher value than strongly agree. The value for these beliefs seems to depend on
the role within the college. For the belief “My department does not value innovation,”
Executives do not differ from Department Chairs (p=.06) but do differ from Faculty (p =
0) and Department Chairs differ from Faculty (p= .02). In this case, Executives (Mean =
3.29) are more negative about this belief than Department Chairs (Mean = 2.67), and
Department Chairs are more negative than Faculty (Mean = 2.22). For the belief “My
college does not value innovation,” there are similar results. Executives do not differ
from Department Chairs (p=.113) but do differ from Faculty (p = .003) and Department
Chairs differ from Faculty (p= .024). In this case, Executives (Mean = 3.13) are more
negative about this belief than Department Chairs (Mean = 2.67), and Department Chairs
are more negative than Faculty (Mean = 2.21). These beliefs show that overall the
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college, as a network, disagrees with the departments and college not valuing innovation
by role at the college.
Faculty members can also have beliefs that are different from the executives, but
not the department chairs, showing again that faculty and department chairs can be more
in sync for certain beliefs. A representative belief that shows this is “Innovation typically
comes from collaborating with peers.” Faculty were shown to be significantly different
than Executives (p = .014). Executive and Department chairs were not statistically
different (p = .064), and Department chairs were not statistically different from Faculty (p
= .551). Faculty rated this belief very positively (Mean = .92), as did department chairs
(Mean = 1.10. Executives were less positive (Mean = 1.24). Though there is a
statistically significant difference between groups on this belief, all three groups rated
this as strongly agree, indicating that all three believe in the importance of collaboration,
though executives less so.
Overall, the belief propagation analysis and MANCOVA results show that
attitudes about innovation differ, in general, by role, with Executives often holding a
statistically significant different position. Faculty and department chairs do hold different
opinions for certain beliefs, and for those beliefs, faculty often differ from department
chairs. This reflects the department chairs position in the institution – both administration
and faculty.
A MANCOVA analysis was also conducted looking at the influence of leadership
on the diffusion of innovation. For the MANCOVA analysis that compared roles to the
diffusion of innovation, while controlling for authority centrality, the only significant
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difference occurred relative to attitudes about hybrid programs. Earlier in this chapter and
in Chapter 4, it was noted that the diffusion of innovation for hybrid courses looked
visually different from the other diffusions, with a sharper rise at the beginning of the
simulation (Figure 4.5). The statistically significant MANCOVA result for this
innovation indicates that leadership has an influence on innovation at the institution, but
not in the generative stages. Online courses have been part of the choices for faculty and
students for a number of years now, and, for the most part, have been received positively.
The reservations that many faculty have about online courses at the institution are the
same that other faculty have at other institutions, which has led to many faculty seeking a
way to combine the convenience of online courses with the more traditional learning
format of face-to-face classroom meetings. Given the visualization of the innovation
network that shows formal leaders as connectors for innovation, with the faculty
clustering together, it makes sense then that since this innovation is somewhat established
at the institution that formal leaders could play a part in the diffusion of this innovation
within the network, while not having as much of an effect on other innovations. Since the
innovation is more established, the formal leader, in the role as connector, can champion
the innovation and help spread the innovation at the college.
Many of the other innovations, simulated classrooms and e-textbooks as
examples, are in the very early stages of being introduced at the institution. These
innovations are mostly faculty and department driven. Certain departments in the
technical areas of the college have shown a need for simulated classrooms and have
sought support from formal leadership at the department and executive level. These
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innovations, though, are not seen as necessary for the success of the entire college, so
they are somewhat isolated within certain departments. E-textbooks adoption is also
another new innovation at the college. Prior to the past summer (Summer 2012), only one
course had consistently used an e-textbook option for students. E-textbooks are now
being introduced, slowly, throughout out the college and the introduction is faculty
driven. What I mean by faculty-driven is that there is administrative support from
department/program chairs and executive leadership, but the faculty is not being asked to
embrace the innovation; faculty members are instead seeking out the option of etextbooks for courses of their own volition. Again, this is reflected by the diffusion of
innovation MANCOVA result, which showed that formal leadership did not have a
statistically significant effect on diffusion of e-textbooks.
The innovation diffusion for the question of hybrid courses, then, provided the
clearest evidence that administrators influence innovation. Since innovation does diffuse
at the college and the network statistics show that the network is capable of diffusion
innovation, then if formal leadership doesn’t have a significant effect on other
innovations, it seems reasonable to assume that informal leadership plays some role in
how these innovation move through the institution.
Considering these two MANCOVA results, from the belief propagation and the
diffusion of innovation, together provides an overall look at the influence of formal
leadership on the college. Informal leadership has the biggest role in influencing
innovations that are emerging at the institution, but once the innovations are somewhat
more established, the innovation is likely to be influenced by formal leadership. Formal
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leadership plays a much bigger role in influencing innovation attitudes at the college,
though informal leaders serve to foster many of the changes that happen at the college.
Innovation and Environmental Influence
Given the results from the canonical correlation analysis (CCA), it is clear that the
environment plays some role in innovation at the college. In the survey, multiple types of
innovations that were already present in some programs and some classes at the
institution were presented and the participants chose whether these innovations would be
advantageous to the student population. Previously in the survey, respondents had
evaluated the most significant pressure from the environment, out of 4 choices that
ranged from national to student pressures. The CCA showed that the relationship between
the environmental pressures and the perceived advantages of innovations had a
reasonably high effect size (.17 or 17%).
The CCA results were significant for the whole model and for the first function.
Analysis of Function 1 of the model (See Table 4.42) reveals a number of interesting
results. The significant results from the environmental pressures of state legislative,
accreditation, and academic field (rs = -.7363, rs2 = 54.21 %) and school administrators (rs
= -.783, rs2 = 61.31 %) are inversely related to the pressure of student demand for
innovation (rs = -.2342, rs2 = 5.48 %) but positively related to community and local
pressure (rs = -.2889, rs2 = 8.35 %). Sherry and Hensen (2005) explain, “the squared
structure coefficients . . . represent the percentage of shared variance between the
observed variable and the synthetic variable created from the observed variable’s set”
(p.44). These results indicate that the pressures work together. School administrators have
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the most significant affect, while the student demand for innovation does not positively
share variability with these pressures. For the second dimension, the perceived
advantages of innovations at the college, all were positively correlated with each other,
except for the perceived advantage of online programs (rs = -.08, rs2 = .65 %). This
indicates that the online programs are influenced differently than the other innovations at
the college, a result that has been discussed previously with other analysis in this study.
Analysis of the statistically significant linear combinations of these results
provides more insight into these relationships. An explanation of the background of the
college is helpful for understanding the analysis. Of particular note is that some of the
innovations investigated in the analysis were already more or less part of the institutions.
For example, throughout the college, there are online courses and hybrid courses
available in each program. While students and instructors may not be directly involved in
these innovations, someone close to them will likely be enrolled in or teaching an online
or hybrid course. For other innovations, like e-textbooks and simulated classrooms, the
innovations are relatively new to the college and only very specific programs, faculty,
and students have access or exposure to the innovations.
E-texbooks are an interesting example to discuss in context of the results from the
CCA. Though this innovation is relatively new to the college, and to higher education in
general, there is significant interest and discussion about this innovation. At a recent (Fall
2012) voluntary, meeting about the e-textbook use in classes, there were over 50 faculty
and administrators present. E-textbooks had only been piloted over the summer and many
faculty members were asking to be included in the discussion or continued use of e-
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textbooks. The CCA linear combination reflects that in the first dimension, e-textbooks
are positively correlated with pressure from student demand for innovation and inversely
correlated with pressures from state legislative, accreditation, or academic field and
school administration. In the second dimension, e-textbooks are positively correlated with
school administrator and community and local pressures, while being inversely correlated
with pressures from state legislative, accreditation, or academic field and student demand
for innovation. These results indicate that innovations, like e-texbooks, may have multilayered environmental influences.
The results from the CCA can be further explained with a visualization. Table
4.44 and Figure 4.22 show the Newman grouping for agents by pressures. In the CCA
results, the most significant results were for state legislatives, accreditation, or academic
field (rs2 = 54.21%) and school administrators (rs2 = 61.31%); in the Newman grouping,
the largest group was associated with state legislatives, accreditation, or academic field
pressures. That is, external pressures and pressure from school administrators were
significant. School administrative pressures and community and local pressures were part
of the third group, which was also relatively large (23 members) and had a relatively high
E-I index, which indicates this group has a high level or internal ties. Community and
local pressures only account for a small percentage (rs2 = 8.35%) of the model in CCA.
In the linear combination, community and local pressures was positively correlated with
school administration pressure.
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Some conclusions can be drawn from this, though any conclusion must be
tempered by the fact that the CCA model only accounted for 17.1% of the effect of
environment pressure on the perceived advantage of innovation. While this is a relatively
high effect size, considering all the factors that may go into a perceived advantage of
innovation, it is clear that the analysis in this study does not explain all of the
complicated reasons why someone may have a certain perception about a certain
innovation. Instead what this analysis shows is that faculty and administrators are heavily
influenced by national and state influence concerns, but that this broad, outer concern is
slightly less responsible for perceptions about innovation than institution specific
influence of school administrators.

Implications
This study provides a number of interesting and important ideas about the role of
leadership, both formal and informal, and its influence on innovation at the college. For
formal leaders within academic institutions, there are a number of implications that
should be considered. While this study is not generalizable, it does provide information
that can be used within context and applied even outside of this particular institution,
given that innovation and education, including influence of leadership and the
environment, is a topic of concern for all of higher education.
The results from the study as a whole emphasizes that formal leaders within
academic settings are most effective at influencing the attitudes about innovation,
including the perceived advantages of specific innovations, while not as influential to the
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generative and emergent processes within the early stages of innovation and adoption of
innovation. This means that formal leaders act best as connectors for the groups and
champions of ideas. Fostering the types of informal leaders and aggregates of informal
leadership that encourage innovation should be a priority for formal leaders, while
establishing an environment that encourages a positive view of innovation at the
institution.
Further, based on this network and its characteristics of innovation, other
networks within educational institutions could be compared to gain an understanding of
the proper balance and structure needed for innovation, both in its generative stages and
as it diffuses across the institution. A particular interest for comparison comes from the
different network structures shown for this organization, with the innovation and
interdependency networks showing formal leaders as connectors while the friendship
network showed no real differentiation by role. These network types could be of
particular importance to formal leaders who are looking to establish ways to encourage
adaptation and innovation, as they seem particularly suited for the diffusion of
innovation, given the challenges this institution faced (multiple campuses creating
physical boundaries and multiple departments creating content boundaries between
agents).

Methodological Implications
Dynamic Network Analysis is a methodology that continues to grow in its
significance for understanding organizations and network dynamics within organizations.
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One would be hard-pressed to think of another way to analyze an organization in the way
that this research study has done with another methodological approach. This approach
allows for not only a look at a network in a snapshot, but it allows for a projection of a
network forward in time.
This research study also has an addition that can be of significance to other
studies and has not been attempted before in other studies: specifically the simulations of
attitudinal change and knowledge (innovation) diffusion coupled with inferential
statistics that examined effects of role in network structure. This type of analysis could be
used to examine a number of other networks, roles, beliefs and knowledge.

Implications for Two-Year Colleges
This research study has many implications for two-year colleges and for higher
education in general. First, the possibilities for other dynamic network analysis and
complexity leadership theory studies are many. Even without using the more advanced
functions available through DNA and the accompanying software ORA, much was
learned about how this network is constructed and how communication, interaction, and
interdependency occur within this organization. The simulations, belief propagation and
near-term analysis, allowed for an even more sophisticated understanding of the network.
There are many practical application of this type of study. For instance, in a situation
where an organization was interested in making a big change by introducing an
innovation, an initial DNA study could be conducted. From this DNA, the organization
could find areas of weakness to the spread of the innovation and discover the reasons
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why the innovation may or may not diffuse and what the attitudinal response could be.
Once those are identified, the organization could ameliorate some of the conditions that
would likely resist the innovation. Organizations that are interested in becoming more
capable of creating emergent dynamic and diffusing innovations more quickly could use
the DNA study in a similar way, by identifying and removing barriers to change.
The belief propagation and near-term analysis study suggests that formal leaders
would do best to foster the types of bottom-up relationships observed in this study that
generate emergent innovation and diffusion of innovation, rather than trying to direct
innovation in a top-down manner, since few emerging innovations were affected by the
formal leadership at the college. The results about attitudes at the two-year college could
be compared to other colleges, especially those that are struggling with innovation and
adaptation to the changing environment. The comparison could reveal what organizations
could work on changing in the attitudes about innovation and using simulation to see the
effects of certain changes.

Implications for Further Study
While this study has given a broad overview of the network and this institution, it
indicates a number of other areas that would benefit from a more narrow and specific
focus. The information obtained about the environmental effects on the innovation
diffusion, for example, could be easily be followed up with a more specific and detailed
investigation into how the environment functions to influence the diffusion of innovation.
Leadership and its role on attitudinal effects on knowledge or beliefs could also be
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studied in greater detail, as could information about diffusing innovation at the
institution. A closer look at particular departments and divisions within the network could
give a more intimate look into the dynamics and influences at this organization.
Further, a similar study conducted at four-year colleges could reveal how the
pressure to research changes the dynamic for influence of leadership on attitudes about
innovation and diffusion of innovation. Given that many four year colleges may have a
more highly developed sense of hierarchy, which comes from the tenure system and the
division of faculty by rank of professorship, the network structure and its ability to
diffuse innovation could be revealing as to ways that four-year colleges are either
hindered or encouraged to innovate and diffusion innovation. Also, a study at a four year
college, compared to this study, could reveal much if the environmental pressures are
changed to a broader, more global concern, and how the environmental pressures change
both the perceived advantages of innovation and attitudes about innovation.
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Appendix A
Informed Consent for Dissertation Interview
Information about Being in a Research Study
Clemson University
A Dynamic Network Analysis of Innovation in Two-year Colleges
Description of the Study and Your Part in It
Russ Marion, professor from Clemson University, and Melissa McFarland, faculty at The
two-year college and a doctoral candidate at Clemson University, invite you to take part
in a research study. The purpose of this research is to better understand the processes of
innovation at two-year colleges.
Your part in this particular study will be to participate in a private interview. In this
interview, you will be asked your opinions about how innovation works in the school.
It will take you about 30 minutes to participate in the interview for this study.
Risks and Discomforts
I do not know of any risks or discomforts to you in this research study.
Possible Benefits
The findings of this research at The two-year college will be used to help improve
understanding of innovation and the processes and influences on innovation.
Protection of Privacy and Confidentiality
I will do everything we can to protect your privacy and confidentiality. I will not tell
anybody that you were in this study or what information I collected from you. All
records from this interview will kept under lock and key, and no information will be used
in follow-up reports that identify you or that could be used to identify you. No one will
see the data except for Melissa McFarland, Russ Marion and Jon Christisansen. The
recordings will be destroyed after being transcribed and anonymized.
I might be required to share the information we collect from you with the Clemson
University Office of Research Compliance and the federal Office for Human Research
Protections. If this happens, the information would only be used to find out if I ran this
study properly and protected your rights in the study.
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Choosing to Be in the Study
You do not have to be in this study. You may choose not to take part and you may choose
to stop taking part at any time. You will not be sanctioned in any way if you decide not to
be in the study or to stop taking part in the study.
You may choose to stop taking part in this study after today. If you do, I will remove
your information from the study. However, if I have already completed my research
analysis, I will not be able to remove your information from the study.
Contact Information
If you have any questions or concerns about this study or if any problems arise, please
contact Melissa McFarland at mcfarlandml@cctech.edu or Russ Marion at Clemson
University at marion2@clemson.edu. If you have any questions or concerns about your
rights in this research study, please contact the Clemson University Office of Research
Compliance (ORC) at 864-656-6460 or irb@clemson.edu. If you are outside of the
Upstate South Carolina area, please use the ORC’s toll-free number, 866-297-3071.
Consent
By participating in the interviews, I give my consent to be part of this study.
A copy of this form will be given to you.
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Appendix B
Survey from Qualtrics
A Dynamic Network Analysis of Innovation and Leadership in a Two-year College
Description of the Study and Your Part in It
Russ Marion, professor from Clemson University, and Melissa McFarland, faculty at The
two-year college and a doctoral candidate at Clemson University, invite you to take part
in a research study. The purpose of this research is to better understand the processes of
innovation at two-year colleges.
Your part in this particular study will be to participate in a survey about innovation at
CCTC and about your relationships with work and with your colleagues.
It will take you about 10 minutes to complete the survey.
Risks and Discomforts
I do not know of any risks or discomforts to you in this research study.
Possible Benefits
The findings of this research at The two-year college will be used to help improve
understanding of innovation and the processes and influences on innovation.
Protection of Privacy and Confidentiality
We will do everything we can to protect your privacy and confidentiality. I will not tell
anybody that you were in this study or what information I collected from you. All records
from this interview survey will be kept under lock and key, and no information will be
used in follow-up reports that identify you or that could be used to identify you. No one
will see the data except for Melissa McFarland, Russ Marion, and Jon Christiansen (my
research advisor).
I might be required to share the information we collect from you with the Clemson
University Office of Research Compliance and the federal Office for Human Research
Protections. If this happens, the information would only be used to find out if I ran this
study properly and protected your rights in the study.
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Choosing to Be in the Study
If you choose to stop taking part in this study, the information you have already provided
will be used in a confidential manner.
You may choose to stop taking part in this study at any time prior to completion of the
analysis. If you do, I will remove your information from the study. However, if I have
already completed the research analysis, I will not be able to remove your information
from the study.
Contact Information
If you have any questions or concerns about this study or if any problems arise, please
contact Melissa McFarland at mcfarlandml@cctech.edu or Russ Marion at Clemson
University at marion2@clemson.edu.
If you have any questions or concerns about your rights in this research study, please
contact the Clemson University Office of Research Compliance (ORC) at 864-656-6460
or irb@clemson.edu. If you are outside of the Upstate South Carolina area, please use the
ORC’s toll-free number, 866-297-3071.
Consent
By completing the survey, I give my consent to be part of this study.
Survey
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is your age? 20-30 31-40 41-60 61+
What is your gender? Male Female
What is your highest level of education? Trade Bachelor's Master's PhD
How long have you worked in education? 0-5 years 5-10 years 10-20 years 20+
years
5. Which of the following roles do you perform on a regular basis? Select all that
apply.Advisor Manager Instructor Administrator
6. Of the following departments at the college, check the ones that you regularly
teach for.
7. Of the following locations, which do you consider to be your primary campus?
8. Which of the following tasks and duties demand a significant amount of your
time? Please select all that apply.
9. Of the following individuals, whom do you consider to be friends that you
socialize with on a regular basis? Select all that apply.
10. Which of the following individuals perform tasks that you directly and
significantly depend on in order to successfully do your own work (e.g., someone
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who teaches skills you need students to master before taking your class, or
someone who coordinates students in your clinical rotations, or someone who
handles logistics for your online classes, etc.)? Select all that apply.
11. Of the following individuals, who are you most likely to work with to develop or
implement innovative ideas? Select all that apply.
12. From the following list, which areas of expertise best describe your capabilities?
13. From the following list of resources, which do you have regular access to?
14. Please rate your agreement with the following statements:
a. I feel that innovation is important to the future of this college. I feel that
the college provides the resources I need to be innovative.
b. I feel that my department provides the resources I need to be innovative.
c. I feel that my ideas about innovation are appreciated.
d. Innovation typically comes from collaborating with peers.
e. Innovation is most likely to occur when it is directed by my department
chair or supervisor.
f. I generally disagree with innovative processes that are put into place at the
college.
g. There is a need for more stability and less change at the college.
h. My department does not value innovation. My college does not value
innovation.
i. My department is more interested in innovation and change than in
controlling and standardizing education.
15. Please answer the following questions about the source of pressures to innovate.
a. State legislative, accreditation, or academic field pressures
b. Community and local pressures
c. School administrators
d. Student demand for innovation
16. Rate the significance of each of the following innovations and indicate whether it
has been implemented in your department:
17. Have you implemented this in your own department?
a. Completely online programs
b. Hybrid courses, with online coursework combined with face-to-face
meetings
c. E-textbooks
d. Move to simulated classrooms environments
e. Audio capture of lectures, digital
f. Video capture of lectures, digital
g. Smarter classrooms, with more interactive features for student engagement
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h. Move away from traditional lecture and test class format
18. Think of one of the preceding changes, or perhaps a similar change, that the
college is currently seeking to implement. With it in mind, how difficult do you
think it will be to do each of the following:
a. Continue to do my day-to-day job while learning this new innovation
b. Fit this new innovation into the existing structure of the institution
c. Master the demands of the proposed change
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Appendix C
Box’s M Test for MANCOVA
Box's Test of Equality of Covariance Matrices -- MANCOVA, Attitutdes about Innovation
Box's M
107.804
F
1.117
df1
66
df2
2163.024
Sig.
0.245
Tests the null hypothesis that the observed covariance matrices of the dependent variables
are equal across groups.
a Design: Intercept + authority_centrality + role

Box's Test of Equality of Covariance Matrices -- MANCOVA, Diffusion of Innovation
Box's M
67.939
F
1.49
df1
36
df2
2627.778
Sig.
0.031
Tells the null hypothesis that the observed covariance matrices of the dependent variables
are equal across groups
a Design: Intercept + authority_centrality + role
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Appendix D
Pairwise Comparisons – Attitudes about Innovation
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Dependent Variable
I feel that innovation is
important to the future of this
college.

Mean
Difference
(I-J)

Std.
Error

Sig.b

Lower
Bound

Upper
Bound

Dept. Chair

0.429

0.175

0.017

0.08

0.778

Faculty

0.548

0.156

0.001

0.238

0.859

-0.429

0.175

0.017

-0.778

-0.08

0.119

0.105

0.261

-0.091

0.329

Executive

-0.548

0.156

0.001

-0.859

-0.238

Dept. Chair

-0.119

0.105

0.261

-0.329

0.091

Dept. Chair

0.133

0.223

0.553

-0.311

0.577

Faculty

0.385

0.198

0.056

-0.01

0.78

-0.133

0.223

0.553

-0.577

0.311

0.252

0.134

0.064

-0.015

0.519

Executive

-0.385

0.198

0.056

-0.78

0.01

Dept. Chair

-0.252

0.134

0.064

-0.519

0.015

Dept. Chair

0.11

0.207

0.595

-0.302

0.522

Faculty

0.289

0.184

0.12

-0.077

0.655

Executive

-0.11

0.207

0.595

-0.522

0.302

Faculty

0.179

0.124

0.155

-0.069

0.427

Executive

-0.289

0.184

0.12

-0.655

0.077

Dept. Chair

-0.179

0.124

0.155

-0.427

0.069

(I) Role at the
Institution

(J) Role at the
Institution

Executive

Department Chair

Executive
Faculty

Faculty
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I feel that the college provides
the resources I need to be
innovative.

Executive

Department Chair

Executive
Faculty

Faculty

I feel that my department
provides the resources I need
to be innovative.

Executive

Department Chair

Faculty

95% Confidence Interval
for Differenceb
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Dependent Variable
I feel that my ideas about
innovation are appreciated.

Mean
Difference
(I-J)

Std.
Error

Sig.b

Lower
Bound

Upper
Bound

0.3

0.232

0.2

-0.162

0.762

0.387

0.206

0.065

-0.024

0.798

-0.3

0.232

0.2

-0.762

0.162

0.087

0.14

0.535

-0.191

0.365

Executive

-0.387

0.206

0.065

-0.798

0.024

Dept. Chair

-0.087

0.14

0.535

-0.365

0.191

Dept. Chair

0.143

0.177

0.421

-0.209

0.496

0.32

0.157

0.046

0.006

0.633

-0.143

0.177

0.421

-0.496

0.209

Faculty

0.177

0.107

0.102

-0.036

0.389

Executive

-0.32

0.157

0.046

-0.633

-0.006

Dept. Chair

-0.177

0.107

0.102

-0.389

0.036

Dept. Chair

0.53

0.282

0.064

-0.031

1.091

Faculty

0.631

0.25

0.014

0.132

1.13

Executive

-0.53

0.282

0.064

-1.091

0.031

Faculty

0.102

0.169

0.551

-0.236

0.439

Executive

-0.631

0.25

0.014

-1.13

-0.132

Dept. Chair

-0.102

0.169

0.551

-0.439

0.236

(I) Role at the
Institution

(J) Role at the
Institution

Executive

Dept. Chair
Faculty

Department Chair

Executive
Faculty

Faculty

Innovation typically comes
from collaborating with peers.

Executive
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Faculty
Department Chair

Faculty

Innovation is most likely to
occur when it is directed by
my department chair or
supervisor.

Executive

Department Chair

Faculty

95% Confidence Interval
for Differenceb

Executive
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Dependent Variable
I generally disagree with
innovative processes that are
put into place at the college.

Mean
Difference
(I-J)

Std.
Error

Sig.b

Lower
Bound

Upper
Bound

Dept. Chair

0.193

0.301

0.522

-0.406

0.793

Faculty

0.839

0.268

0.002

0.306

1.372

-0.193

0.301

0.522

-0.793

0.406

0.646

0.181

0.001

0.285

1.007

Executive

-0.839

0.268

0.002

-1.372

-0.306

Dept. Chair

-0.646

0.181

0.001

-1.007

-0.285

Dept. Chair

0.328

0.312

0.298

-0.295

0.95

Faculty

0.644

0.278

0.023

0.09

1.197

-0.328

0.312

0.298

-0.95

0.295

0.316

0.188

0.097

-0.059

0.691

Executive

-0.644

0.278

0.023

-1.197

-0.09

Dept. Chair

-0.316

0.188

0.097

-0.691

0.059

Dept. Chair

0.62

0.328

0.063

-0.034

1.274

Faculty

1.065

0.292

0

0.483

1.646

Executive

-0.62

0.328

0.063

-1.274

0.034

Faculty

0.445

0.198

0.027

0.051

0.839

Executive

-1.065

0.292

0

-1.646

-0.483

Dept. Chair

-0.445

0.198

0.027

-0.839

-0.051

(I) Role at the
Institution

(J) Role at the
Institution

Executive

Department Chair

Executive
Faculty

Faculty
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There is a need for more
stability and less change at the
college.

Executive

Department Chair

Executive
Faculty

Faculty

My department does not value
innovation.

Executive

Department Chair

Faculty

95% Confidence Interval
for Differenceb
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Dependent Variable
My college does not value
innovation.

Mean
Difference
(I-J)

Std.
Error

Sig.b

Lower
Bound

Upper
Bound

Dept. Chair

0.452

0.334

0.181

-0.215

1.118

Faculty

0.916

0.297

0.003

0.323

1.509

-0.452

0.334

0.181

-1.118

0.215

0.464

0.201

0.024

0.063

0.866

Executive

-0.916

0.297

0.003

-1.509

-0.323

Dept. Chair

-0.464

0.201

0.024

-0.866

-0.063

Dept. Chair

0.171

0.337

0.614

-0.501

0.843

Faculty

0.576

0.3

0.059

-0.022

1.173

-0.171

0.337

0.614

-0.843

0.501

0.405

0.203

0.05

0

0.809

Executive

-0.576

0.3

0.059

-1.173

0.022

Dept. Chair

-0.405

0.203

0.05

-0.809

0

(I) Role at the
Institution

(J) Role at the
Institution

Executive

Department Chair

Executive
Faculty

Faculty
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My department is more
interested in innovation and
change than in controlling and
standardizing education.

Executive

Department Chair

Executive
Faculty

Faculty

95% Confidence Interval
for Differenceb

* The mean difference is significant at the .05 level.
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Appendix E
Pairwise Comparisons – Diffusion of Innovation
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Std.
Error

Sig.b

Lower
Bound

Upper
Bound

0.14

0.104

0.183

-0.067

0.347

Faculty

0.056

0.094

0.557

-0.132

0.243

Executive

-0.14

0.104

0.183

-0.347

0.067

Faculty

-0.084

0.059

0.16

-0.203

0.034

Executive

-0.056

0.094

0.557

-0.243

0.132

Dept. Chair

0.084

0.059

0.16

-0.034

0.203

Dept. Chair

0.037

0.114

0.747

-0.19

0.264

Faculty

.227*

0.103

0.031

0.022

0.432

-0.037

0.114

0.747

-0.264

0.19

.190*

0.065

0.005

0.06

0.32

Executive

-.227*

0.103

0.031

-0.432

-0.022

Dept. Chair

-.190*

0.065

0.005

-0.32

-0.06

Dept. Chair

-0.021

0.091

0.821

-0.201

0.16

Faculty

0.006

0.082

0.938

-0.157

0.169

Executive

0.021

0.091

0.821

-0.16

0.201

Faculty

0.027

0.052

0.605

-0.076

0.13

Executive

-0.006

0.082

0.938

-0.169

0.157

Dept. Chair

-0.027

0.052

0.605

-0.13

0.076

(I) Role

(J) Role

Completely online programs

Executive

Dept. Chair

Faculty
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Mean
Difference
(I-J)

Dependent Variable

Department Chair

Hybrid courses, with online
coursework combined with
face-to-face meetings

Executive

Department Chair

Executive
Faculty

Faculty

E-textbooks

Executive

Department Chair

Faculty

95% Confidence Interval
for Differenceb
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95% Confidence Interval
for Differenceb

Mean
Difference
(I-J)

Std.
Error

Sig.b

Lower
Bound

Upper
Bound

Dependent Variable

(I) Role

(J) Role

Move to simulated classrooms
environments

Executive

Dept. Chair

0.032

0.094

0.737

-0.156

0.22

Faculty

0.019

0.085

0.825

-0.151

0.189

Executive

-0.032

0.094

0.737

-0.22

0.156

Faculty

-0.013

0.054

0.813

-0.12

0.095

Executive

-0.019

0.085

0.825

-0.189

0.151

Dept. Chair

0.013

0.054

0.813

-0.095

0.12

Dept. Chair

-0.024

0.096

0.803

-0.215

0.167

Faculty

-0.115

0.087

0.189

-0.288

0.058

0.024

0.096

0.803

-0.167

0.215

-0.091

0.055

0.101

-0.2

0.018

Executive

0.115

0.087

0.189

-0.058

0.288

Dept. Chair

0.091

0.055

0.101

-0.018

0.2

Dept. Chair

-0.069

0.101

0.499

-0.27

0.132

Faculty

-0.066

0.091

0.472

-0.248

0.116

Executive

0.069

0.101

0.499

-0.132

0.27

Faculty

0.003

0.058

0.964

-0.112

0.117

Executive

0.066

0.091

0.472

-0.116

0.248

-0.003

0.058

0.964

-0.117

0.112

Department Chair

Faculty

Audio capture of lectures,
digital

Executive
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Department Chair

Executive
Faculty

Faculty

Video capture of lectures,
digital

Executive

Department Chair

Faculty

Dept. Chair
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95% Confidence Interval
for Differenceb

Mean
Difference
(I-J)

Std.
Error

Sig.b

Lower
Bound

Upper
Bound

Dependent Variable

(I) Role

(J) Role

Smarter classrooms, with
more interactive features for
student engagement

Executive

Department
Chair

0.087

0.105

0.412

-0.123

0.297

Faculty

0.029

0.095

0.758

-0.16

0.219

Executive

-0.087

0.105

0.412

-0.297

0.123

Faculty

-0.058

0.06

0.342

-0.177

0.062

Executive

-0.029

0.095

0.758

-0.219

0.16

Department
Chair

0.058

0.06

0.342

-0.062

0.177

Department
Chair

0.01

0.108

0.93

-0.206

0.225

Faculty

-0.07

0.098

0.474

-0.265

0.125

Executive

-0.01

0.108

0.93

-0.225

0.206

Faculty

-0.08

0.062

0.2

-0.203

0.043

Executive

0.07

0.098

0.474

-0.125

0.265

Department
Chair

0.08

0.062

0.2

-0.043

0.203

Department Chair

Faculty

221

Move away from traditional
lecture and test class format

Executive

Department Chair

Faculty

Based on estimated marginal means
* The mean difference is significant at the .05 level.
b Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Least Significant Difference (equivalent to no adjustments).
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Appendix F
Tests of Between-Subject Factors, Diffusion of Innovation, Formal Leader

Type III
Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

.315a

2

0.157

3.524

0.034

1.057b

2

0.529

10.095

0

E-textbooks

.080c

2

0.04

1.206

0.305

Move to simulated
classrooms environments

.263d

2

0.131

3.661

0.03

Audio capture of lectures,
digital

1.106e

2

0.553

14.888

0

Video capture of lectures,
digital

.004f

2

0.002

0.054

0.948

Smarter classrooms, with
more interactive features
for student engagement

.053g

2

0.026

0.585

0.559

Move away from
traditional lecture and test
class format

.298h

2

0.149

3.163

0.048

Completely online
programs

6.464

1

6.464

144.757

0

7.58

1

7.58

144.79

0

3.444

1

3.444

104.357

0

Move to simulated
classrooms environments

10.052

1

10.052

280.05

0

Audio capture of lectures,
digital

0.341

1

0.341

9.191

0.003

Video capture of lectures,
digital

1.457

1

1.457

35.336

0

Source

Dependent Variable

Corrected
Model

Completely online
programs
Hybrid courses, with
online coursework
combined with face-toface meetings

Intercept

Hybrid courses, with
online coursework
combined with face-toface meetings
E-textbooks
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Type III
Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

Source

Dependent Variable

Intercept

Smarter classrooms, with
more interactive features
for student engagement

5.736

1

5.736

127.372

0

Move away from
traditional lecture and test
class format

1.525

1

1.525

32.317

0

Completely online
programs

0.247

1

0.247

5.532

0.021

Hybrid courses, with
online coursework
combined with face-toface meetings

0.576

1

0.576

11.001

0.001

E-textbooks

0.065

1

0.065

1.975

0.164

Move to simulated
classrooms environments

0.255

1

0.255

7.117

0.009

Audio capture of lectures,
digital

1.043

1

1.043

28.067

0

Video capture of lectures,
digital

0.001

1

0.001

0.013

0.909

Smarter classrooms, with
more interactive features
for student engagement

0.026

1

0.026

0.585

0.447

Move away from
traditional lecture and test
class format

0.239

1

0.239

5.064

0.027

Completely online
programs

0.037

1

0.037

0.832

0.365

0.62

1

0.62

11.841

0.001

0.007

1

0.007

0.222

0.639

Move to simulated
classrooms environments

0

1

0

0.01

0.922

Audio capture of lectures,
digital

0.147

1

0.147

3.969

0.05

Video capture of lectures,
digital

0.003

1

0.003

0.084

0.773

authority_
centrality

formal_
leader

Hybrid courses, with
online coursework
combined with face-toface meetings
E-textbooks

223

Source

Type III
Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

Smarter classrooms, with
more interactive features
for student engagement

0.02

1

0.02

0.434

0.512

Move away from
traditional lecture and test
class format

0.094

1

0.094

1.986

0.163

Dependent Variable
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